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ABSTRACT
Recently, various devices, such as automobiles,
and medical and industrial systems, have been
connected to the Internet, and this network is referred
to as the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT devices that do
not have an authentication function risk unauthorized
access. In addition, there is a high possibility that the
IoTs may be used as a springboard for Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. Moreover, once
the installed equipment is no longer used, it is
difficult to notice attacks, such as illegal operation by
a malicious user, so that the risk increases further.
These unmanaged devices are referred to as stray IoT
devices. In this paper, we describe the status of stray
IoT devices in Japan and report that we investigated
the relationship of regional characteristics between
the number of stray IoT devices by prefecture and
other data by prefecture by conducting a correlation
analysis. As a result, a significant correlation
between the phishing damage rate and the number of
stray IoT devices was found to exist. These results
are thought to be useful for planning
countermeasures against stray IoT devices.

KEYWORDS
Internet of Things, IoT Security, Stray IoT,
Regional characteristics, Correlation analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, various devices, such as automobiles
and medical and industrial systems, have been
connected to the Internet, and this network of
devices is referred to as the Internet of Things
(IoT). The number of IoT devices is increasing
dramatically, and, according to the White Paper
on Information and Communication [1], is
estimated to reach 53 billion by 2020.

However, many IoT devices that do not have an
authentication function can be operated freely by
malicious individuals over the Internet using a
browser. The same problem may occur if the
authentication function is not set correctly. In
addition, there is a high possibility that IoT
devices may be used as a springboard for DDoS
attacks.
Moreover, if the installed device does not
have an authentication function and is no longer
being managed, attacks become difficult to
notice, and the risk increases further. We refer to
these unmanaged stray IoT devices.
In this paper, we describe a survey on the
actual situation of Stray IoT devices in Japan for
considering
countermeasures.
As
a
countermeasure against the problem of IoT
devices becoming stray IoT devices, we
considered users of IoT devices. We found that
more effective countermeasures were based on
the temperament and characteristics of residents
of various prefectures. Therefore, we carried out
a correlation analysis between the temperament
of the residents of prefectures and the regional
characteristics of prefectures and the data on
stray IoT devices investigated by prefecture in
Japan. To our knowledge, this is the first
analysis of the regional characteristics of stray
IoT devices.
2 RELATED RESEARCH
A number of studies have investigated devices
infected by malware on the IoT. Suzuki et al.
observed attacks using honeypots disguised as
IoT devices. [2] Then, by conducting device
fingerprinting on the observed host, the device at
the source of the attack was estimated. As a
200
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result, 15,096 devices corresponding to 14% of
observed hosts were found to be IoT devices
such as DVR, router, and IP camera.
Eric explored how botnets in smart devices are
exacerbating identity crime and also placed a
refrigerator at the heart of IoT that has become
connected through the Internet and thereby
susceptible to botnets and the collection of
personal identification information as an enabler
for identity crime. [3]
Kasama et al. classified the source equipment
used for attacks by sending port scan packets to
TCP port 23 of the IP address obtained by
observing darknets having 200,000 IP addresses.
[4] As a result, it was possible to collect the
banner information of the attack source with
40,973 IP addresses, corresponding to 20.5% of
the observation hosts, and IoT devices, such as
DVRs and routers, were observed.
Although all of these studies have been useful,
they investigated IoT devices that may already
be infected by some type of malware. However,
there is has been no actual survey of stray IoT
devices on the Internet, and there has been no
mention of the regional characteristics of stray
IoT devices.
3 Proposed method for classification
3.1 Outline of classification
Existing related studies have clarified the risk of
IoT devices becoming a springboard for attack
by honeypot and darknet observation, but an
actual situation survey was not performed.
Therefore, it is important to investigate the
actual situation of the stray IoT. Furthermore, we
investigated whether the IP network cameras
have an authentication setting. The reason for
selecting network cameras for the investigation
is that network cameras are considered to have a
high probability of becoming stray IoT devices,
because the main use of network cameras is to
provide evidence in the case of an emergency,
and, ordinarily, they are left unmanaged.
As a countermeasure against these problems,
users of IoT devices are usually warned of the
potential for exploitation.
We believe that the characteristics of
prefectures in Japan can be used to enhance the
effect of such warnings. This is because weather
and disaster warnings are presented by

prefecture and region, and users' interests in
local information tend to be higher.
Therefore, we estimated the number of target
devices by prefecture and analyzed the
correlation with other data by prefecture.
3.2 Method of investigation
The method of investigation is described in
three steps as follows.
[Step 1] Investigation of the existence of an
authentication setting
We investigated the status of an authentication
setting by sending an HTTP request for the IP
addresses of IoT devices.
[Step 2] Classification of prefectures in which
web cameras are installed
[Step 2-1]
The Classification was performed using the
characteristic that the prefecture name or
code is part of the domain.
Moreover, the domain was acquired by
reverse lookup by IP address with the
nslookup command.
[Step 2-2]
Since the data obtained in Step 2-1 may be
biased due to the population of the prefecture,
we use a modified number, i.e., the number
of devices per 100,000 residents.
[Step 3] Correlation analysis
Correlation analysis between the results
obtained in Step 2-2 and various prefecturespecific data is performed.
The details of the data set used for the survey
are shown in the next section.
3.3 Data Set
We used Censys [5] to collect the data set with
respect to the IP address of the IoT devices.
Censys is a novel search engine provided by the
research team at the University of Michigan.
We selected 9,999 IP addresses of IoT devices
that satisfy the following three criteria:
· The country code is Japan.
· A web camera is included in the page title.
· An OCN provider is used for the Web
camera communication.
201
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The number of IoT devices is set to be 9,999
because this is the maximum value permitted by
the Censys provider. In the present study, we
consider IoT devices using an OCN provider
because percentage of OCN providers among
total users is 34.5%, which is the highest in
Japan.
4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 Investigation of Connection Status
We executed and collected the connection state
by HTTP request. The results of the experiment
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Results of investigation of connection
status
Number
Connection status
of hosts
Connectable without
477
authentication
Connectable with
1,530
authentication
No reply

7,992

As a result, we found that a total of 477 (5%)
hosts can connect without authentication.
Moreover, 1,530 (15%) hosts were found to be
connectable following authentication.
Moreover, we connected to the host in the
connectable state using a browser. An example is
shown in Figure 1, in which a mosaic process
was applied to the actual page image for privacy
protection.

If the IP address of the connectable state host
can be determined, anyone can connect to the
operation page of the network camera, as shown
in Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows an image of a video that was
taken by an IP network camera. An operation
panel is also shown on the left-hand side of the
screen, through which it is possible to pan and
tilt, as well as zoom, the network camera.
Furthermore, it is possible to change the
resolution, image quality, and display size of the
captured video image.
Network cameras are installed in various places,
such as inside factories, offices, shops, and
foyers, as well as on eaves and in garages.
Network cameras installed in factories, offices,
and shops were originally installed for the
purposes of crime prevention, such as
monitoring restricted areas or preventing
shoplifting. However, the installation of the
network camera leads to a reduction in the crime
prevention level, which may increase crime risk.
If video images are released, there is a risk that
important documents related to employees or the
trade secrets will be revealed.
Moreover, by manipulating the orientation of
network cameras placed in foyers or under eaves,
personal information, such as the names and
addresses of the users, may be revealed.
Behaviors such as residents leaving their houses
may be monitored, which may lead to crimes
such as burglary.
The current state, in which there are many
network cameras without authentication, is very
dangerous. Moreover, the results of the present
investigation and experimentation have revealed
that the authentication settings of the
administrator page have not been used in four of
the 477 connectable network cameras. An
example of an administrator page is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 1 Example of a connectable host.
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4.2 Classification of Prefectures in Japan
Through reverse lookup of internet domain
against the data set, we identified the prefectures
of 9,225 hosts. Five prefectures with a large
number of hosts and five prefectures with few
hosts, together with the population ranking [6],
are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
Table 2 Prefectures with a large number of hosts
Prefecture
Total
Population
number
ranking
of hosts
Tokyo
1,837
1
Figure 2 Example of an administrator page.
The administrator page shown in Figure 2 has
buttons that can be used to, for example, change
the network settings, create an administrator, and
change the password. Moreover, the user can
confirm the connection state, change the color of
the indicator lamp on the main body of the IP
network camera, reboot the camera, and change
the factory state value. Furthermore, information
such as the MAC address of the corresponding
terminal, the firmware version, and protocols,
can be viewed. In particular, in changing the
authentication settings, a malicious user may
hijack the camera.
Moreover, in recent years, in order to reduce
resource usage and cost, paper manuals are no
longer provided and have been replaced with
electronic manuals, which are published on the
manufacturer's or vendor’s website.
As such, the user ID and default password can be
determined by anyone, and for devices that have
default authentication settings, the password
must be changed. In the present study, we also
checked for the presence or absence of
authentication settings. However, we did not
investigate whether the default password was
used in the terminal used for authentication
because of concerns that doing so may violate
the illegal access prohibition law. A certain
number of terminals are presumed to use the
default password, which is extremely dangerous
depending on the setting, even for the terminal
for which authentication is performed.

Osaka

1,507

3

Aichi

704

4

Hokkaido

443

8

Kanagawa

342

2

Table 3 Prefectures with few hosts
Prefecture
Total
Population
number
ranking
of hosts
Shimane
34
46
Wakayama

33

40

Kagawa

30

39

Tokushima

30

44

Saga

15

42

Tokyo had the largest number of hosts (1,837),
followed by Osaka, Aichi, Hokkaido, and
Kanagawa. Saga Prefecture had the fewest hosts
(15). Based on these results, the number of hosts
is proportional to the population. In other words,
prefectures with high populations have many
hosts.
In addition, five prefectures with a large
number of connectable hosts are listed Table 4,
together with the corresponding population
rankings.
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Table 4 Prefectures with a large number of
connectable hosts
Prefecture
Number of Population
connectable
ranking
hosts
Tokyo
45
1

Table 5 Prefectures with many connectable hosts
per 100,000 residents
Prefecture
Number of
Population
connectable hosts per
ranking
100,000 residents
Toyama
37
1.682243

Hokkaido

25

8

Kagawa

0.815494

39

Osaka

20

3

Niigata

0.648508

15

Toyama

18

37

Iwate

0.623052

32

Aichi

17

4

Tottori

0.522648

46

Of the five prefectures in which there were a
large number of hosts in the connectable state
shown in Table 4, four prefectures (Tokyo,
Hokkaido, Osaka, and Aichi) were also the
prefectures with a high number of hosts, as
shown in Table 2. However, in Toyama
prefecture, despite having a population ranking
of 37th (out of 47), the number of connectable
hosts is 18, which is high.

Table 6 Prefectures with few connectable hosts
per 100,000 residents
Prefecture
Number of
Population
connectable hosts
ranking
per 100,000
residents
Miyazaki
36
0.089767

4.3 Number of connectable units per 100,000
people

Saitama

Ishikawa

Nara
As shown in Section 4.2, the number of hosts in
a connectable state is proportional to the
population. Therefore, we investigated the
number of connectable states per 100,000
residents. Five prefectures with a large number
of connectable hosts per 100,000 residents are
listed in Table 5, together with the corresponding
population ranking. In addition, five prefectures
with a small number of connectable hosts per
100,000 residents are listed in Table 6, together
with the corresponding population ranking.
The results of the survey are shown in Appendix
1.

Okinawa

0.086505
0.082884
0.072674
0.070373

34
5
30
25

As shown in Table 5, Toyama Prefecture had
the largest number of connectable hosts per
100,000 residents, more than twice that of
Kagawa Prefecture, which had the next largest
number of connectable hosts.
4.4 Survey of the Ratio of Connectable Hosts
We investigated the ratio of connectable hosts
for each prefecture based on a survey of
connection state and the results of prefecture
classification. Five prefectures having a high
percentage of connectable hosts are listed in
Table 7, together with the corresponding
population ranking.
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Kagawa

66.6

39

Iwate

66.6

32

Tottori

60

46

60

46

Shimane

As shown in Table 7, many prefectures having a
high percentage were also listed in Table 5.
Based on this result, the risks of Toyama and
Kagawa prefecture are clearer. Shimane
Prefecture was ranked 12th with respect to the
number of connectable hosts per 100,000
residents.

The correlation graph with the annual
precipitation days is shown in Figure 3, and the
correlation graph with the annual snowfall days
is shown in Figure 4.

Connectable hosts per 100,000 residents

Table 7 Prefectures with a high percentage of
connectable hosts
Prefecture
Percentage of
Population
connectable hosts
ranking
Toyama
37
66.6

1.8
Toyama

1.6
1.4
1.2

1
Kagawa

0.8
0.6
0.4

Ishikawa

0.2
0
60

110

160

210

Annual rainy days

Figure 3 Correlation with annual precipitation
days.

We performed a correlation analysis on the
number of connectable units per 100,000
residents, which was investigated in Section 4.3,
and various data by prefecture. Table 8 shows
the correlation coefficient, p-value, and
significance of data for which significant
correlation was obtained.
Table 8 Correlation analysis results of
connectable hosts per 100,000 residents
Data by
Correlation pSignificance
prefecture coefficient value
Annual
rainfall [7]
Annual
snowfall
days [7]
Number of
elderly per
100,000
residents
[8]
Phishing
damage
rate [9]

0.33678

0.021

Strongly
significant

0.032

Strongly
significant

0.062

Weakly
Significant

0.052

Significant

0.31374

0.27404

0.28574

Connectable hosts per 100,000 residents

4.5 Correlation analysis
1.8

Toyama

1.6
1.4
1.2

1

Kagawa

0.8

Hokkaido

0.6
0.4
0.2

0
0

50

100

150

Annual snow days

Figure 4 Correlation with annual snow days.
In the correlation with the annual precipitation
days shown in Figure 3, the correlation
coefficient is 0.33678, which is a positive
correlation, and the p-value of 0.021 indicates
that the result is significant. In the correlation
with the annual snowfall days shown in Figure 4,
the correlation coefficient is 0.31374, which is a
positive correlation, and the p-value of 0.032
indicates that the result is significant. Thus, the
proportion of hosts in the connectable state
without authentication is high in the Hokuriku
region, which has many precipitation days, and
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Connectable hosts per 100,000 residents

in the Kyushu region, which has many snowy
days.
The correlation graph for the number of elderly
per 100,000 residents is shown in Figure 5.
1.8
Toyama

1.6
1.4
1.2
1

Kagawa

0.8
0.6
Tokyo

0.4
0.2

Okinawa
0
19000
24000

29000

34000

Number of elderly per 100,000 residents

Figure 5 Correlation with the number of elderly
per 100,000 residents.

Connectable hosts per 100,000 residents

In the correlation with the number of elderly per
100,000 residents shown in Figure 5, the
correlation coefficient is 0.27404, which is a
positive correlation, and the p-value of 0.062
indicates that the result is weakly significant.
Prefectures with large elderly populations are
often located some distance from large cities. As
such, we believe that there is a tendency for high
risk in prefectures having a high ratio of elderly
residents because such regions have a shortage
of information security experts and people with a
high degree of information literacy. The
correlation graph with the phishing damage rate
is shown in Figure 6.

1.8
Toyama

1.6

1.4

Figure 6 Correlation with phishing damage rate.
In the correlation with the phishing damage rate
per 100,000 residents shown in Figure 6, the
correlation coefficient is 0.28574, which is a
positive correlation, and the p-value of 0.052
indicates that the result is significant. Phishing is
a kind of social engineering attack in which
malicious users send an email impersonating
another user to steal important personal
information, such as credit card numbers and
account information, such as user IDs and
passwords. Social engineering attacks take
advantage of victim psychological gaps and
behavior. Therefore, since the correlation with
the phishing damage rate is a positive correlation,
it is conceivable that the daily interest in
information security has an influence on the
presence or absence of authentication settings in
network cameras.
Furthermore, in Section 4.4, we performed a
correlation analysis on the percentage of
connectable hosts, the number of elderly per
100,000 residents, and the phishing damage rate.
The results are shown in Table 9.
Table 9 Correlation analysis results for the ratio
of connectable state
Data by
Correlation pSignificance
prefecture coefficient value
Number of
elderly per
100,000
residents
[8]
Phishing
damage
rate [9]

0.38529

0.007

0.28913

0.048

Significant

Significant

As shown in Table 9, the correlation coefficient
increased, and the p-value became small,
proving the validity of the correlation analysis.

1.2
1
Kagawa

0.8
0.6

5 CONCLUSIONS

Tokyo

0.4 Aomori

Okayama

0.2
0

0

2
4
6
Phishing damage rate

8

In this paper, we described survey on the
connection status of IP network cameras, which
are highly likely to be stray IoT devices. As a
result, 477 hosts were able to be accessed and
operated without authentication, and four hosts
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were able to be accessed with administrator
privileges. The existence of such devices
requires the user to correctly recognize the
security risk as the number of IoT devices
increases. We believe that it is important to pay
attention to users. According to the prefecture
classification and the investigation of the number
of connectable hosts per 100,000 residents,
Toyama prefecture, despite having a population
ranking of 37th (out of 47), the number of
connectable hosts is 18 revealed to be
particularly noteworthy. Furthermore, the risks
in Tohoku and Hokuriku regions were found to
be high. Based on this correlation analysis, the
correlation between the number of elderly per
100,000 residents and the phishing damage rate
clearly shows that regional characteristics, such
as the awareness of daily information security
and concerns, affect the presence or absence of
authentication settings.
Thus, we believe that the characteristics of
prefectures in Japan can be used to enhance the
effect of security warnings.
In the future, we intend to perform a largerscale survey of stray IoTs other than IP network
cameras, and we would like to develop better
countermeasures based on a correlation analysis
with additional prefectural data that we
performed in December of 2016.
The number of hosts in the connectable state,
which was 477 units as of December, 2016,
declined to 134 units as of April, 2017.
Moreover, we found that the number of hosts
with authentication increased from 1,530 to
1,717. Although these changes are a good thing,
the current situation, in which network cameras,
which, by nature, should be private are in fact
connectable, is extremely dangerous, and we
would like to continue our investigation in the
near future.
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Appendix 1. Survey results

Prefecture

Toyama
Kagawa
Niigata
Iwate
Tottori
Nagasaki
Miyagi
Hokkaido
Shimane
Ehime
Fukushima
Fukui
Saga
Yamagata
Tokyo
Nagano
Shizuoka
Tochigi
Aomori
Kagoshima
Gifu
Kumamoto
Kochi
Tokushima
Hiroshima
Kyoto
Aichi
Osaka
Hyōgo
Chiba
Wakayama
Ibaraki
Oita
Fukuoka
Okayama
Kanagawa
Yamaguch
Shiga
i
Yamanashi
Triple
Gunma
Akita
Miyazaki
Ishikawa
Saitama
Nara
Okinawa

Populati
on
(1,000)

Total number of
Connectable IP
network camera

Authenti
cation
setting
available

No
authentica
tion
setting

Percentage of Ratio of
authenticatio elderly
n setting
residents

Phishing damage
rate (%)

1,070

27

9

18

1.682242991

29719.62617

5.6

981

12

4

8

0.815494393

29153.92457

1.9

2,313

38

23

15

0.648508431

29053.17769

3.1

1,284

12

4

8

0.62305296

29595.01558

3.6
4.2

574

5

2

3

0.522648084

29094.07666

1,386

19

12

7

0.505050505

28932.17893

3

2,328

38

27

11

0.472508591

24613.40206

5.2

5,400

66

41

25

0.462962963

28129.62963

4.1

697

5

2

3

0.430416069

31707.31707

3.9

1,395

17

11

6

0.430107527

29749.10394

4.6

1,935

18

10

8

0.413436693

27751.93798

3.7

790

16

13

3

0.379746835

27848.10127

1.8

835

6

3

3

0.359281437

26946.10778

4.2

1,131

21

17

4

0.353669319

29885.05747

2.7

13,390

231

186

45

0.336071695

22486.93055

2.4

2,109

22

15

7

0.331910858

29160.73969

3.2

3,705

94

82

12

0.32388664

26936.5722

2.8

1,980

37

31

6

0.303030303

25151.51515

5.3

1,321

27

23

4

0.302800908

28993.18698

1.1

1,668

11

6

5

0.299760192

28657.07434

4.8

2,041

31

25

6

0.293973542

27290.54385

2.7

1,794

19

14

5

0.2787068

28093.64548

3.5

738

12

10

2

0.27100271

32113.82114

2.5

764

12

10

2

0.261780105

30104.71204

2.8

2,833

43

36

7

0.247087893

27144.36993

5.3

2,610

55

49

6

0.229885057

26858.23755

5.1

7,455

162

145

17

0.228034876

23179.07445

3.7

8,836

150

130

20

0.226346763

25656.40561

3.1

5,541

82

70

12

0.216567407

26349.03447

4.7

6,197

73

60

13

0.209778925

25350.97628

2.9

971

4

2

2

0.205973223

30484.03708

3.3

2,919

41

35

6

0.205549846

25830.76396

1.8

1,171

22

20

2

0.170794193

29632.79249

2.4

5,091

40

32

8

0.157140051

25122.76566

2.5

1,924

36

33

3

0.155925156

28066.52807

6

9,096

63

49

14

0.153913808

23251.97889

5.7

1,408

17

15

2

0.142045455

31321.02273

1.9

1,416

30

28

2

0.141242938

23446.32768

1.7

841

5

4

1

0.118906064

27467.30083

3.9

1,825

20

18

2

0.109589041

27123.28767

0.8

1,976

26

24

2

0.101214575

26771.25506

1.4

1,037

8

7

1

0.096432015

32690.45323

2.4

1,114

5

4

1

0.089766607

28635.54758

1.4

1,156

28

27

1

0.08650519

27076.12457

2.3

7,239

37

31

6

0.082884376

23995.02694

4

1,376

16

15

1

0.072674419

27834.30233

2.7

1,421

16

15

1

0.070372977

19000.70373

3.5
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ABSTRACT

which the entire industry follows there will be

Cloud Computing provides parallel computing and

different QoS offered by cloud providers which will

emerged as an efficient technology to meet the

be serious challenge to the adoption of cloud

challenges of rapid growth of data. With the number

technology.

of benefits come serious challenges related to poor
Quality of Service (QoS) and standards offered by

KEYWORDS

cloud providers. This is due to lack of uniformity in-

CIA Triad (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability),

terms of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) offered

CSP (Cloud Service Provider), General Data

by various providers. The lack of uniformity is

Protection

considered as a major barrier to the adoption of cloud

Agreement (SLA), QoS (Quality of Service).

technology. Due to confusion and absence of
universal agreed SLAs, different quality of services is
being provided. Currently there is no uniform
performance model agreed by all stakeholders; which
can provide performance criteria to measure,
evaluate, and benchmark the level of services offered
by various cloud providers in the industry. With the
implementation

of

General

Data

Protection

Regulation

(GDPR),

Service

Level

1 INTRODUCTION
The cloud computing model significantly cut the
IT infrastructure costs by providing on-demand
access to vast IT resources that are available in
the cloud. In order to meet the expectations of
the cloud users, SLA is crucial as it defines a
contract which details precisely the level of

Regulation (GDPR) in the near future and demand

service that a cloud provider will offer. Before

from cloud users to have Green SLAs that provides

adopting a cloud computing technology, the

better resource allocations mechanism, there will be

contract detailing SLA need to be discussed and

serious implications for the cloud providers and its

agreed by all the concern parties. There is a lack

consumers due to lack of uniformity in SLAs and

of uniformity in-terms of (QoS) and standards

variable standards of service offered by various cloud

which is due to poor designed SLAs offered by

providers. This paper is an attempt to conduct a

various cloud providers. The cloud industry has

detailed review in Service Level Agreement issues,
discuss the SLA life cycle, the negotiation, and
assurance challenges faced by cloud users while
agreeing on SLA. The paper is an attempt to
highlight problems and challenges due to lack of

failed so far to produce a universal agreed SLAs
which is considered as a major barrier to the
adoption of cloud technology. Due to confusion
and absence of universal agreed SLAs, different

standards or uniformity in SLAs faced by the cloud

level of services is being provided by cloud

industry. Until there is a uniform performance model

providers. The requirement is to produce a

that stipulates certain agreed metrics in the SLA

uniform performance SLA model agreed by all
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stakeholders; which can provide performance

services offered [4]. With numerous benefits to

criteria to measure, evaluate, and benchmark the

cloud technology there are serious challenges

level of services offered by various cloud

related to the lack of uniformity in-terms of QoS

providers in the industry.

and standards offered by various providers. This
is due to poorly define SLAs or not meeting the

The Cloud data centers consist of various

set parameters of various SLAs which are

components which can malfunction and affect

resulting in poor QoS and considered as a major

the entire performance of the system e.g. failure

barrier in the adoption of the cloud computing

of a physical server, network, or a virtual

technology. Different level of services provided

machine (VM) can degrade the performance [1]

and no uniform performance model; there is no

and lead to a violation of SLA that was signed

performance criteria to measure, evaluate, and

between the cloud provider and users [2]. There

benchmark the level of services offered by these

is a debate that under these circumstances the

cloud providers and that is badly affecting the

cloud service provider should pay to the cloud

cloud adoption rate. With the implementation of

customers for each violation [3]. The main

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in

purpose of SLAs is to provide concrete

the near future there will be serious implications

guarantees to the cloud customers to offer a good

for the cloud providers and its consumers due to

level of service which will ensure if anything

lack of uniformity and variable standards of

goes wrong the provider will be responsible for

service offered by various cloud providers [4].

any disruption. The problematic area is the QoS

Initially the paper discusses the SLA life cycle

detailed on the SLA document, there is no

and various stages that are involved in the

mechanism to verify the level of service

preparation of SLA life cycle management,

delivered. SLA consist of two main metrics

followed by negotiation and assurance process

which are uptime metric detailing the guarantees

that takes place before we agree on a final SLA.

to the access of the services whereas second

The next section of the paper, describes in-detail

metric related to response time which states the

the issues and challenges due to lack of universal

quality of services offered. Different cloud

agreed SLA and how it is barrier in the adoption

providers offer different level of services, which

of cloud technology. The final section of paper

can’t be verified and there is no uniformity

discusses the implications of General Data

which creates confusion and poor QoS delivered

Protection regulation and demand of Green SLA

to the cloud users. For cloud users it is

on the overall cloud industry and its overall

impossible to verify the level of service offered

consequence due to lack of universally agreed

and there should be a mechanism which allows

SLA.

the cloud users to verify each metrics and make
the cloud providers accountable for the level of
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

Oriented Architecture (SOA) in which the

2.1 SLA Life Cycle

delivery of services is done by using the web

SLA has multiple stages to develop and

service over the Internet [6]. The study helped to

implement the life cycle management. The five

understand the management of resources and its

stage are Service Development, Negotiation, and

impact on the service selection and optimization.

Marketing, Implementation and evaluation as

Another proposed new approach for cloud

highlighted in the following figure 1: Life cycle

service selection that is based in ranked voting of

of service level agreement [5]. The main focus is

the existing cloud users [7]. The highest score

that all SLA metrics should meet the agreed

will indicate the preferred cloud provider and

requirements and if the requirements are not met

also shows better data security and privacy.

then violation decision has to be made based on

According to [8], QoS plays a key role in the

the rule that is violated. The main purpose of

service selection process especially for SaaS

cloud computing contracts is to define the SLA

model. In CSMIC introduced the Service

and ensure that all SLA conditions are met.

Measurement Index (SMI), which indicates

These

protection

various categories defined by various key

legislation, security of data, data protection,

entities. The model provides a Key Performance

location of data, licensing and retention of data.

Indicators (KPI) for measuring and comparing

Whereas if there is no fixed or minimum set

the services. The study further elaborates that

standards that can act as a benchmark then

this selection technique is a complex process for

different quality of SLAs offered by the provider

ordinary users who have limited or no technical

will not allow the cloud users to take full

knowledge

of

cloud

advantage of this technology.

framework

was

not

SLAs

are

around

data

technologies.
able

to

The

provide

a

comprehensive suite of standards that meet all
the key challenges faced by the cloud users who
1: Development

2: Negotiation

have limited knowledge and understanding about
these complex issue while using or adopting the

SLA Life Cycle

technology. The next section of the paper
discusses the SLA assurances mechanism that

5: Evaluation

3: Marketing

incorporates the requirements of cloud users.

4: Implementation

Figure 1: Life cycle of service level agreement [5]

2.2 SLA Assurance
In order to improve the QoS and having

Different models and frameworks were proposed
that will enable the selection of the cloud
providers. One of the major trends is Service-

uniformity in-terms of SLAs, [9] introduced the
SLA

assured

brokering

framework

that

incorporates the requirements of cloud users.
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The

research

proposal

ensures

that

SLA

to detect the SLA violation and there is a need of

provided by the cloud provider to all its

SLA assurance so that we can see the increase in

customers will be assured by having mechanism

the cloud adoption rate. In the next section of the

to measure the performance of the cloud

paper details the negotiation approach that is

applications. In the existing literature external

adopted in order to agree the final SLA.

cloud auditing measures the level of service
provided by ranking according to the response

2.3 Negotiation Approach to SLA

time of the cloud providers. The author improves

The SLA should be agreed after a detailed

the model by ranking according to the quality of

negotiation process. This process should include

services which are provided by the cloud

the end user, data center and energy provider by

providers. Arpan Roy et al. [10] introduced the

considering the energy cost, energy resource and

KIM software framework that introduces cloud

environment cost for providing services such as

controller that reduces the service failures that

virtualization, integration, combination of data

resulted due to the SLA violations. These SLA

center, cooling system management and UPS

violations are utilization issues, availability, and

which cater to the high energy demands in the

response time violation in the SaaS data centers.

data center [13]. The SLA framework should

The existing solution was to migrate so that they

include the gradual changes of costs and client

can overcome this failure. In the proposed work

needs by introducing the automated negotiation

by Arpan Roy, the focus is on the service quality

process for SLA that includes a software

and issues related to performance level as stated

mediator and providers that follows strategy

on the SLA document. In order to improve the

based on factors such as time, market limitation,

service quality, Sandpiper system for automated

and tradeoff are considered [14]. The literature

mitigation was proposed that will increase the

reinforces that the cloud resources are priced

response time of the physical machine and

dynamically where the computation source is

utilization in a virtualized data center due to

variable related to free capacity. The cost

workloads. The existing literature introduces the

optimization process can be reviewed from the

CloudScale system [11], that will act proactively

service provider view such as Random, Round-

to overcome any upcoming SLA violation and

Robin, Greedy permutation and algorithm such

incorporates dynamic resource allocation in the

as First-Fit used to evaluate work and compare

addition to the migration of the work load. The

them with implementation time. Ratio of

proposed model uses Markov Chain based state

successful cases and quality of solution [15]. In

space approach to predict and react to the

order to provide SLA, a trust model is presented

upcoming SLA violations. The worked carried

that is based on trust management system and is

out by Salman [12], states that no cloud provider

called quality of service model because trust is

offer performance guarantees or allow customers

designed based on the quality of service needs
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[16]. The trust is calculated based on the four

characteristics. The model such as QoSMONaaS

parameters such as accessibility, reliability,

[21], has the ability to produce queries to design

efficiency of returning data and data set that will

patterns or sequence of patters which can detect

be used to

the

violation in both pattern or find any violation

combination of user quality of service needs and

that is happening currently. The model proposed

abilities of cloud source. The definition of SLA

in [22], is QoS-aware, and contains self-

management depends on the negotiation process

management ability which possesses the ability

between cloud brokers and cloud providers and

of cloud management and a quality of service

cloud brokers and cloud users and detailed

factors that enables the cloud system to control

effects of non-observing is mentioned [17]. The

and

need of self-healing SLA can be useful such as

following Table 1, shows a detailed comparison

HS-SLA method proposed for imposing a SLA,

of various studies related to SLA.

prepare

SLA which is

communicate

system

behavior.

The

which is hierarchal and the mechanism includes
SLA monitoring, detecting errors and reaction
against that error and rapidly preventing against
any errors [18]. This mechanism will prevent
SLA errors as users will not be aware of any
violations.

The

proposed

scheme

has

experienced less violation as compared to other
SLA strictures. In order to promote the
negotiation process of SLA, safe negotiation
system is proposed which is accessible for users
in any time and by any device like a desktop,
mobile

which

can

reduce

the

overall

maintenance costs [19]. These factors will be
increase the efficiency process and the success
through the negotiation process to formulate
SLA will be carried out effectively. In the
literature a proposed monitoring method is
suggested that automatically monitors and
controls the SLAs based on the policies of the
users [20]. Different authors have proposed
various SLA monitoring schemes which can
monitor quality of service which is based on
service description model and monitors SLA

3.0 ISSUES AND PROBLEMS DUE TO
LACK OF SLA UNIFORMITY
3.1 Cloud Data Center Failures Issues
Due to lack of uniformity in-terms of SLAs there
are serious challenges related to the failures of
cloud data centers. These data centers can fail to
operate due to any technical glitch. There is lack
of clarity in-terms of SLAs, defining the
consequences of data center failure. Various
proposed work by Bilal & Ranjithprabhu et
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al.[23], provides assurance of SLA compliance

derives the main parameters for e-commerce

and introduced redundancy to eliminate the

cloud SLA framework.

single point of failure in the cloud data center. In
order to fulfil the SLAs the proposed work
introduces data replication by using data

Table 2: E-commerce cloud SLA framework
Parameters
Availability

mapping to prevent data losing in the cloud
computing. The proposed work incorporates
redundancy and replication to mitigate failures

Scalability

The uptime of the

[13] [20-21]

services for the user in

[22] [23] [24]

specific time

[25]

Ability to increase and

[13] [22] [25]

space

host cloud provider services. This will ensure
Portability

The services working

[13] [22] [25]

on different devices or

uniformity. This research highlights lack of
clarity in-terms of SLAs related to the failure of

Citations

decrease the storage

that may happen in the cloud data centers which

that there is no violation of SLAs and provides

Description

different platforms
Performance

The duration of time to

[13] [20] [21]

cloud data center offered by various cloud

respond on user’s

[22] [24] [26]

providers.

request
Security

The security of user

[13] [21] [22]

data and the safety of

3.2 E-Commerce Cloud-Loss of Control

the environment in the

The E-commerce cloud can be very useful to

cloud

quickly build websites and reduce the cost of

Reliability

without failure
Usability

data which is stored over cloud. There is a
serious

concern

by

end-users

about

[13] [22] [25]

understandable,
learnable, operable

confidentiality of data that is stored over the

capability of cloud computing to scale rapidly

The ability of the
service to be attractive,

the

cloud [24]. Serious issues have been raised in the

[13] [22] [25]

operate over the time

building or maintaining the websites. There are
risks associated with the confidentiality of the

Services ability to

Backup &

How the service store

[13] [21] [20]

Recovery

the image of user data

[26]

and the ability to

and store data remotely, where the services are
shared among dynamic environment which can
be

problematic

in-terms

of

data

privacy

assurance issues and maintaining the confidence

recover data in disaster
Data Location

Availability zones in

[13]

which the data are
stored

of the potential users. Outsourcing these services
can pose high risk to the cloud users as they lose
control over their data couple with lack of clarity
in-terms of SLA guarantees is a matter of
concern for cloud users. The following Table 2,
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3.3 Data Confidentiality and Privacy

Service and/ or

Concerns

data

The cloud technology enables businesses to store

Integrity of

42.6%

44.4%

87.0%

47.2%

28.3%

75.5%

43.1%

29.4%

72.5%

47.9%

8.3%

56.2%

services and/or

information in cloud, e-commerce businesses

data

will have a very difficult time to supervise and

Loss control of

monitor user’s business sensitive information.

services and/or

Using the virtualization techniques, it becomes

data

impossible to find the location of stored data
[25]. Privacy is another major concern in the

Lack of liability of
providers in case
of security

cloud computing where the design of the cloud

incidents

infrastructure makes it difficult for cloud users

Repudiation

where the current data is stored leading to
privacy and protection issues. This is due to the
transnational nature of cloud computing that has
to face the national regulation privacy [26]. The
existing cloud service level contracts and not
taking sufficient attention on cloud users privacy
and main cases have been reported of consumers
poorly informed about the privacy issues [27].
The study carried by European Network and
Information Security Agency [ENISA], tried to
investigate the key issues related to cloud
computing security issues. According to the
survey conducted more than 70%, of the small
and medium size enterprises are concerned in the
following

six

criteria

of

security

issues

3.4 Application Delivery Chain Issues
The cloud based application are working due to a
complex and extended delivery chain which
involves

the

components

that

cross

the

geographical boundaries and extended across
time zones [27]. The performance of the delivery
chain and all components can directly affect the
performance and user experiences. According to
the research majority of service level agreement
offered by the cloud providers are not taking in
account

the

components.

application
A

failure

in

delivery
any

of

chain
these

applications in the application delivery chain can
lead to major difficulties for cloud users to
retrieve their data.

especially confidentiality issues. As per the
following table 3, the main security issues facing
the organization are as follows:-

The failure of cloud service can happen as we

Table 3: Security concerns by (ENISA)
Criteria

Very

Showstopper

experienced in April, 2011, Amazon EC2 faced
Total

4 days of outages in the cloud services which

Important
Confidentiality of

30.9%

3.5 The Cost of Cloud Break Down

63.9%

94.5%

affected millions of users. Various e-commerce
companies

Corporate data

faced

serious

financial

and

Privacy

43.9%

43.9%

87.8%

reputational damages but this event didn’t

Availability of

47.3%

40.0%

87.3%

violate Amazon service level agreement because
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it was not clear in the terms and conditions stated

supports the monitoring and enforcement parts

in the SLA. The end-users blamed the e-

of the SLA lifecycle. In the existing literature

commerce website for this but actually it was a

[31-32], SLA attributes are different for various

failure at the part of the cloud provider but due

demands. The literature clearly mentions that

to weak SLAs, it will not be held accountable for

due to the lack of standardization of SLA and no

this. In the existing literature, some have

consistent framework is available to reference it

proposed to maintain the reliability among cloud

becomes difficult for consumers to compare

providers and consumers to include them in the

between the cloud services providers. It becomes

negotiation process. The existing literature

a serious challenges for the cloud users to select

proposes [28], a mechanism to manage the SLA

a providers due to lack consistency in-terms of

in a cloud environment by using the Web

universal service level agreement. The next

Service Level Agreement [WSLA], that will

literature [33], introduces a conceptual platform

monitor and enforces SLA in a Service Oriented

of SLA in cloud computing that proposes a

Architecture (SOA). The proposed framework

Reputation System for evaluating the reliability

provides

the

and trustworthiness of the provider. The

requirements of cloud consumers and enforces

framework proposes a SLA template pool in

providers to follow SLAs based on the WSLA

order to make the SLA negotiation process

specifications that argue to adapt the Services-

between cloud providers and cloud consumers

oriented-Architecture (SOA). The framework

more

ensures the service quality and reliability

framework allows the cloud provider to advertise

standards are met. According to the literature,

their services and consumers can find and select

the problem with the framework is that doesn’t

the services which meet their demands. There

completely support the whole SLA lifecycle. The

are practical issues in advertising their services

next major issue with the framework is that the

and cloud user selecting these services. The table

negotiation process is considered outside the

4 below concludes the existing SLA framework

framework [28], whereas IBM proposes a

and their components.

a

mechanism

to

manage

fair

and

transparent

services.

The

framework for SLA that is based around WSLA
which incorporates negotiation process within
the design of SLAs. In the next literature [29],
proposed

a

framework

for

cloud

SLA

management named LoM2His, which is a sunset
of FoSII (Foundations of Selfgoverning ICT
Infrastructures) project[30]. In this proposed
framework the low-level resources metrics map
to the High-level SLA parameters. The model
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There is a need of mechanism to measure the

SLA is being fulfilled. This is particularly

performance of SLA which will improve the

critical in the case of secSLAs, but it is also an

overall quality of services offered by the

open challenge on how to define useful (and

provider

quantifiable) security SLOs? Due to lack of

[34].

According

to

the

existing

literature majority of the cloud providers only

assurance

focuses on a small set of metrics such as

security issues result in cloud customers not able

availability,

and

to assess the security of the CSP for which they

response rate. As reinforced by [35], a detailed

are paying. This raises two main questions which

study that breaks down the cloud SLA into easy

are how small or medium size business can

and understandable metrics to compare SLAs in

assess whether CSP can fulfil their security

the cloud provider. The study tries to compare

requirements and the second issue is how CSP

SLA

Microsoft,

can provide security assurance to cloud users

Terremark vCloud Express and Stomon, and no

throughout the cloud service life cycle. The

provider was able to offer a performance

cloud user require a mechanism and tools that

guarantee for the services offered. This study

provide them with “good-enough” security in the

also highlighted the fact that no provider has the

cloud infrastructure [37]. Various stakeholders

structure to automatically credit the consumers

such as ENISA [38], ISO/IEC [39] and European

for SLA violations. The study identifies the

Commission

problem that unfulfilled expectations are due to

security parameters in Service-Level Agreement

the poor choice of parameters [36].

known as secSLA. The literature proposes

of

request

Amazon,

completion

Rackspace,

rate

security
3.6 Security and Transparency Challenges

and

transparency

[40],

metrics

have

by

the

coupled

proposed

with

various

introduction

of

Quantitative Policy Trees (QPT) [41], and
Quantitative Hierarchical Process (QHP) [42]

The security and transparency are considered as
the

main

requirements

for

cloud

service

providers (CSPs). A Cloud SLA is a documented
agreement between the CSP and the Customer
that identifies Cloud services and service level
objectives (SLOs), which are the targets for
service levels that the CSP agrees to meet. If a
SLO defined in the Cloud SLA is not met, the
Cloud Customer may request a remedy (e.g.,
financial compensation). If the SLOs cannot be
(quantitatively) evaluated, then it is not possible
for Customers or CSPs to assess if the agreed

that obtains precise information regarding the
security level

using the Cloud

secSLAs.

According to the literature SLO metrics should
contain quantitative and qualitative metrics
where boundaries and margins should be set for
CSPs. These are the limitation for CSPs to
follows. The same security control framework
has been proposed by ISO/IEC 27002 [43], the
Cloud Security Alliance Matrix [44], and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
SP 800-53 [45]. This mechanism provides an
extra layer for security for the end user by
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providing boundaries and margins as a guideline

Security

to the CSPs to abide by them.

3.7 CIA Triad Issues
Cloud Computing is an emerging market and its
growing at an exponential rate. The adoption

Confidentiality

Availability

Integrity

process of a cloud provider is a daunting tasks as
it entails very complex details in-terms of data

Figure 2: Facet of security issues [46]

security and privacy issues that has to be
considered by the potential cloud users [46]. The

In the existing literature there are proposed

author explains further that the selection process

models such as [47], where the entire selection

is more complex then proposed multi-objective

of the service is according to the consumer’s

optimization, that overcomes some of the

perception and their experiences. The model

limitation in the selection of the cloud provider

proposed by [48] is an attempt to address the

but the provision of Pareto front of optimal

data security concern by introducing Third Party

solutions creates the selection of the final

Auditors (TPA) mechanism for assurance and

solution more problematic as data security and

security of data. TPA will verify the integrity of

privacy concerns are overwhelming. The author

the data and ensure that the message exchange

explains that for the potential cloud users’ data

are authentic. The research was not able to

security, data confidentiality, integrity, and

answer many other problems and concerns such

availability are serious concerns as reinforced by

as

the Figure1: Facet of Security. The particular

authentication, data protection laws and many

research is focused only on the security solution

other issues that cloud users are facing while

rather than having a comprehensive approach to

planning to adopt or use the cloud technology.

have universal standards for each parameter that

Many SLAs offered by various providers don’t

are essential in the selection and evaluation of

address

the Quality of Service (QoS) offered by any

mechanism, data confidentiality and availability

particular

concerns of the cloud users.

provider.

cloud

variable

serious

standards

challenges

in

such

availability,

as

audit

The model proposes by [49], is based on few
applications; as model lacks on weighting
mechanism of cloud services that are linked to
the cloud provider proposes a cloud ranking
algorithm that revolves around a ranking
algorithm based on functional parameters such
as data security standards and privacy standards
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but fails to incorporate the delivered services in

the cloud industry. Due to variable quality of

their framework or set standards that will defines

services and standards there are many cases

those delivered services across the industry. The

reported of data breaches [51] and report publish

model is based around consumers’ experience,

by Cloud Security Alliance identifies lack of

involves a third party to monitor and oversee the

uniform consistent model that all cloud providers

entire process but lacks in the performance

have to follow and held accountable as a major

measurements and evaluation framework which

problem in the adoption of cloud computing

can address poor or variable standards of

technology.

services offered by various providers. The next
section will discuss Notorious Nine threats to

Different studies have identified that data related

cloud technology and how variable SLAs

to critical applications and sensitive in nature to

standards are aggravating the situation further.

be hosted over the cloud has always raised
serious concerns as the data is continuously

3.8 The Notorious Nine: Cloud Computing

moved between the data center network and the

Threats

client setup. The system is considered to be
secure when we reduced all the threat to a

The major security challenge faced by cloud

minimum level that is acceptable to the

computing is security and privacy of data. The

organization.

concern related to security and privacy of data is

authentication and access control some model

raised due to the decrease in the rate of reliability

are applying various solution such as Applying

and efficiency. Security in cloud computing has

agent-based authentication system [52] and

become the most important topic which needs

multi-factor authentication process [53] both

urgent attention [50]. The literature highlights

these solutions can increase reliability of

user

issues,

authentication process but fails to provide a

incident response mechanism, and variable set of

comprehensive uniform model that can address

SLAs standards as a serious challenges faced by

serious challenges such as “The Notorious Nine:

the cloud based environment affecting both the

Cloud Computing Threats” as mentioned in the

service providers and end-users. The data

Table 5. Due to the absence of a uniform

security and privacy challenges are a major

framework that provide minimum service level

concern in the adoption of cloud technology. In

assurance these threats are a major barrier in the

the past many studies, researcher have tried to

adoption and use of cloud technology.

authentication,

access

control

To

provide

better

user

propose solution to improve security, privacy,
efficiency and reliability of managing access and
ensure authentication but still there are no
uniform minimum standard of services agreed by
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Data availability and timely access to the cloud
data is another serious security challenges for the
cloud providers and users. The availability of the
cloud service is becoming a serious challenge as
cloud services are disrupted and the best
example is Amazon cloud services in year 2011
got affected resulting in no service for various
website such as Reddit, Foursquare and [55].
Services hosted on SaaS application provider are
required to ensure effective services around the
The

non-functional

requirements

such

as

availability, confidentiality, integrity, scalability,
response time, reliability, and monitoring and
response mechanism are crucial to the cloud
consumers to ensure better quality of service.
The availability is the probability that the cloud
infrastructure or service are up and running in
the specific time of utilities of the service
provided for in the SLA [54]. The other nonfunctional requirement is scalability; the cloud
provider should facilitate the specific resources
for ease of scaling up and down that will
maximize revenue and cloud providers are able
to optimize resource effectively. There is
limitation in the existing work as there is no set
standards or framework that are required for
non-functional requirements that states the

clock which means infrastructural changes to
add

scalability and

high

availability and

resiliency in the hardware/software failure to
protect against the denial of service attacks and
appropriate business continuity and disaster
recovery plan [56]. This can play a vital role by
ensuring the safety of the data and maintaining a
minimal downtime for any enterprise. In the case
of Amazon, Amazon Web Services (AWS), to
protect against these threats are using various
mitigation techniques such as synchronous
cookies, connection limiting, extra internal
bandwidth and world class infrastructure but
these procedure and standards are different for
each provider as there is no benchmark
framework that all providers are following to
provider better QoS.

consequences if the cloud provider is not able to
offer services up to an acceptable level. Also due
to the absence of the framework some of the
cloud providers are not offering an acceptable
level of service and also to be held accountable
according to a framework that is agreed by all
the cloud providers in the industry.

The confidentiality and information security is
another concern of the existing and the potential
cloud users. There are serious questions raised
about

the

intentional

or

unintentional

unauthorized disclosure of information. The data
can be stored remotely it is accessed while using
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internet connection [57]. The entire user’s data

that belongs to different users will reside at the

can be stored at the same platform as other user’s

same storage location. This environment can

data which can lead to serious concern on data

lead to intrusion of data from one user to another

confidentiality and information security. As the

by exploiting vulnerabilities at the application

data is stored outside the enterprise boundary,

level or by infecting the code at the SaaS system

the SaaS vendor must adopt additional layers of

[60]. There needs to be a mechanism that can

security to protect and prevent any breach of

define a clear boundary not at the physical level

data. The cloud vendors such as Amazon (EC2),

but at the application level to stop any intrusion.

administrators don’t have access to customer

There is a need to have compatible solution that

instances and can’t log into the guest OS.

segregate data from the users and this solution

Administrator with business needs are required

followed by all the providers across the industry.

to use individual cryptographically strong secure

Currently there is no uniform standard to ensure

shell to gain access. All accessed are logged and

that data segregation doesn’t take place and

audited routinely. In terms of audit it’s not clear

different providers provide different solution to

whether a third party is allowed to carry out the

this problem. The standards vary while making

audit and what procedures are followed. The

storing backups as well. For example in the case

data owner will not have a physical access to the

of Amazon the data at rest in S3 is not encrypted

data and traditional cryptographic primitives for

by default. The cloud users has to encrypt the

the purpose of data security protection can’t be

entire data and define a backup strategy so that it

directly adopted [58]. In this scenario, there is a

can’t be accessed by the unauthorized person and

need of third-party auditor (TPA), which

maintain

provides efficiency, transparency and fairness in

availability. Data security, privacy, integrity and

performing the required audit and closes the gap

availability challenges have to be addressed so

between the cloud provider and users. This

that more users can adopt cloud computing

mechanism provides realistic security solution

technology and feel comfortable while hosting

where cloud users achieve majority of the cloud

their data on the third party servers. The next

benefits at a very minor cost, the auditing of

section of the paper discusses the implication of

TPA is required. Currently this is a not a

General Data Protection Regulation on the cloud

required standard and there is a legitimate

industry and how lack of uniformity in-terms of

concern

and

SLAs will have serious consequences for cloud

As

providers with the implementation of this new

for

the

security

of

data

confidentiality raised by the cloud users.

cloud provides a model that is based on multi-

confidentiality,

integrity

and

law.

tenancy to reduce cost and improve the
efficiency to host multi-users data in the same
platform [59]. In these circumstances the data
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4. IMPLICATION OF GENERAL DATA

located. This can lead to serious dispute that can

PROTECTION REGULATION

happen which is not in control to the cloud
providers. To save cost large amount of cloud

In order to protect and provide privacy to the

providers are storing data across the world where

data the new privacy framework has been

data protection and privacy safeguards are not

recently initiated known as GDPR (General Data

considered as rigors and comprehensive as

Protection Regulation), which provides a new

compared to EU. This is a serious risk to the

policy to deal with the challenges of privacy of

security and privacy of data as according to the

the data in the information society according to

data compliance and privacy laws states that

EU Parliament Commission report “Unleashing

locality of data has an importance for each

the Potential of Cloud Computing in Europe”

enterprise. The European Union issued a

published

(EU)

Directive 95/46/EC that prohibits transfer of

2016/679, provides protection to process the

personal data to countries which do not ensure

personal data and provides safeguards to the

the adequate level of protection of data. There

movement of such data within EU members. If

are many examples such as Dropbox users have

GDPR regulation doesn’t explicitly states about

agreed in the “Terms of Services” which grants

cloud computing, about the regulation is

the provider the right to disclose the personal

designed with cloud computing as a central focus

users’ information with the compliance to law

of attention. According to the report publish by

enforcement request [62]. This raises serious

the commission, the law will be enforced in

privacy risk to the user data which needs to be

2018, so the cloud providers should place

addressed or it will have serious implications of

systems to be prepared for the new rules and

cloud industry with the implementation of

avoid any major issues in-terms of data security

General

and privacy breaches as there will be serious

existing SLAs offered by the cloud providers are

implications for cloud providers with the

not adaptable to the changes that will effect

implementation of GDPR law. In order to meet

according to the new regulation. There is a need

these new challenges and provide better security

for a uniform SLA model or a framework that

for

and

can cater to the needs of GDPR and provide

authorization need to be enhanced to provide a

security and privacy to the cloud user’s data and

safe cloud environment. Forensic tasks is very

provide protection to cloud providers against any

difficult since the investigators are not able to

litigation.

cloud

in

2016.

users

The

the

regulation

authentication

Data

Protection

Regulation.

The

access system hardware physically [61]. The
resource location is a major concern for the end-

5. GREEN ENERGY SLA

users as most of the users don’t know exactly

With the large usage of cloud computing

where the resources for such services are

services the question is that how green are these
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services. The demand for green services have

provide a clear idea about the advantages and

grown due to social awareness, the desire to

disadvantages of different integration option of

provide green services and establish Green SLAs

renewable energy sources in data centers.

is crucial for cloud infrastructure providers. The

Although some research [63], [64], [65], [66]

challenge for cloud provider is to manage Green

have explored the opportunity of integrating

SLAs with their customers while satisfying their

renewable sources in data center, but lacks the

business objectives such as maximizing profits

explanation of how SLA should be established

by lowering expenditure for green energy. In the

between IaaS and SaaS providers based on the

existing literature the paper presents a scheme

green energy availability.

for green energy management in the presence of
explicit and implicit integration of renewable

To address this problem, the literature proposes a

energy in the data center. The literature proposes

green power driven SLA framework established

the concept of virtualization of green energy to

between SaaS and IaaS provider stating that,

address

IaaS

the

uncertainty

of

green

energy

provider provides

infrastructure with

availability. The literature extends the Cloud

proportional e.g., 30 percent green energy

Service Level Agreement (CSLA) to support

availability. For instance, IaaS provider will

Green SLA by introducing two new threshold

have a formal contract with SaaS provider to

parameters to offer SLA that meets the

provide green infrastructure based on a business

environment and green SLA requirements. The

model. In the following figure, SLAS_I contract

literature introduces greenSLA algorithm that

used for showing two SLO of this layer, namely

introduces a concept of virtualization of green

availability of physical resource and availability

energy to provide per interval specific Green

of green resource. Point to be noted that, a

SLA.

approach

substantial amount of research [67], [68], [69],

implies, shifting or scheduling the deferrable

[70], [71], [72] has been already done both in

workloads to the time period when the price of

industry and academia about efficient dynamic

electricity is lower or migrating workloads to the

consolidation of PM, migration of VM and

different

the

scalability issues in Cloud infrastructure. In

electricity price is cheaper than the origin with

position to these existing research, the work can

respecting the deadline. On the contrary, Green

be seen as complementary to their research since

power-driven SLA can be realized as: end-users

reducing energy consumption in infrastructure

or SaaS providers shift their workloads in a

level and associating green sources can reduce

renewable/green energy powered data center

carbon footprint in data center from the global

having an agreement with IaaS provider that

point of view. The literature argues that Green

some portion of their workload should run in a

SLA should be established by taking into

greener environment. Existing literature does not

account the presence of green energy rather just

In

contrast,

region

Power-driven

(data

center)

where
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reducing

the

energy

consumption

in

the

resource bargaining game involves the Service

infrastructure level. The existing SLAs offered

User and Service provider. The structure of

by the cloud providers are not adaptable to the

algorithm

changes that will effect due to Green SLAs

bargaining steps by job submission followed by

requirements by the cloud users. There is a need

job execution that are described as cost, energy

for a uniform SLA model or a framework that

consumption and resources utilization. The

can cater to the needs of Green SLAs.

literature has proposed various other approaches

works

by

taking

initiating

the

such as compromised cost and times based
6. RESOURCE ALLOCATION SLA

approach [78], where they pay based on the use

In the existing literature, SLA related to resource

of a particular feature. The feature reduces the

allocation is carried out based ion the cost factor.

cost by generating the execution time graph as

According to the literature [73], the main focus

compared to cost for the job that is executed

was to reduce the cost using cost effective

currently. Then the user need to select the

genetic algorithm (CEGA) resulting in improved

negotiation in-terms of cost and execution. The

VM performance and reduce delay in the

following table shows the study of Cost, Time,

acquisition process. The literature [74], clearly

Bargaining and Cost & Time based RAM

mentions a framework that allows parallel

methods and the relationship between them.
Table 6: Resource allocation policies [78][79]

processing which gives fast computation and
resource availability to run lot more jobs in the
single node as well through the entire machine.

Cost

Time

Policy

Minimum

Minimum

Compromised
Cost-Time

The framework will provide mechanism for

Based

mapping with reduced cost. For resource

Maximum

Minimum

Time Based

allocation there are major factors related to the

Minimum

Maximum

Cost Based

time based RAM. The resource allocation [75],

Cost

Time

Bargaining

is the course of action offering the resources in at

Agreement

Agreement

Based

an accurate level based upon the workload
associated. The resource mapping is done in a
timely manner. In order to support dynamic
adaption the framework [76], proposes a MIMOMulti Input-Multi-Output feedback algorithm.
The

algorithm

provides

adaptive

learning

process and adapt the parameters to optimal
resource allocations within the time constraints it
faces. The literature also discuss the bargaining
based approach [77], where cooperation based

The next approach for resource allocation work
around QoS metrics proposed [79], which is
considered as a trustworthy resource sharing for
cloud computing. The proposed work is uses
harmony

method

which

incorporates

the

resources and reputation management system
and price assisted resource reputation control
mechanism. The literature address Multi-faceted
Resources/ Reputation Management, Multi QoS
Oriented Resources Selection, Price Assisted
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Resource/

Reputation

Management.

The

offered by various cloud providers, which is

approach will enable the most efficient service

considered as a major barrier to the adoption of

provider to the cloud users and calculate the

cloud technology. Due to lack of uniformity and

reputation of each service node. The following

consistency in-terms of SLAs, different quality

table details the list of QoS Metrics and its

of service is being provided by various cloud

purposes.

providers. The situation becomes even graver

Table 7: QoS matrices and their purposes [79]
List of QoS

Purpose of Consideration

Metrics
Response Time

due to the absence of any uniform performance
model; which can provide performance criteria
to measure, evaluate, and benchmark the level of

To measure the ability of job
processing ability of the CSP

services offered by these cloud providers. The

Total Service

To choose best and affordable service

challenges of agreeing on a universal SLA is one

Cost

provider

of the main factor that is affecting the cloud

Security of the

To ensure the security of the data

adoption rate. The paper provided a detailed

Service

processed on the cloud

Reputation

To choose the best service provider in
oligopoly market within the budget

Reliability

bibliographic review of various challenges and
problems due to the lack of uniformity in-terms

cost of the user

of SLAS. In the near future the challenges for

firmness of the service policies

cloud industry will become more daunting with

The resource allocation research work is based

the implementation of General Data Protection

on SLA developed in [80] that proposes a

Regulation (GDPR) and demand from cloud

mathematical model to collect the tradeoff

users to have Green SLAs with better resource

between minimizing a data center’s energy cost

allocation

versus maximizing the revenue it generates from

implications for the cloud providers. For the

the Internet services. Various factors are

future work a universal agreed SLA, which

considered such as time, security, reputation,

provides metrics to resolve the challenges and

energy, and reliability in designing the resource

problems faced by the cloud user is crucial to

allocation algorithm [81]. The cost resource

improve the cloud technology adoption rate.

procedures

will

have

serious

allocation strategy tries to reduce the cost by
using cost reduced genetic algorithm. The
algorithm uses Time adapt resource allocation
7. CONCLUSION
The cloud industry is currently facing some
serious challenges related to the lack of
uniformity in-terms of Quality of Service (QoS)
and standards due to poor designed and
inconsistent Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
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ABSTRACT
Chain of custody is a key process of disclosure of
cyber crime cases. Chain of custody contains
information about the identity of electronic evidence
and the digital evidence which obtained from
acquisition process result. The data of Chain of
custody is stored in an XML structure. One such
advantage of using XML that is effortless to
understand by the nonprofessional. Other objections,
XML does not require a particular DBMS (Database
Management System) to open it. On the other hand,
the XML has a drawback. The information can be
accessed by anyone, as a result, it will make the
integrity of digital evidence cannot be accepted in
court. What is needed to combat this problem is
definite action. The XML need to be encrypted it to
secure the information inside XML structure. This
study will focus on decrypting static and dynamic
data in the chain of custody. The results of this
encryption is the XML structure cannot be read or
changed manually. This paper contains the use of
RC4 (Rivest Cipher Version 4) cryptography method
that can encrypt the XML structure. This paper is
expected the use of RC4 encryption method can
support the security of data in Chain of custody.

KEYWORDS
Acquisition, chain of Custody, decryption, digital
evidence, electronic evidence, encryption, RC4,
XML

1. INTRODUCTION
XML is a standard for the representation of
complex web and data information management
[1]. Unlike other programming languages, XML
does not have a standard tag, as well as everyone
can freely create their own XML tag format
independently. In today’s world, there are
several commonly used XML formats on the
web: XML, XHTML, SVG, MathML, XSL,
RDF, Atom and RSS [2].

Markup languages such as HTML which is
designed for text documents. Along with the
development of the digital media, the types of
information stored also evolved. Music, Video,
vector images, and various web services are
some examples of frequently used formats on a
web page. XML not only well defined but also it
can be developed. There are several good points
of XML compared to other programming
languages.
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

XML is descriptive. XML does not require
additional documents to interpret it.
XML can be read easily by human as well as
computer system.
XML does not require any special
applications. XML writing can be done
using Notepad (Windows operating system)
or TextEdit (Mac operating system).
XML can be opened by any operating
system.
XML can be used as a data storage. This
means no DBMS (Database Management
System) is required for data management.

Chain of custody is the documentation of the
digital evidence of the cases handled. Chain of
custody becomes the most important part
because it becomes part of the legality of the
disclosure of the case faced when presented in
court. The data contained in the chain of custody
is confidential and should not be changed by
unauthorized persons. One of the important data
in the chain of custody is the Hash number of
digital evidence. The Hash number is a unique
code formed from a specific algorithm (SHA1
and MD5) of the tested digital evidence. If this
hash number is changed, then the digital proof
obtained is unacceptable, since there is a
different hash number between the data from the
chain of custody and the hash result of the
application used to generate the hash value.
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Therefore, it takes one particular encryption
mechanism to make the data in the chain of
custody stored in XML form become hard to
read. This research is expected to produce a
certain algorithm to encrypt the XML structure,
so as to improve the security of the data chain of
custody.
There are 2 parts in XML that need to be
developed to improve XML security which are
XML Signature and XML encryption [3], but
this paper will explain about the encryption on
XML structure. Encryption in this XML will
generate certain XML characters that make it
hardly to read.

Currently the research on chain of custody is still
very limited, research and documents that have
been published by organizations such as IOCE,
SWGDE, DRWS are generally only written
about general aspects of handling digital
evidence [6]. However, these writings do not
explain how its implementation can be used by
government agencies and private companies
engaged in digital forensics. In addition, the
rapid development of digital technology,
followed by the increasing variety of cybercrime
cases, has become a necessity for increased
capability in terms of new understanding and
handling of digital evidence.
3. BASIC CONCEPT

2. RELATED WORKS
The issue of data security in the chain of custody
becomes one of the important study materials in
the handling of digital evidence. The concepts
and tools of digital chain of custody are currently
focused on the discovery of digital evidence, but
have not yet supported security in the chain of
custody data storage [4]. There are at least 4
major problems in handling the chain of custody
[5], namely:
a. Flexibility and capability of chain of custody
documentation. This problem arises because
of the increasing data generated by various
new digital forensics tools.
b. Interoperability between digital evidence and
the data chain of custody obtained from the
analysis process.
c. Security of chain of custody documentation.
This is a very important issue because digital
evidence and chain of custody data can be
duplicated to other computers.
d. Problems on how to represent a chain of
custody data so that it can be understood by
judges and other law enforcement officials
who have no background in IT. In order to be
understood by everyone, the chain of custody
is divided into 2 aspects of information, ie
information that has a direct link to the case
using the 5W and 1 H formulas, as well as
information related to the source,
authenticity and process of obtaining the
evidence.

The use of XML in recent years has been
increasing. XML is used in the web (web
service). Furthermore, it uses to represent
various content in a file. The data contained in
the XML structure can be seen clearly, this
further can be changed by unauthorized people.
Therefore, it is required a special encryption to
secure the data [7]. Encryption is the result of
encoding of plain text. Science that studies about
data security is called Cryptography [8]. The
type of symmetric encryption becomes type
encryption becomes the right solution because of
this encryption only has 1 key (private key) that
used to encrypt and decrypt [9]. Symmetric
encryption has 2 type of encoding (cipher) [10]:
a.
b.

Stream cipher is the process of encryption
and decryption which are done every bit.
Block chipper is the process of dividing
plaintext into multiple blocks of the same
size. Then the block is encrypted or
decrypted. Once divided, the block is
encrypted or decrypted.

One of the method of symmetric encryption is
RC4. The RC4 encryption method has 4
processes [11] namely: S-Box initialization, Key
to byte Array, s-Box Permutation and
Pseudorandom.
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Table 1. XOR Boolean
Boolean A
Boolean B
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

Figure 1. Proses dalam Metode RC4

RC4 uses 2 arrays of 256 lengths. This array
contains the numbers 0 to 255, the next array
contains permutations which are functions of
keys of varying length[12]. The S-Box
initialization is the first step used to initialize the
first array S [0] to S [255]. Then the array is
filled with numbers 0 through 255 like S [0] = 1
to S [255] = 255.
Initialization process S-Box (Array S)
for i = 0 to 255
S[i] = i

A XOR B
0
1
1
0

The use of XOR in the RC4 method is to
compare plaintext binary numbers (unencrypted
text) with pseudorandom bytes (binary). The
result of XOR is called ciphertext or encrypted
text. While decryption is the process to turn the
ciphertext into plaintext.
4. METHODOLOGY
This research through several systematic
processes. It is intended that the problems
encountered can be resolved and the results and
the difficulties encountered during the ongoing
research process can be analyzed. Figure 2
shows the flow of the research conducted.

After that, another array (Array K) is created and
it is initialized by dividing the array key by the
length of the array key.
for i = 0 to 255
K[i] = Key[i mod length]

Next, the array in the S-Box is scrambled.
i = 0;j = 0
for i = o to 255 {
j = (j + S[i] + K[i] mod 256
swap S[i] and S[j]
}

The next step is creating a pseudorandom byte.
i = (i + 1) mod 256
j = (j + S[i]) mod 256
swap S[i] and S[j]
t = (S[i] + S[j] mod 256
K = S[t]

After the pseudorandom byte process is
complete, the next step is the XOR process
(eXclusive OR). The XOR process is a boolean
comparison process [13].

Figure 2. The Process of Research

4.1 Literature Review
Review literature is undertaken at the first step to
collect information relevant to the topic or
problem to be researched. Sources of
information are obtained through books that
have relevance to the issues to be studied,
scientific journals and other sources of
information that can be obtained through the
internet. The information can also be obtained by
attending scientific seminars that are often held
by several universities.
4.2 Case Simulation
Stages of case simulation is a step to create a
specific scenario that aims to create a fit between
the needs with the system created. The case
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simulations are based on cases that have
occurred, but the names of the characters and the
scene are fictitious. The digital evidence used in
this case simulation is 001 format. This format is
a commonly used format of acquisition of digital
evidence.
4.3 Implementation
This stage is an activity to creating XML
encryption and decryption system based on the
design that was created earlier. This is to ensure
that the system works properly. At this stage,
making the system using the Python
programming language and Wing 101 as the
compiler.
4.4 Encryption and Decryption of XML
The algorithm used to encrypt and decrypt XML
structures is the RC4 algorithm. To use RC4 in
the Python programming language, it takes a
certain package or library. All the necessary
packages and libraries can be downloaded for
free through the Pypi-Python website.
4.5 Testing Encryption of XML
The encryption test is performed by uploading an
encrypted XML file to a site that provides the
RC4 file decryption feature. To encrypt and
decrypt the RC4 algorithm, it takes a word called
a key. This key is a string that is formed
randomly by RC4 algorithm which is very
difficult to guess even though using Brute Force
Attack technique. This technique is used to hack
passwords by trying all possible passwords in
wordlist.
4.6 Results
The result of encryption testing of the system is
the creation of secure encryption and decryption
results. Encryption results can be categorized
safe if other systems cannot open the encryption
results and the encryption results are difficult to
read without going through the decryption
process of the system.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
This encryption method was tested using Mac
OS 10.11.6 El Capitan operating system. The
system created to perform the process of
encryption and decryption using the Python
programming language version 2.7.13 which was
released on December 6, 2016. Encrypted file
storage is stored in xhtml format, as well as, it is
easy viewing of XML structures before being
encrypted.
The case used for this implementation is
defamation. This case happened through instant
messaging (SMS and Whatsapp). This case is
simulated has happened in America with a
suspect named Mike Kalashnikov. While the
victim was named George Armand. Based on the
case, it is obtained an electronic evidence in the
form of mobile phones found at the scene.
Chain of custody is required in the disclosure of
a cyber crime case because it contains a special
procedure for documenting the disclosure flow
of the case [14]. The information contained in
the digital chain of custody contains 4
information on cases handled: case descriptions,
description of electronic evidence obtained at the
scene, description of digital evidence from the
acquisition and description of the tools used in
the acquisition process [15]. The data of digital
chain of custody is inserted into the XML
structure.
In the handling of digital evidence there is a very
important information that is the hash value.
Generally the hash values used are SHA1 and
MD5. This value falls into the category of static
data. This hash value can be checked using
applications that are already available both
online and offline The digital evidence is invalid,
if there is a difference in the hash value after
being tested with another application.
The information is stored into an XML structure
in a file named cabinet_encrypt.xhtml in the
warehouse directory. Figure 3 shows the XML
structure of the chain of custody information.
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Source code of encryption
Tree
##
variable
that
stores
XML
Structure
obj1 = ARC4.new('01234567')
chipertext = obj1.encrypt(tree)
with
open("warehouse/cabinet_encrypt.xhtml',
'r') as outFile:
outFile.write(chipertext)

Figure 3. XML Structure on the Chain of Custody

The first line is used to store the XML structure.
This XML structure will be encrypted on the
next process. The second line is the
determination of the S-Box array length (8
bytes). After that, the system opens
cabinet_encrypt.xhtml file in the warehouse
directory, which is used to store the encryption
results. The last line is used to perform the
encryption process.

5.1 Encryption Implementation
Encryption is performed using files with
XHTML extension that stores chain of custody
information from cybercrime case simulations.
Figure 4 shows the encryption flow of the XML
structure.

Figure 5. Encryption Results

5.2 Decryption Implementation

Figure 4. Encryption Process on XML Structure

The encryption process is done by creating a
variable that contains the XML structure. This
variable will be encrypted by the system. Then,
the user specifies the length of the S-Box array.
In this simulation, the Array length is 8 bytes.
After determining the length of the array,
encryption is done by opening a file. This file
has a function as a storage of encryption.

Decryption is the process of converting a
previously encrypted file into a readable
(decode) XML structure. The decryption process
aims to display data on certain elements, so that
users can view the information that exists on
each element through the system. This process
also aims to change the values contained in
certain elements. Figure 6 shows the decryption
flow of the XML structure
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dec2 = obj1.decrypt(ciphertext)
topRoot2 = ETZ.fromstring(dec2)
print
topRoot2
//
show
all
structure

XML

The first line is used for the determination of the
S-Box array length (8 bytes). The second line is
used to open the cabinet_encrypt.xhtml file in
the warehouse directory used as the storage place
for encryption. The encrypted file is read and the
reading result is stored in a variable (line 3).
After that, the result of the data reading process
is decrypted by the system (row 4) using the
number of arrays that have been specified in the
first row. The last line is used to convert the
decryption into an XML structure.
5.3 Manipulating Data
Manipulation of encrypted data, the process flow
is almost the same as the process of data
decryption. However, there are some additional
processes after the encrypted data becomes the
XML structure. Figure 7 shows the manipulating
data flow process of the XML structure.

Figure 6. Decryption Process

First of all, the system opens an encrypted
XHTML file. Once the file is opened, the system
decrypts the data in the file. The results of
decrypted data are stored in a string.
Next, the string is converted into an XML
structure. This process aims to allow the system
to read every element of the XML structure.
After that, the system will the system will
display the existing data on certain elements.
Source code of decryption
obj1 = ARC4.new('01234567')
with
open("warehouse/cabinet_encrypt.xhtml',
'r') as outFile:
chipertext = outFile.read()

Figure 7. Decryption Process
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After the decryption process is complete, the
system will process the data that is changing
from certain elements. In this process, the system
rearranges the XML structure. It aims to prevent
errors when entering new data. After that, the
system inserts all the changed data into a string
to be encrypted.
Source code of manipulating data
// Decrypting Process
obj1 = ARC4.new('01234567')
with
open("warehouse/cabinet_encrypt.xhtml',
'r') as outFile:
chipertext = outFile.read()
dec2 = obj1.decrypt(ciphertext)
topRoot2 = ETZ.fromstring(dec2)
//Manipulating Data Process
var = // it contains new data
detail = topRoot2.find(“.//case_name”)
detail.text = var
xml_str
=
ETZ.tostring(topRoot2,
encoding=’UTF8’, method=’XML’)
//Encrypting Data Process
obj2 = ARC4.new('01234567')
chipper_text2 = obj2.encrypt(xml_str)
with
open("warehouse/cabinet_encrypt.xhtml',
'r') as outFile2:
outFile2.write(cipher_text2)

5.4 Testing of Encryption Results
Testing of encrypted results is done by uploading
the file cabinet_encrypt.html on a website
http://rc4.online-domain-tools.com/ which is
managed by AITIS business company from the
Czech Republic. Table 1 shows the results of
encryption testing of XML structures.
Table 2. Test of Results
No.
Key
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

01234567
qwerty
qWErTy
qazwsxr
poiuytlLo

Results
Succeed
Failed
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Based on the test results in table 2, it can be
concluded that the encryption of XML structure
in cabinet_encrypt.xhtml file is good and safe.
This is because during testing using 5 different
keys, the system used to decrypt the file, it cannot

decrypt the XML structure
cabinet_encrypt.xhtml.

in

the

file

6. CONCLUSION
Based on the implementation to the test result
analysis, it is concluded that RC4 encryption
method can be used to encrypt XML structure.
From the test results, RC4 encryption has been
safe to use for securing information in digital
chain of custody data. This is because encryption
cannot be opened without knowing the key used
to encrypt. RC4 encryption processes plaintext
quickly if the characters on the plaintext are not
long. However, if the plaintext is long, then RC4
encryption will take longer. In fact, the data in
the Chain of Custody is possible to always
increase according to the case being handled. It
is expected that further research will be focused
on RC4 performance in encrypting long
plaintext.
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Abstract—Classification technique has many applications in
executable files detection. The classification method is one of the
most popular data mining technique to detect and predict the
behavior of executable files. Every executable file has
hexadecimal sequence features, which represent the assembly
strings sequences of the executable file, and Portable Executable
(PE) features like DLL (Dynamic Link Library). These features
reflect the behavior and the characteristics of executable files.
Classification according to these behavioral patterns is an
efficient way to distinguish the malicious executable file from the
normal one. We present an extraction code to get specific
features of hexadecimal code among thousands of hex codes and
DLL. Since there are huge number of extracted features, three
different ranker are utilized to select the most worth features. In
this paper, among eight classifiers, Neural Networks and KNN
achieves a highest accuracy
Keywords— Classification; Malicious Files; Support Vector
Machine; Naïve Bayes; Decisoin Tree, KNN

I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications and software become essential in
different fields such as economics, health, social media,
markets, and industries. Malware software invades the
applications and the internet web pages to control and gather
information from computers and mobile operations. Malwares
become the most important threat in computers’ security. Many
techniques are used to protect devices, systems and networking
from malware whose goal either to destroy hard disk to
eliminate the data or to attack the operating systems like
malicious executable files.
The malicious executable files are discovered and analyzed
either based on static analysis or dynamic analysis [1]. In the
static analysis, a set of patterns from specific features are
extracted and used to match the malicious executable files with
pre define database. These features include string signature,
byte-sequence and syntactic library call. The dynamic analysis
uses file execution in special environment to monitor file
behavior of the malicious files. Another way to detect
malicious files is to utilize data mining techniques to identify
the suspicious executable files [2].
This paper provides a compressive work of using eight
classifiers to detect malicious files. Different ranker methods
are applied to select most worth features that contribute to the
detection unwanted files. The rest of the paper is organized as
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follows; section 2 provides a background and related works in
the malware detection and data mining techniques, while
section 3 describes the methodology of the features selection
and extraction. Experimental results and discussion are
presented in section 4. Finally, the conclusion is provided.
II. RELATED WORK
Many data mining approaches including text mining,
decision tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes
(NB), and random forest used to detect malware software. The
performance of these approaches depends on quality of dataset
features extracted from the target files. The extracted features
from the executable files include string code, DLL files, system
calls and instructions that used in CPU. Different studies
proposed machine-learning techniques for Detecting and
Classifying Malware in respect of static and dynamic analysis
[1]
The classification technique based on text mining was used
by treating CPU instructions as natural language to detect the
malicious malware and determine the type of malware. In [3],
the researchers utilized Naive Bayes classifier and simplified
the attributes according to the correlation between attributes
and decisive attributes. Another way to extract features is ngram-based analysis, which extracts the effective features for
classification process [4].
Extracting features from an executable file is a major factor
for detection and prediction accuracy, for features analysis
some researcher used dynamic analysis, which studied the
behavior of executable file that reflects all instructions and
system calls in the file. Various classification methods were
used to discover malware behavior and dynamic analysis by
using VB.Net language to build a suitable dataset for WEKA
tool [2].
A combined analytical model was proposed by integrating
advantages of both static and dynamic analysis to get better
classification accuracy results. Static analysis yielded a high
indicator of file behavior without the need for executing the
file, but it needs statistical analysis [5].
A detection of malicious executables was studied by
proposing a low-complexity host-based technique. Information
theoretic divergence measures were utilized to quantify benign
and malware executables. Benign models of divergent
attributes were applied in cross-correlation and log-likelihood
frameworks to classify malicious executables [6]. Multilayer
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Perceptron with several learning algorithms were provided
based on statistical features of executable file [7]. SVM,
Logistic Regression, and Random forest were used as
classification approaches to detect malicious files [8].
III. METHODOLOGY
Our methodology has three phases, 1) data set collection
and extraction from the data a set of features to build training
dataset, 2) reduction the dataset features to get the effective
attributes that contribute to a best detection classification, and
3) applying different classifiers to specify the best classifiers
that yield a high accuracy. Fig. 1 shows our methodology.
A. Dataset Collection and Features Extraction
1) Dataset Collection
There are few resources to collect malwares and they are
dangerous to deal with. We collect our samples from different
websites
such
as
http://vxheaven.org,
http://leetupload.com/dbindex2, http://dasmalwerk.eu, and
http://www.malwareblacklist.com, http://thezoo.morirt.com.
Our data set consists of 14998 executable files divided into
12593 malicious executable files and 2405 normal executable
files. In this paper, the dataset represent the malware of win32,
which invades the system as executable file and uses the
system calls and DLL files from windows system for specific
unwanted reasons.
2) Features Selection
We use the hexadecimal features that reflect the behavior of
the malware and some DLL files that are used by the malware.
We get the same hexadecimal features in [8], which are 503
features, each one is 4 bytes (2 digits hexadecimal number for
each byte) and we add 39 DLL features to build the attributes
of our dataset. Table I shows a sample of the features. The
hexadecimal features are represented from one to 503 while the
DLL features are 504 to 543.

3) Features Extraction
Since there are thousands of hexadecimal sequence in each
exe file, we build a Matlab code that searches every file to
extract 543 features as shown in Fig. 2. The result of the above
code is a dataset represented as a binary vector for each file
with setting one for existing feature and zero for missing
feature. The class attribute is either normal or malicious. Fig. 3
represents the flowchart of features extraction.
B. Dataset Reduction
Selection of the best attributes is introduced in this paper in
order to remove irrelevant features using three different metrics
including Information Gain (IG), Gain Ratio and
CfsSubsetEval. We utilized Weka tool in this step by setting a
cross-validation test to 10 to rank the attributes from the best
one to the worst according to classification effectiveness.
CfsSubsetEval is a function in Weka to evaluate the worth
of a subset of attributes. Top 50 attributes are selected because
these attributes represent the highest gain information that
contribute in classifying the files into normal and malicious.
C. Classification process and experiment environment
We applied eight type of classification algorithms using
Weka tool: NaiveBayes, SVM, k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN),
instance-based method, AdaBoost, Neural network, decision
tree (J48) and simple logistic approach. The testing mode is set
to 66% of the dataset as a training set and the remaining as a
testing set.
These algorithms adapt different approaches for
classification. Some these classifiers are lazy which store
training data and wait until it is given a test tuple, usually less
time in training but more time in predicting such as
instance-based and kNN.
TABLE I.

A SAMPLE OF FEATURES

Attribute
500

Attribute
502

Attribute
503

Attribute 504

Attribute
506

61007400

FFFFFF7F

30

USER32.DLL

kernel32.dll

Fig. 1. Methodology Phases
Fig. 2. Matlab Code for File Features Extraction
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TABLE II.

APPLYING CLASSIFIERS BASED ON CFSSUBSETEVAL
ALGORITHM

TP

classifier

RMSE

ACC%

TBM

TTM

Time

0.824

0.247

92.6

0.41

0.41

0.82

0.948

0.83

0.265

92.96

11.86

0.03

11.89

KNN

0.96

0.805

0.219

93.57

0.03

128.89

128.9

KStar

0.968

0.64

0.235

91.76

0.01

726.64

726.7

AdaBoost

0.948

0.657

0.248

90.25

3.01

0.08

3.09

Neural
network

0.959

0.81

0.217

93.63

103.11

0.17

103.3

J48

0.956

0.804

0.23

93.23

2.57

0.06

2.63

Simple
logistic

0.959

0.804

0.2237

93.53

9.83

0.03

9.86

M

N

NB

0.945

SVM

Fig. 3. Flowchart of features extraction

Neural network uses multi layers of inputs and outputs and
updates the weights of each inputs until it reaches the optimal
nonlinear separating function for classification. Decision tree
builds classification model by building a tree structure. It
breaks down a dataset into smaller and smaller subsets until it
can predict the value of a target variable based on several input
variables.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. CfsSubsetEval selected attributes technique
Table II shows the result of the eight classifiers. The first
column represent the classifier name, the second column
represents true positive recognition rate for malicious and
normal exe files, TP, which is called sensitivity. M represents
malicious while N represents normal. We use Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) in the third column. Each classifier has
different time for building model (TBM) and time for testing
(TTM).
Fig. 4 shows the accuracy of each classifier. The problem
was some classifier takes a long time to build the model like
neural network; on the other hand, some classifier takes a long
time with evaluating the test set on the model like Kstar and
KNN.
Neural Network yields the highest accuracy with 103.11
seconds. KNN has close accuracy to neural network but it takes
128.89 seconds for every test. According to the time
consuming, simple logistic achieves a good accuracy
comparing with other classifiers based on 9.86 seconds.
B. Gain Ratio selected attributes technique
Gain Ratio is a method to rank the attributes from the best
one to the worst. Table III shows the result of the eight
classifiers with Gain Ratio, first fifty attributes were chosen.
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Fig. 4. Accuracy of classifiers based on CfsSubsetEval algorithm

TABLE III.
Classifier

APPLYING CLASSIFIERS BASED ON GAIN RATIO ALGORITHM

TP

RMSE

ACC%

TBM

TTM

Time

0.7

0.344

87.3

1.22

0.14

1.36

0.97

0.74

0.256

93.4

566

0.08

566

KNN

0.99

0.82

0.154

96.4

0.03

97

97

KStar

0.99

0.8

0.174

96.2

0

1125

1125

AdaBoost

0.94

0.66

0.255

89.4

5.13

0.03

5.16

Neural
Network

0.99

0.83

0.175

96.4

509

0.21

510

J48

0.99

0.81

0.186

96

12.6

0.13

12.8

Simple
logistic

0.98

0.75

0.22

94.4

49

0.05

49.1

M

N

NB

0.91

SVM
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TABLE IV.

TP

RMSE

ACC
%

TBM

TTM

Time

0.696

0.378

84.91

0.94

0.11

1.05

0.976

0.787

0.231

94.67

417.64

0.04

417

KNN

0.985

0.868

0.17

96.67

0.03

30.48

30.51

KStar

0.986

0.871

0.157

96.82

0.01

1209

1209

AdaBo

0.944

0.834

0.24

92.7

3.96

0.04

4

NN

0.985

0.883

0.165

96.9

741.07

0.18

741.2
5

J48

0.986

0.858

0.1757

96.6

6.45

0.03

6.48

Simple
logistic

0.979

0.82

0.198

95.45

121.1

0.18

121.2
8

Type

Fig. 5. Accuracy of classifiers based on Gain Ratio algorithm

The accuracy is between 87.27 and 96.37. The classifiers,
which take a long time to build the model, are neural network
and SVM. On the other hand, some classifier takes a long time
with evaluating the test set on the model like KStar. Fig. 5
shows classifiers time in respect of accuracy rate.
According to Fig. 5, J48 achieves a good accuracy
comparing with other classifiers and it takes 12.77 seconds to
build and test the model. However, if we want to get high
accuracy and low time consuming, KNN is the best in this
experiment.

APPLYING CLASSIFIERS IN RESPECT OF INFORMATION GAIN
ALGORITHM

M

N

NB

0.877

SVM

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a methodology for extracting
executable file features and apply eight classifiers using Weka
tool, and we provide a comparison between these classification
algorithms. Choosing the best classifier depends on size of the
dataset and reduction algorithm. Neural Network achieves the
highest accuracy based on IG ranker. When Gain Ratio is used
as a selection attribute ranker, KNN gains the highest accuracy.

C. Information Gain (IG) selected attributes technique
IG is a measurement function to rank the attributes from the
best one to the worst with specific threshold. Table IV shows
the result of the eight classifiers based on the top of 50
attributes.
The accuracy is between 84.91 and 96.96.9. The classifiers,
which take a long time to build the model, are neural network,
SVM and simple logistic On the other hand, some classifier
takes a long time with evaluating the test set on the model like
KStar. Fig. 5 shows classifiers time in respect of accuracy rate.
If we want to decide, which model is the best according to
Fig. 5, J48 has good accuracy comparing with other classifiers
and it takes 6.48 seconds to build and test the model. However,
if we want to get high accuracy and low time consuming, KNN
is the best in this experiment, it takes 30.51 seconds to test and
build the model.
Table V shows the accuracy of each classifier in the three
selected measurements, Gain Ratio, IG, and CfsSubsetEval.
NaiveBayes and SVM achieve the best sensitivity in the
CfsSubsetEval algorithm. Generally, NN, KNN, and Kstar gain
the highest sensitivity. However, NN takes a long time to build
the model while Kstar takes a time to test the model. Simple
logistic gives in CfsSubsetEval higher sensitivity than Gain
Ratio, but the accuracy of KNN in Gain Ratio achieves the
highest accuracy
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Fig. 6. Timing and accuracy of classifiers with Information Gain algorithm

TABLE V.

Classifier
Naïve Bayes
SVM
KNN
KStar
AdaBoost
Neural network
J48
Simple logistic

CLASSIFIERS ACCURACY OF THREE SELECTED ATTRIBUTES
ALGORITHMS

CfsSubsetEval
92.6
92.96
93.57
91.76
90.25
93.63
93.23
93.53

Gain Ratio
87.27
93.43
96.37
96.17
89.35
96.35
95.96
94.35

IG
84.91
94.67
96.67
96.82
92.7
96.9
96.6
95.45
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Abstract – One of the most critical and talked about Open
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS)
threats is Heartbleed vulnerability. This vulnerability affects the
“Heartbeat protocol” of the open SSL library. HeartBleed
manipulates the Heartbeat protocol to get access and read the
memory of the vulnerable web servers. OpenSSL is used in
HTTPS for internet security. As OpenSSL vulnerability,
heartbeat has affected websites, web servers, VPN concentrators,
client applications and mobile devices. The sensitive information
that may be retrieved using this vulnerability includes Primary
and secondary key material, and protected content. A patch for
this vulnerability exists since 2014 yet there are a good number of
web platform vulnerable to this threat. This paper focuses on the
attack technique of Heartbleed vulnerability. This papers
primary contribution is the detail analysis of affect of the
Heartbleed vulnerability on the web platform of Bangladesh. As
a newly emerging country in the digital world, Bangladesh needs
to be prepared to the existing threats. This paper attempts to
guide web developers of Bangladesh to secure the web platform
against the Heartbleed vulnerability.
Index Terms - Heart bleed, Open SSL, TLS, Three Way
Handshake, HTTP Keep Alive, Heart beat request.

I. INTRODUCTION
Present day Internet runs on database driven web
applications used to provide various services (i.e. online
banking, transaction, e-commerce). These communications run
between servers and a clients using Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) [3]. As the client server communication does
not require one party knowing the other, this communication
operates based on verified trust [13]. This trust is established
through encrypted Secure Sockets layer/Transport Layer
Security (SSL/TLS) certificates running on HTTP. This is
known as HTTPS. With the increase of cyber assaults, the
need for secure data transmission has intensified. SSL/TLS
uses OpenSSL cryptographic library for generating encryption
certificates. As of 2014, two thirds of all web servers used
OpenSSL to secure end-to-end communications [4]. SSL/TLS
has become a defacto secure communication standard [5].
Based on the development, TLS is a successor SSL [9]. There
are various versions of SSL, TLS, and OpenSSL available.
One of the most important extensions to SSL/TLS is
“Heartbeat”. This extension keeps the connection between
client and server alive.
Although the HTTPS communications are considered
secure there are various vulnerabilities in the SSL/TLS
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protocols. These vulnerabilities are categorized as protocol
logic flaw, cryptographic design flaw, implementation flaw,
and configuration and infrastructure flaw [8]. This paper
focuses on one of the most exalted SSL (more preciously
OpenSSL) vulnerability known as “Heartbleed” [1]. This is a
vulnerability of the Heartbeat feature of OpenSSL [2]. This
vulnerability is categorized as implementation flaw of
OpenSSL [10]. This vulnerability aims on data leakage in the
Heartbeat protocol implementation and it allows the attackers
to read sensitive memory from servers. This vulnerability was
disclosed in 7 April 2014 [12]. According to United States
Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT), about half
a million widely trusted websites were vulnerable to
Heartbleed attack during zero day attack [2]. TheVulnerable
website list includes google, facebook, ebay, and amazon [1].
This vulnerability effected OpenSSL versions 1.0.1a to 1.0.1g.
The next version 1.0.2 was published with a patch for
Heartbleed vulnerability. This vulnerability existed due to lack
of validation in the “Heartbeat” protocol [5]. Though a patch
for this vulnerability exists since 2014, a large number of web
servers are still vulnerable to this attack.
This paper discusses the technique of Heartbleed
vulnerability and its affect on the web servers of Bangladesh
after the patch is available. The paper is organized in five
sections. In section II and overview of SSL and TLS protocol
is presented. This section details about the “Heartbeat”
protocol. In section III an analysis of the “Heartbleed”
vulnerability is presented. The current conditions of the
Bangladeshi servers regarding the “Heartbleed” vulnerability
are discussed in Section IV. We conclude in Section 5.
II. OVERVIEW OF SSL AND TLS
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer security
are security protocols used to establish a secure connection
between Server and Client. In a regular communication
between client and server, data transmitted in plain text. At
present the Internet traffic includes data regarding transactions
such as online shopping, emails and online banking. Without
security protocol anyone using network intrusion software (i.e.
wireshark) could access and read that data. To secure such
sensitive communication, SSL/TLS has become a defacto
communication standard [5]. Client Server communication is
established using hyper text transfer protocol (HTTP). To
implement secure communication most web applications use
HTTP secure (HTTPS) [10].
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A. Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
SSL secures transmission over Transmission control
protocol (TCP) [10]. To provide security SSL protocol
combines’s privacy, authentication, and reliability. SSL
protocol ensures the connection is encrypted. It also ensures
that the data can be accessed by only authenticated user and
the authentication is provided by digital certificate and RSA
cryptographic algorithm. Digital certificate is not required for
establishing a SSL connection. The SSL protocol is integrated
into most web browsers used to access web application.
In server side the web server administrator must acquire a
digital certificate from a Certification Authority (CA). The
web servers store multiple certificates from multiple web
applications and using these certificates authenticates the
applications hosted by the server [11]. SSL uses four protocol
layers to operate. These are: Record Layer, Change Cipher
Spec Protocol, Alert Protocol, and Handshake Protocol. These
protocols are used to encapsulate all communication between
the client machine and the server [11].

its certificate and public key with this response message. The
client uses the certificate to extract public key and use this
public key to encrypt “pre-master key” [7]. The Client browser
then sends this pre-master key to server. The server then uses
its private key to decrypt the “pre-master key”. The client and
server use the “pre-master key”. And the pre decided cipher to
generate a shared secret key. This key is used to encrypt and
decrypt data in both client and server [11]. In last step the
encryption client browser sends an encrypted message and
server decrypt the message and verifies and sends a response
to the client. After this point all communication between the
client and server in encrypted.

B. Transport Layer Security (TLS)
TLS provides cryptographic security, interoperability,
extensibility, and relative efficiency. To ensure these services
TLS works in two levels: Record protocol and Handshake
protocol [6]. The Record protocol uses symmetric
cryptography keys, to ensure a private connection between the
client and the server. The Handshake protocol initiates the
authenticated communication between the client and server.
This protocol negotiates the language of communication
between client and server, their encryption algorithm and
encryption key before the communication starts [13].
There are several minor differences between SSL and TLS.
While SSL encryption uses only MD5 and SHA hash
functions, the TLS encryption can operate with any hash
function. TLS uses the HMAC standard and its pseudorandom
function (PRF) output to generates the required key material.
On the other hand SSL uses RSA which generates secret
information based on the cipher Suite and Parameters selected
during session negotiations [13].

Fig. 1 SSL/TLS connection setup.

C. SSL/TLS Handshake
SSL/TLS encryption uses public key private infrastructure
to secure the data transmission. The encryption process is uses
the public key to encrypt data at source and corresponding
private key to decrypt data at destination. These keys are
shared during the initial handshake protocol. The authenticity
of the public key is verified by a digital certificate issued by a
certificate authority (CA) [2].
The secure connection between client and server in a
SSL/TLS environment starts with client browser requesting for
a secure connection from server as shown in Figure 1. In this
request message client browser also sends a list cipher suit and
SSL/TLS version it supports. In response the server send its
choice of cipher suit and SSL/TLS version based on the list
client browser has sent with its request [10]. Server also sends
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D. OpenSSL
OpenSSL is an open source cryptographic library used
with applications and web server. It is the open source
implementation of SSL and TLS [10]. OpenSSL is used to
validate the server's certificate chain. The library includes
tools for generating RSA private keys and Certificate Signing
Requests (CSRs), checksums, managing certificates and
performing encryption/decryption. OperSSL supports a
number of cryptographic algorithms including ciphers (i.e.
AES, RC2), cryptographic has function (i.e. MD5, SHA-2),
and public key cryptography (i.e. RSA, Diffie-Hellman key
exchange). It’s estimated that 66% of all Web servers use
OpenSSL. The encryption keys used in SSL/TLS is generated
using open SSL. The OpenSSL implementation of TLS
protocol is known as heartbeat extension (RFC6520).
E. Heartbeat protocol
In SSL/TLS protocol has no mechanism to keep the
connection alive without continuous data transfer. To
overcome this limitation Heartbeat extension was introduced
to openSSL implementation of SSL/TLS. Heartbeat protocol
runs on top of the Record Layer and maintains the connection
between the client and server by requiring them to exchange a
“heartbeat”. In previous versions of SSL/TLS, a renegotiation
technique function to find alive connection was available but
that was costly [2].
The “Heartbeat” protocol includes two messages:
heartbeat request and heartbeat response. For every “Heartbeat
request” message a “Heartbeat response” message should sent
between the client and the server. This is called “Keep alive”
[2]. If no response message is received the TLS connection is
terminated. The structure of a “Heartbeat” message (request
and response) is shown in Figure 2. The message type refers to
either request of response message. The payload length
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represents the length of the Heartbeat response message.
Payload variable holds the payload content and the padding
variable includes random data. The padding field is used to
discover the path maximum transfer unit (PMTU).

browser. Any web application using the vulnerable version of
HTTPS is exposed to this attack.
The steps of Heartbleed attack are shown in Figure 3. The
attack takes place after client side receives a response message
for “hello” request. The client server communication initiates
with a 3 way handshake (using SSL/TLS).Then the server
provides the client with a socket number. As long as the
connection is alive the client uses this socket to communicate
with server. After the connection is set the attacker/client side
sends hello packets. If the hello response is none, it means the
server closes connection without any communication.

Fig. 2 Heartbeat message structure in code.

In response to the heartbeat request message a copy of the
same message is sent as response by the receiver side. This
verifies the connection to be still alive [2]. To implement the
“Heartbeat response” message, the receiver end first check if
the type of the received message “TLS Heartbeat request”.
Then the receiver extracts the payload length of the received
message. Using this value the receiver allocates memory for
the heartbeat response. Then the receiver side copies the
payload from “Heartbeat request” message to “Heartbeat
response” message is send it back to the sender side. The
sender side then compares the response message with the
original message and if the messages are same, the connection
is considered alive.
OpenSSL versions 1.0.1 through 1.0.1g contain a flaw in
its implementation of the TLS/DTLS “Heartbeat response”
functionality. This flaw allows an attacker to retrieve Primary
key material (secret key), Secondary key material (user names
and passwords used by vulnerable services), Protected content
(sensitive data used by vulnerable services), Collateral
(memory addresses and content that can be leveraged to
bypass exploit mitigations). This vulnerability is known as
“Heartbleed”.
III. ANALYSIS OF HEART BLEED VULNERABILITY
The “Heartbleed” vulnerability results from improper
input validation in the implementation of the TLS heartbeat
extension. The “Heartbleed” vulnerability allows an attacker to
retrieve private memory of an application that uses the
vulnerable OpenSSL library in chunks of 64k at a time. The
attacker can repeatedly leverage the vulnerability to retrieve as
many 64k chunks of memory as are necessary to retrieve the
intended data.
Using Heartbleed vulnerability the attacker modifies the
length of the payload of the Heartbeat request message to
retrieve information from the server. In the server side there is
no validation mechanism for the length of the payload. Thus
the server then returns more payload content from the server
memory then it was suppose to send through a “Heartbeat
response” message. This attack can be implemented user any
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Fig. 3 Steps of Heatbleed attack

If the hello response is true, the “heartbeat request” packet
with “Heartbleed” exploit is sent. If the server responses to the
“Heartbeat request”, it is identified as vulnerable to
“Heartbleed”. The code of the “Heartbeat” message with
“Heartbleed” exploit is shown in Figure 4. The code is in
hexadecimal value. The first line of the code defines the type
of the “Heartbeat” message, and packet length. The actual
exploit code is written in the second line. The second line
indicates the message type and the payload length. The
payload length filed id modified to be “FF FF” which is nearly
64kb. This value is larger than the actual “Heartbeat response”
message.

Fig. 4 Heatbleed exploit code

The older version of OpenSSL “Heartbeat response” does
not have the mechanism to check and validate the payload
lengths. The OpenSSL runs “memcpy” function to identify the
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payload length and payload from the “Heartbeat request”
message. The mmcpy function call is shown in Figure 5. The
‘pl’ variable is used to get the payload length from “Heartbeat
request” message which in case of “Heartbleed” is the packet
shown in Figure 4. The packet in Figure 4 delivers the packet
length value to be FFFF.
memcpy (bp, pl, payload)
Fig. 5 Memory copy function in OpenSSL

To fill up the rest of the data requested by the client, the
server will copy the surrounding memory of the server which
may include sensitive data. An attacker could continually send
malicious heartbeats to a server and keep getting back 64kb of
its memory each time. Using this memory leak the Heartbleed
attack is implemented from the client end.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
The “Heartbleed” vulnerability impacted the web servers
worldwide. About 24-55% HTTPS web servers were initially
vulnerable to this attack [2]. The patch for this vulnerability
was implemented as fast as the vulnerability amplified. Yet
this vulnerability exists till date. The analysis of world data is
out of the scope of this paper. Thus this paper only focuses on
the data collected in Bangladeshi domain. Mostly used
Bangladeshi domains are “.bd” and “.com”. For the analysis
purpose we have checked 1298 web applications in both “.bd”
and “.com”.
Analyzing 1298 web application 538 were found using
SSL/TLS protocol. Other 753 were found using no security
protocol or other type of security. The Figure 6 indicated that
42% of the web servers use HTTPS protocol.

Fig. 7 Usage of various versions of SSL/TLS

Not all older versions of SSL/TLS were vulnerable to
“Heartbleed” vulnerability. This vulnerability exists because of
an implementation flaw in the versions 1.0.1a to 1.0.1g. The
analyzed dataset, 156 web applications were found using older
version of SSL/TLS. Among these 24 web applications uses
SSL/TLS version 0.9.1 to 1.0.0 and the other 132 uses
SSL/TLS version 1.0.1a to10.0.1g as shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8 Statistics of older versions of SSL/TLS

The effects of “Heartbleed” vulnerability are wide spared.
Different sectors are vulnerable to attack. The worldwide
popularity of OpenSSL for Internet security has made the
effect sever. In the dataset analyzed in this paper, the effected
sectors found include Education, Financial, Healthcare, and
other services as shown in Table I. In the 132 vulnerable web
applications 40 were found belonging to various educational
organizations. 54 web applications from financial, 25 from
healthcare and 37 from other services are found vulnerable to
“Heartbleed” attack.
Fig. 6 Percentage of SSL/TLS user

Among the 538 SSL/TLS web applications, 156 uses
older version of SSL/TLS and 382 uses updated version of
SSL/TLS as shown in Figure 7. In this graph the older version
represents the versions published before the “Heartbleed”
vulnerability was identified. The updated version represents all
the versions published after the “Heartbleed” vulnerability was
recognized.

TABLE I
SECTOR WISE VULNERABILITY
No. of Vulnerable
Sector
Web applications
Education
Financial
Healthcare

40
54
25

Other Services

37

The effect of vulnerability indicates lack of maintenance of the
web applications. We have also analyzed the vulnerability
level of these affected web application. This analysis was
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based on the sensitive information retrieved during testing the
vulnerability. According to the sensitive information retrieved
through testing we have grouped the dataset in 4 categories as
shown in Figure 9. We have found that 29 percent web
application after the attack is implemented reveal session
cookie and 22% disclose private cookie used for encryption of
the data. User name and password could be retrieved from
17% web application. 32% percent of the web application
accepted the Heartbleed attack packet but did not reveal any
information.

Fig. 9 Statistics of the sensitive information retrieved

[2] B.A. Chandra, “A Technical View Of The openssl ‘Heartbleed’
Vulnerability,” 1st ed. IBM, 2014. Web. 23 Feb. 2017.
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For collecting the dataset we have used various online
platforms for checking the vulnerability. We have also used
few personalized script for retrieving data.
V. CONCLUSION
Bangladesh is comparatively new in the world of cyber
security. The web developers and the leading software
development companies are working towards developing a
secure web platform. Yet the threats on cyber security are ever
growing and it is difficult to keep up. Our analyses of data
show just that. Bangladesh started domain registration from
year 2012. As Heartbleed was identified in 2014, not a large
number of web applications were in developed by then. Thus
the effect of the vulnerability is not enormous. Yet this
vulnerability exists in the web applications of various sectors.
This is due to the lack of knowledge of the web developers and
lack of maintenance of the web applications. As the impact of
this vulnerability is massive, the web developers should take is
vulnerability into consideration. Among the 1200 tested web
application only 156 were found vulnerable. Though not a
large number yet vulnerability should not exist as the patch for
is readily available. As educational and healthcare web
application an affected by this attack, the effect is far reaching.
All web application should be updated with the latest version
of SSL/TLS. In Bangladesh Online users and transaction is
increasing every day. The web developers should consider
both old and new vulnerabilities while developing the new web
applications and upgrading existing web applications.
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Abstract— Magnetic stripe card technology has been deployed
for more than six decades worldwide and is extensively used in
banking. Data embedded in them are often relied upon as a
benchmark for user authentication. As such reliance is placed
upon them, it is surprising that they do not incorporate stringent
security features and therefore attract the attention of criminals
who compromise magnetic stripe cards for their illegal gain.
Bank cards using magnetic stripe technology are being
increasingly cloned or skimmed. Global statistics show that a
fraudulent card transaction occurs every eight seconds and that
cloning is the principal card fraud, which makes up
approximately 37% of overall financial losses. Cloned magnetic
stripe bank cards are extensively used at POS terminals and
ATMs by criminals. POS terminals are one of the most
commonly used payment transaction systems around the world.
At the present moment, it is only the signature and PIN that
prove the ownership of a magnetic stripe bank card. Even though
chip cards are introduced as an extra security mechanism to
avoid fraud, the fact that criminals can deliberately damage the
chip and force the transaction to fallback to magnetic stripe
defeats its intended security purpose. The result of all this fraud
is that the original cardholders lose money unknowingly from
their bank accounts. One way of enforcing a better security in
POS terminals is by incorporating a biometric authentication
system, preferably a Fingerprint Authentication System (FAS).
This is due to the advantages and convenience that it offers above
the other biometric counterparts. Although an FAS can prove the
true ownership of a magnetic stripe bank card and can
authenticate the transaction using it, this study recognizes
existing vulnerabilities pertinent to FAS and biometric
authentication systems in general. Hence, the usage of the
conventional FAS may lead to severe security vulnerabilities. An
FAS with robust security and acceptable recognition
performance, at the present moment in time remains unclear and
the development of such a system is vital. Thus, the proposal for
a secured FAS is put forward to authenticate the transactions
performed using magnetic stripe bank cards at POS terminals.
The key underlying concept of the proposed system is a unique
One Time Template which will be valid only for a single
transaction session. The proposed FAS will be further evaluated,
and criticized in order to illustrate the value added to this study.
Keywords— authentication, BAS, biometrics, FAS, fingerprint,
OTT, POS, PFAS
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic stripe card technology, after more than six decades
of its successful inception is still widely used in many parts of
the world. The banking industry is the primary stakeholder of
this technology, which uses it to facilitate the transactions of
its account holders. Card cloning is the foremost crime
performed on magnetic stripe bank cards and has grown as an
epidemic. A study conducted by the Automated Transfer
Machine (ATM) Industry Association in the late 2015 raised
alarming figures globally as the financial losses due to this
fraud exceeds $2 billion a year [1]. The cost of a Point-of-Sale
(POS) and ATM skimming on an average is estimated at
approximately $50,000 [1]. Considering the heavy financial
losses globally due to card cloning, it is highly essential to
have an extra security mechanism to address it.
POS terminals, where customer credit or debit cards are
swiped for payment, are one of the most frequently used
E-payment systems in the developed world [2]. They are used
in face-to-face' transactions, where by a merchant swipes a
customer’s magnetic stripe bank card or key-in payment
information and the terminal facilitates the rest of the
transaction-processing. Since payments through magnetic
stripe bank cards in major businesses such as retail, healthcare, restaurants and supermarkets are facilitated through POS
terminals, it is vital to identify and prevent the transactions
using cloned cards. The main motivations to conduct this
study is due to the following core issues or concerns that still
remain as a question mark among the banking industry,
payment card manufacturers, and card holders. The key
motivations are formulated in what follows.
 Increase in card cloning: Card cloning or skimming can be
described as a process whereby a genuine bank card’s
magnetic stripe data is copied on to a fake card. The card is
swiped through a cloning or skimming device analogous to a
magnetic stripe reader on a POS terminal. POS terminals and
ATMs are not able to differentiate between a cloned card and
the original as the data on both magnetic stripe cards are
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identical. Card cloning is increasing heavily in virtually in all
major cities of the world, and it has become an international
problem [3]. The impact of card cloning is substantial for all
stake holders involved in payment systems, and it challenges
its integrity. Furthermore, it directly affects industry
relationships, merchant behaviors, consumer and employee
trust.
 Chip card abuse: Introduction of chip card technology has
undoubtedly helped to alleviate security issues associated with
magnetic stripe bank cards. Chip cards are standardised based
on the Europay, MasterCard, Visa (EMV) specifications [4].
Although EMV chip cards, to some extent, alleviated security
issues associated with an E-payment transaction, criminals
have found new ways to hinder the chip card security. One
scenario is that criminals clone EMV chip card and damages
or disable the chip. So when the cloned chip card is processed
at a POS terminal, the transaction will fallback to magnetic
stripe and hence will proceed as a normal magnetic stripe
transaction. Thus, in effect, the extra security provided by the
EMV chip card is nullified.
 Loss of card holder’s money: Financial losses of card
holders occurring as a result of card cloning crimes are very
high. This attributes to billions of dollars; considering the
huge volume of transactions happening every day using
payment cards. Retailers worldwide experience $580.5 million
in card fraud losses and spend $6.47 billion annually on fraud
prevention [5]. According to the 2015 Nilson Report1, the
annual global financial losses due to credit card and debit card
fraud equate to $11.2 billion [5]. Millions of card holders
worldwide are upset due to card cloning crime and there are a
lot of incidences happening every day where the bank
accounts of card holders are drained.

 Banks reluctant to pay victims of card cloning: Banks in
majority of the cases are unwilling to admit that their systems
could be at fault, and hence refuses to reimburse victims of
what is arguably a fraud. As the financial crisis impacts yearly
turn over, the banking industry is progressively hesitant to
compensate customers who have had the money illegally
withdrawn from their bank accounts [6].
 Card holder verification not performed: Card holder
verification is a method which is used to authenticate the card
holder and is known as Card holder Verification Method
(CVM). The authenticity of card holder at the moment is
verified using the following methods.
o A POS terminal can request card holder’s Personal
Identification Number (PIN) for card holder authentication
1

Nilson Report is a leading publication covering payment
system statistics worldwide.
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before proceeding with a transaction. Although this security
mechanism is in place, majority of POS terminal applications
in the field complete a transaction without performing PIN
authentication.
o Card holder’s signature on the card can be used for
authentication purposes. A merchant can compare the
signature on the card with the signature on a sale slip, to
perform the card holder verification. Since the majority of
merchants do not perform authentication of the card holder
through signature verification, criminals benefit. Moreover,
signature on a newly cloned card can be manipulated by the
criminal to match his or her signature. Hence signature
verification itself is vulnerable.
o A merchant can determine whether the card holder is a male
or a female by looking at the card holder’s name field
embedded in the card. In majority of the cases, nobody reads
the card holder’s name, and it leads to another security
vulnerability.
The motivational factors that are discussed in this section
clearly indicate that the existing authentication mechanisms
are not able to establish a 100% ownership of a person who is
performing the transaction and thus fails to bind a transaction
to a payment card. As the transactions are sensitive which
involves money, precious card holder information, and critical
financial data, it is of paramount importance to identify the
true ownership of the card holder who is performing the
transaction. In the current POS transaction framework, a
person who uses a cloned magnetic stripe bank card, knowing
the PIN can circumvent the authentication mechanism.
Biometric authentication mechanisms are capable of
establishing the true ownership of the person who is using the
card. Therefore, it is a clear that a strong biometric
authentication mechanism must be combined in POS terminals
to achieve the expected level of security. Thus, it is highly
essential to incorporate a robust fingerprint biometric
authentication mechanism in POS terminals to identify and
prevent the authentication of transactions using cloned
magnetic stripe bank cards. The biometric authentication
incorporated must be strong enough to address the card
cloning vulnerability and at the same time must not lead to
additional vulnerabilities.
At present, the only legally acceptable, fully automated, and
mature biometric technique is the fingerprint identification
technique, which has been thoroughly researched, used and
accepted in forensics since the early 1970s [7]. Currently, the
world market for biometric systems is estimated at $112
million and Fingerprint Authentication Systems (FASs) alone
account for approximately $100 million [7]. FAS among the
others is the most popular and widely used biometric system
[8]. FASs for civilian applications and physical access control
are growing at a rapid rate [7]. The authentication in FAS
basically involves, presenting a fingerprint for query,
comparing the presented fingerprint sample to a stored
template and determining whether the individual has made a
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legitimate claim. Even though, the FAS can enhance user
convenience and reinforce security, it is also susceptible to
various types of threats that are inherent to the biometric
security systems in general. They are elaborated as follows
[9]:
1. Fingerprints are authentic but are not disclosed and can be
easily recorded, replayed, and abused without user’s consent
[8]. There are numerous instances where artificial fingerprints
such as gummy fingers have been used to circumvent security
systems [9]
2. Fingerprints cannot be revoked or canceled, passwords and
PINs can be reset if compromised. Fingerprints are
permanently associated with the user and cannot be revoked if
compromised [10]. This also means that if it is compromised
in one application, essentially in any application where that
finger template was used would be compromised. Although it
is possible to enroll multiple fingerprints, there is still a
limited choice of fingers to choose from.
3. Cross-matching is used to trace individuals without their
consent [11]. Since the finger template might be used in
various applications and locations, the user can potentially be
tracked if organizations collude and share their respective
biometric databases. The fact that a biometric remains the
same presents a privacy concern.
Considering all these factors, this study attempts to
investigate and incorporate a novel FAS, which can identify
and prevent the transactions performed using cloned magnetic
stripe bank cards in POS terminals. The proposed solution will
be based on a unique finger template of the card owner for
each transaction session. The current work is structured as
follows: Section II focuses on the existing approaches to
mitigate card cloning, analyses it, and identifies the need for a
new approach. Section III conceptualizes the Proposed
Fingerprint Authentication System (PFAS). Section IV
evaluates the PFAS using a standard protocol verification tool
known as ProVerif. Section V looks into the scope for future
work and conclusions.
II. EXISTING APPROACHES TO MITIGATE
CARD CLONING
The following subsections discuss the existing approaches
that are in place to mitigate card cloning and analyses their
effectiveness.
A. Migration from magnetic stripe bank cards to smart cards:
Migration implies the phasing out of the magnetic stripe bank
cards that are in use today and reissuing all existing customers
with smart cards. There are more than 3 billion magnetic stripe
bank cards in use around the world today and this is the real
challenge in the migration, and it is less likely that it is going
to happen any time soon [12].
B. Diebold’s ATM security protection suite: This product
consists of anti-cloning packages coupled with monitoring
services to provide effective countermeasures against card
cloning. It facilitates five levels of protection to guard against
the sophisticated card cloning attacks, and the financial
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institutions are provided with an option based upon the level
of protection that they need [13].
C. MagnePrint®: MagnePrint® is a dynamic card
authentication technology that determines the originality of the
card based on the unique physical properties of the magnetic
stripe.
D. PCI DSS compliance: PCI DSS stands for Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standards. Security mechanisms that
are generic to the financial transactions are implemented as
according to the standards mandated by the PCI DSS council
[14]. The following paragraphs will be conducting a
qualitative comparative study of each solution.
Although smart card seems a viable solution, the drawback
is that, it costs about 100 times more than magnetic stripe card
[12]. In addition, a large investment has been made in the
current magnetic stripe card system and the payment
terminals. It is therefore, unlikely that the existing payment
infrastructures will be replaced in a short time. Another issue
as pointed out in the previous section is that, the criminals
clone the magnetic stripe data of the smart cards and damages
or disable the chip in the cloned smart cards purposefully. So
when the cloned smart cards are processed at the POS
terminals, the transactions will fallback to magnetic stripe. In
effect, the transaction will be processed as a normal magnetic
stripe transaction and the smart card security mechanisms are
bypassed. To make the MagnePrint® solution to work
practically in the field; the entire card processing devices and
issuers must agree to read, record, and share their card’s
magnetic data signatures. It is also a mandatory requirement
that all merchants must agree to use POS terminals that have
the ability to read the magnetic signature of the card. These
requirements add extra overheads, cost, and a lot of
inconvenience; there by practically making it an infeasible
solution.
The solution provided by the Diebold is only intended for
ATMs and does not address the card cloning issue in POS
terminals. The PCI DSS council enforces the financial
institutions and payment networks to implement the
requirements which are proposed in its standards. It has been
observed that many merchants, acquirers, and service
providers are not conforming to the PCI DSS standards. As
reported by Visa, only 22% percent of its largest merchants
were compliant, not to mention smaller merchants with tight
budgets and resources [15]. The payment card fraud continues
to evolve, and each countermeasure forces the criminals to
become more sophisticated. There is as yet no clear and
consistent set of industry-wide security standards for
protection of payment systems. The root cause behind the
transaction security issue is the remote nature of the
transaction. In this transaction scenario, the individual is at the
remote end of a communication channel and identifiable only
by weak security tokens that they have such as a password or a
PIN. Payment systems should be capable of achieving robust
user authentication, especially in an online environment. This
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can be achieved by the usage of biometric techniques, which
will add top class security to the payment card transactions.
III. CONECPTUALIZATION OF THE PFAS
In the PFAS, the fingerprint authentication phase will
biometrically authenticate if the card is belonging to the
correct person. If the authentication is successful, then it is
concluded that, it is the owner of the card who is performing
the transaction and therefore it is genuine. On the contrary, if
the authentication fails, then it is ascertained that the card is
not belonging to its owner and therefore it is very much
possible that the transaction could be performed using a
cloned card. Hence the POS terminal will prevent the
transaction to proceed further. The key objectives set for the
PFAS are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve the privacy and security of template data.
Mutual authentication.
Be resilient to the compromise of the template itself.
Support revocation of the template, in case it gets
compromised.
Be resilient to replay attacks so that the replay of the
template does not result in a successful
authentication.

The PFAS is conceptualised based on the above key
objectives, and are explained through the following
subsections.
A. Proposed security model
To solve the research problem and to achieve the objectives
of the PFAS, this research proposes a security model that is
based upon the principles of Biohashing and One-Time
Password (OTP) scheme. The key concept behind the
Biohashing is to apply transformation function on a biometric
feature to transform it into another format [16]. The OTP
scheme is a well-known authentication technique in electronic
transactions, where an OTP is generated for authenticating a
particular transaction session [17]. The PIN or password
generated can be used only once and hence a robust security
can be achieved. Thus, the proposal is to derive an
unpredictable, one-time finger template by inheriting the
principles of Biohashing and OTP scheme. The One Time
Template (OTT) will be generated based on the parameters
that are pertinent to the current transaction session. During the
authentication phase, the OTT derived for authenticating the
user in the POS is matched against the OTT at the Biometric
Authentication Server (BAS), and the decision is taken
accordingly.
B. Authentication process
The authentication process between the POS and the BAS is
presented as a sequence of steps in what follows.
Step 1: During the enrollment phase, the finger template of the
user, along with a set of key user attributes is registered in the
BAS.
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Figure 1. Enrollment and card issue process
In the current security model, the attribute list is limited to 8
entries as it is adequate to generate the expected level of
security, and at the same time it saves the average time to
enroll each user. The enrollment and card issue process are
illustrated in Figure 1.
Step 2: The BAS is equipped with an intermediate OTT
generation module. This module takes as input the extracted
finger template and the attribute list. The user’s Intermediate
One Time Templates (IOTTs) are subsequently generated for
each Transaction Number (TSN), based on the Biometric Keys
(BKs) derived from the attribute list captured in
Step 1. The enrollment and card issue process is complete at
this stage. The TSN, BK and the corresponding IOTT list are
mapped to the user’s Primary Account Number (PAN) in the
IOTT database, as illustrated in Table 1, where
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx is the 16 digit PAN corresponding to the
user. The value of n in Table 1 is limited to 73200, which this
study considers as ample from the following hypothesis. If a
user performs 50 transactions per day, and continuously
throughout the year (taking leap years into consideration) for a
period of 4 years, then the user will be performing a maximum
of 73200 transactions, which is considered to be more than is
expected. A general business rule and norm in the banking
industry is to replace bank cards after the specific expiry date,
which is normally after 3 or 4 years [18]. This is essentially
because of card limitations such as maximum transactions that
can be performed during the lifetime of a card, wear and tear
of the card, and to mitigate card fraud [18]. Note that in this
approach, only the transformed IOTTs are stored and the
original user templates are never stored in the BAS.
Table 1. IOTT database

Step 3: On the client side, the magnetic card swipe in the POS
triggers transaction processing. The POS then captures the
PAN, the current date stamp, and the time stamp. These fields
are subsequently encapsulated in an online logon request
message, which is sent to the BAS.
Step 4: The BAS on receiving the logon request, queries its
user template database against the PAN. The appropriate BK
that is pertinent to the transaction and the TSN is retrieved.
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They are then assembled in a logon reply message, and
transmitted to the client. This is illustrated in Figure 3. Note
that the TSN gets incremented after every authentication
attempt from the client.
Step 5: After sending the logon reply, the BAS generates an
OTT, which is used for authenticating the current transaction
session. If this was the first transaction attempt for the client, it
implies that TSN1 and BK1 were used in deriving IOTT1. The
IOTT1 is subsequently transformed using the current date
stamp and time stamp received in the logon request to derive
the actual OTT. In this case, OTT1 will be generated. The role
of the current date stamp and time stamp as extra security salts
in the protocol is to strengthen the security of the generated
OTT, and to add an element of unpredictability in future
transactions. The OTT generation process in the BAS is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. OTT generation in the BAS
Step 6: The POS, on receiving the logon reply, captures the
finger template of the user. It then follows the transformation
process based on the TSN and the BK that was received from
the BAS in the logon reply. The IOTT will be generated and
transformed using the current date stamp, and the time stamp
to generate the actual OTT. In this case, OTT1 will be derived
from IOTT1 and is sent as an online authentication request to
the BAS. This process is illustrated as in Figure 3.

Figure 3. OTT generation in the POS
Step 7: The BAS, on receiving the authentication message
compares the OTT generated from the POS against the OTT
generated at the BAS and decides if the OTTs match, based on
the decision threshold set in the BAS. The status is sent down
to the client as an authentication reply. After sending the
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authentication reply, the BAS deletes the OTT for that
transaction session.
Step 8: The POS on receiving the authentication reply, checks
the response code. If the response code is a success, the POS
proceeds with the rest of the transaction processing as normal.
If the response code is a failure, then the transaction
processing is terminated at this stage.
IV. EVALUATION OF THE PFAS
The research within the field of security protocol verification
is a productive area because security protocols are often prone
to errors, and it is not easy to identify errors through manual
verification procedures. The well-known automatic tools, such
as ProVerif, Capser and Avispa are most commonly used for
evaluating the security protocols [19]. ProVerif is well-known
for modeling and analysing security protocols [19].
Furthermore, its applicability has been widely validated and
has also been extensively used in numerous case studies of
security protocols.
ProVerif was developed by Bruno Blanchet and is dedicated
to proving secrecy, authenticity, and other properties of
security protocols [20]. It accepts as input a set of queries and
outputs true or false for each query. The queries are first
translated to a set of clauses [20]. This will yield an abstract
representation of the protocol, and ultimately ProVerif aims to
resolve these clauses. To ensure that the PFAS provides the
appropriate level of security and the objectives that it upholds
in addressing the research problem, the ProVerif model will be
used in the verification. The main block diagram of the PFAS
is presented in Figure 4. The current model incorporates a
U Process (UP), POS Process (PP), and a BAS Process (BP).
The communication between the processes is based on the key
events or messages listed in Table 2. The UP is responsible for
all activities pertaining to the user. The PP interfaces with the
UP and BP in facilitating the transaction process. The BP is
primarily responsible for the course of actions involved in
authenticating the requests from the PP. Scripts were
developed in the ProVerif grammar to evaluate the security
objectives in terms of UP, PP, and BP process
communications that simulates the PFAS.

Figure 4. ProVerif model of the PFAS
Each of the security objective is analysed in the following
subsections. It should be noted that, although each of the
objectives are addressed separately, they are interdependent in
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many ways; as a result, the discussions of the objectives may
overlap to some degree. In order to validate whether the model
meets its intended objectives, various attacks on the PFAS are
generated in the scripts corresponding to each process. The
objectives are analysed in terms of the event and query
commands. The event command is used to launch an event
when a specific action is executed, whereas the query
command is used to prompt ProVerif to validate the
correctness of the sequence of specified events. If it is
determined that the sequence is not correct, ProVerif declares
that an attack has been identified. As with any security
measurement tool, ProVerif can validate only generic security
objectives. Therefore, the objectives that are specific to the
PFAS will be analysed based on logical propositions and facts.
Table 2. Label to Event Message Mappings

1. Privacy and security: The privacy and security of the
finger template data are of utmost importance to the PFAS, as
the compromise of the template data will be of permanent
nature. Security implies that data is readily available to
authorized people and is unavailable to unauthorised people
[21]. Privacy reduces the pool of authorised people to those
individuals who have a valid need to access the data. There is
a truism that “You can have security without privacy, but you
cannot have privacy without security” [22]. This implies that
the confidentiality of template data must be protected to
ensure privacy, and that security mechanisms are required in
order to provide this protection. In the PFAS model, the
following queries are executed.
• query attacker (MSCD)
• query attacker (FPPresented)

Figure 5. Test result 1
The results of the queries attacker (MSCD) and attacker
(FPPresented) are false, which imply that they are not attacks.
This indicates that the magnetic stripe card presented during
the transaction is genuine. If the results of the queries were
true, then it would have implied that the queries were attacks,
and that the magnetic stripe card presented during the
transaction was a cloned card. Hence, the results reveal that
the privacy and security property are kept intact in the PFAS,
and that it does not lead to a compromise.
2. Mutual Authentication: Authentication occurs after
identification and before authorization. It validates the
authenticity of the identity declared during the identification
phase. Mutual authentication implies the act of two parties
thoroughly authenticating each other [22]. In the PFAS, the
processes authenticate each other by using events to ascertain
the mutual authentication. Hence, the relevant queries were
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written to test the processes in order to establish whether one
event is not executed before another event or a group of
events, and whether the mutual authentication was carried out
as expected. The following queries were executed in the UP.
The test results of these queries are presented in Figure 6.
• query event (evAuthenticationResponseSuccess) ==>
event (evPresentFP) && event (evPresentMSC)
• query event (evAuthenticationFailure) ==> event
(evPresentFP) && event (evPresentMSC)

Figure 6. Test result 2
The results of the queries reveal that mutual authentication is
successfully carried out in the UP. The following queries were
executed in the PP.
• query event (evLogonResponseSuccess) ==> event
(evCardSwiped) && event (evMSCPresented)
• query event (evTransactionDeclined) ==> event
(evLogonResponseFailure) && event (evCardSwiped) &&
event (evMSCPresented)
• query event (evTransactionContinue) ==>
event (evAuthenticationResponseSuccess)
&& event (evLogonResponseSuccess) && event
(evFPPresented)
&& event (evCardSwiped) && event (evMSCPresented)
• query event (evTransactionDeclined) ==> event
(evAuthenticationFailure) && event
(evLogonResponseSuccess) &&event (evFPPresented)
&& event (evCardSwiped) && event (evMSCPresented)
The test results of these queries are presented in Figure 7 and
they reveal that the mutual authentication is successfully
carried out in the PP. The following queries were executed in
the BP.
• query event (evLogonResponseSuccess) ==> event
(evLogonRequest)
• query event (evLogonResponseFailure) ==> event
(evLogonRequest)
• query event (evAuthenticationResponseSuccess) ==>
event (evLogonRequest) && event
(evLogonResponseSuccess) && event
(evAuthenticationRequest)
• query event (evAuthenticationFailure) ==> event
(evLogonRequest) && event (evLogonResponseSuccess) &&
event (evAuthenticationRequest)
The test results of these queries are presented in Figure 8.
The results of the queries reveal that mutual authentication is
successfully carried out in the BP. Since all the processes
successfully carry out this security property, it is established
that this security property remains intact in the PFAS.

Figure 7. Test result 3
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Figure 8. Test result 4
3. Resilience to compromise of finger templates: The term
“compromise” is loosely used in cryptography to imply that a
password or a token has been exposed [22]. In biometrics, it
has a different meaning and consists of three components.
Firstly, the attacker has to possess a reproduction of the
biometric template. Secondly, in order to make it practical, the
attacker must have the knowledge and technology to be able to
use it in a biometric authentication system. Thirdly, the
attacker must be capable of mitigating any countermeasures
that are applied to prevent its use [22]. In the PFAS, a unique
OTT is generated in the POS and the BAS during each
authentication session. As the name implies, an OTT can be
used only once. Furthermore, the original finger template is
not stored anywhere, and hence the current scheme is resilient
to the compromise of the original finger template data.
4. Revocation support: According to ITU-T X.8112, the
definition of revocation is the “permanent invalidation of
verification and authentication information” [23]. In the
PFAS, even if an OTT is compromised, it is still revocable and
replaceable. The original template of the user never leaves the
POS or gets stored in the BAS. This offers more significant
benefits to the users in terms of privacy and security. After the
necessary transformation, the finger template is intentionally
distorted to an IOTT and then to an OTT. These new versions
of the finger template are secure, as the original fingerprint
pattern cannot be reverse engineered from the OTT used
during the authentication phase. They are also cancelable, as a
totally different pattern or code can be generated using the
transformation process. This is done by using a different
finger template of the user or a different combination of
attributes captured during the re-enrollment. Using this
technique, one or two fingerprints can be mapped to a total of
n different virtual IOTTs, thereby fulfilling the objective of
the revocation support in the case of a compromised template.
5. Replay attack: A replay attack is a two or three-stage
process; first intercepting or copying the sensor transmission,
then possibly modifying the data, and finally replaying the
signal [24]. In certain replay attacks, a false data stream may
be injected between the sensor and the processing system. In
most cases, this involves some physical tampering with the
system [24]. If the true fingerprint is disclosed in the
conventional FAS protocol, then the FAS is vulnerable to a
replay attack. In the worst case, the same fingerprint could be
used to illegally gain access to multiple databases, and
database cross matching could be carried out to gather
business intelligence [24]. The enrollment entity stores neither
2

ITU-T X.811 is the specification for an open systems
interconnection authentication framework.
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the original finger template nor the users’ attribute list during
the fingerprint enrollment process. By not storing this
information, the possibility of future replay attacks is
eliminated. In addition, the PFAS generates an OTT for each
authentication session. Hence, even if one OTT template in
one authentication session is compromised, it cannot be reused
to launch a replay attack for future authentication sessions as
the OTT is unique for each authentication attempt. As a result,
the replay of the template does not result in successful
authentication in the PFAS.
V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
Although this research achieved its objectives, there still
remains a potential for improvement. The focus of this study
was on alleviating the major vulnerabilities based on the key
objectives identified. A further research can well be conducted
to address the compromise of the original finger templates at
the sensing device or on the channel between the sensing
device (scanner) and the POS terminal. The IOTT/OTT
generation process and storage in the PFAS can also be
improved as millions of users with billions of transactions
occur on a daily basis. Hence, the IOTT/OTT could only be
generated dynamically on demand to address the scalability
constraints. The scalability aspects can be studied further,
depending on the use case where the proposed work needs to
be deployed. Further study can be conducted to understand
the interoperability aspects between the different fingerprint
scanners. This is to understand and address cases such as,
whether the finger template enrolled using the fingerprint
scanner of manufacturer X will match against the finger
template presented at the fingerprint scanner of manufacturer
Y, and vice versa.
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Abstract - Heterogeneous networks and their
applications introduce new shortcomings in
terms of access control and confidentiality
during handover process. Unfortunately,
implementing stronger security mechanisms
during the handover process elongates the
whole process as it increases the signaling
traffic between the mobile units and the
network. Handover authentication is a crucial
process in heterogeneous cellular networks
since it ensures that mobile nodes move across
multiple access points utilizing different
access technologies, securely and seamlessly.
As such, a number of handover authentication
algorithms and protocols have been developed
while others have just been proposed.
Unfortunately, the conventional handover
authentication processes are susceptible to
attacks owing to unsecured pre-authentication
traffic. These attacks include jamming, denial
of service and downgrade attacks which must
be eliminated in order to strengthen the user’s
security. In addition, current handover
algorithms involve high signaling overheads,
massive computation costs, call drops and call
blocking. These call drops and call blocks may
be occasioned by unavailability of free
channels, low level of system configuration or
high traffic densities. The effective handling of
the handoff procedures reduces handoff failure
rates, packet drop frequency and handoff
latency. Consequently, the design of proficient
handoff management techniques plays a
significant role in providing the required
quality of service to the subscribers. Since
during the handover process the security
mechanism may shift, the mobile equipment
and the network must provide an assurance
that they are able to communicate with each
other only upon agreeing on the keys to be
employed in the protection of their data. Past
research has shown that handover failure is the

main contributor to packet drops or call
blocking. In this paper, an investigation of the
various handover algorithms is provided and a
critique of these algorithms is given. Based on
the challenges of these handover techniques, a
novel secure context-aware handover based on
timing advance is proposed. The proposed
protocol is hinged on mobile user mobility
prediction and timing advance to preserve
some time slots to facilitate the incorporation
of strong authentication in the handover
process.
Key words: Context-aware, Handovers,
authentication, Hetnets, VANETS, timing
advance, Fuzzy logic.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The mobility feature of current phones has
made mobile communication part and
parcel of people’s daily lives, leading to
their heavy deployment in private,
business and critical infrastructure
ecosystems.
Increasingly,
energy
infrastructure, emergency services and
payments services, have depended on
cellular mobile networks.
Consequently, reliability and security
aspects of these networks have attracted a
lot of attention lately. In [1], it is explained
that numerous security and privacy flaws
have been established in mobile networks,
some of which target the subscriber’s
private data, mobile operator’s revenue or
the availability of network resources.
In cellular networks, these handovers crop
up when a subscriber roams from one
network to another as shown in Figure 1.
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Handover

Wireless Link

Wireless Link

AP1

AP2

Wired Link

Wired Link

AS
Figure 1: Conventional Handover Authentication Process

In typical, situations, a handover
authentication process encompass three
agents namely the mobile equipments
(MUEs), access points (APs) and the
authentication server (AS).
Normally, an MU has to register to the AS
before establishing a connection to any AP
to access its subscription services. In this
scenario, an AP is a guarantor and is
charged with the responsibility of
vouching for an MU as a valid subscriber.
In circumstances where an MU shifts from
the present AP1 into a new AP2, an
execution of handover authentication at
AP2 needs to be activated. On its part, AP2
has to confirm whether the MU requesting
for handover to its region is an approved
user and hence grant or deny access.
Provided that the MU is a valid user, a
session key is setup concurrently to offer
protection for the communication between
the MU and AP2.
With the advent of vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs), the subscriber in

bullet trains must be able to execute very
fast handovers to avoid call drops. As [2]
explain, there is a strong correlation
between velocity and handover failures.
This is occasioned by the fact that at high
velocity, the duration across the handover
region does not match the base handover
delay. Consequently, the handover
procedure cannot be accomplished in time
and hence the call is terminated.
According to [3], handoff delay can lead to
reduction in the quality of service in 4G
networks that may influence the
performance of both upper-layer protocols
and applications. This can be alleviated by
deploying a priority-based algorithm or
utilizing
location-aware
adaptive
applications.
As [4] point out, a number of issues are
inherent in high velocity VANETs which
include frequent handovers, Doppler
recurrence movement and fast fading,
large car body loss and multipath loss.
Whereas frequent handovers lead to
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regular cell re-selection, communication
quality degradation, and data service
unavailability,
Doppler
recurrence
movements result into low communication
connection rates, difficulties in handover
initiation, and handover failures. On their
part, a large car body loss and multipath
loss, lead to weak intra-train signals.
Frequent handovers are detrimental in
mobile communication since they result
into massive packet losses and packet
reordering. Given the significance of the
handover process in the provision of the
best quality of service (QOS), it becomes
important for the MU to decide on the
location and time for carrying out a
handover.
In their paper, [5] explain that
heterogeneous networks (HetNets) have
been introduced to cater for the ever
increasing demand for high data transfer
rates and traffic capacity. Each of the radio
access technology has its own properties
such as response time, coverage area and
bandwidth. These features facilitate the
deployment of applications and services
that require large bandwidths, low latency,
anywhere and anytime connection without
experiencing disconnections.
Here, the mobility feature enables
subscribers to roam throughout the
network, connecting to a variety of radio
access technologies. In legacy wireless
networks, a single metric such as Received
Signal Strength (RSS) is utilized as a basis
for handovers. Handovers among a variety
of radio access technologies constitute
vertical handovers and a number of
decision algorithms exist for these types of
handovers. They include RSS-based,
context-aware-based, cost function-based
algorithms, fuzzy logic-based and multiple
criteria-based algorithms.
In RSS-based algorithms, RSS threshold
and the user’s velocity and location are
utilized for handovers while in contextaware-based algorithms, the handover

decision is hinged on signal quality, the
network and the circumstance of the
mobile device, where context can be take
to be a situation of an entity or a location,
environment, identity and time. In their
research work, [6] discuss that cost
function-based
algorithms
employ
network-related cost function and userrelated cost function, where user-related
cost function may include security,
monetary cost and power consumption. In
fuzzy logic-based algorithms, a handover
is executed in the two steps where the first
step is concerned with fuzzification and
weighting procedure while the second
phase deals with decision making. As [7]
illustrate,
multiple
criteria-based
algorithms combine a number of metrics in
the handover process to reduce power
consumption.
Vertical handovers have proven crucial in
facilitating seamless mobility and better
QoS in networks. A number of current
applications such as video conferencing,
email, messaging and even TV require the
connection to be sustained as the device
move from one AP to another. They also
enable a mobile user to shift the
connection to another type of network. In
[8], it is demonstrated that whereas
horizontal handover takes place only when
the RSS is feeble within the coverage area,
vertical handover is based on users’
assessment and experience.
In their paper, [9] discuss that vertical

handover process undergoes three phases
namely handover information gathering,
handover
decision,
and
handover
execution. Whereas the first phase
involves the identification of particular
information needed for justifying a
handover process, the second phase deals
with the establishment of the most suitable
network access. The last phase occurs
when an MU moves from its current
network to the new network coverage.
During the information gathering stage,
data is obtained using three sources:
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network detection in neighbor network,
MU status, and user preferences. The first
source employs metrics such as
throughput, handover rates, cost, packet
loss ratio, RSS, Noise Signal Ratio (NSR),
Signal to interference ratio (SIR), Carrier
to Interference ratio (CIR), bit error ratio
(BER), distance, location and QoS. The
second source uses battery status, speed,
resources and service category while the
third source utilizes budget, monetary cost
and services.

with each other to guarantee the best QoS.
To address this challenge, media
independent handover (MIH) has been
proposed by [12] to provide a mobility
process which is autonomous to the media.
This MIH should be capable of availing
link layer data as well the optimum target
networks.

According to [10], poorly designed
handovers present a fertile ground for
attackers to carry out their malicious
activities. To uphold security, strong
security mechanisms should be put in
place during this process. Unfortunately, a
number of messages that are exchanged
before the authentication and key
agreement form the root cause of multiple
attacks.

Given the significance of subscriber
velocity estimation, there has been
research on portable velocity estimation.
As a result, the authors in [13] have
developed a handover count-based
technique that is correlated to velocity
estimation. Basically, the MU’s mobility is
assessed using the number of handovers it
executes within a given time frame. This
approach has been applied in Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced
(LTE-A) to categorize the mobility
situation of the MU into three large classes
namely low, medium and high.

II.
RELATED WORK
The sporadic change in the MU’s velocity
has been established to a major cause of
poor handover quality that may lead to
massive packet losses and hence denial of
service. In order to alleviate this problem
and at the same time reducing ping pong
handovers, [11] applied Allan variance to
the RSS received from the serving AP to
detect any variations in velocity and were
able to fine tune handover parameters for
each MU based on its velocity and the
coverage area of AP. This approach
resulted in accurate velocity prediction,
reduced the number of ping pong
handovers and handover failures.

Prolonged handover delays can lead to
denial of service hence compromising
availability of network resources to the
subscribers. As such, [14] explain that
tracking velocity can reduce both handover
delays and number of handovers within a
particular time window. Consequently,
handover algorithm execution can be
improved. In their study, [15] illustrated
that low quality in handover execution
results in severe interruption and call
drops. Velocity-based methods for
handover triggering have the ability of
lessening call drop rates, more so in high
velocity VANETs, leading to enhanced
handover performance.

In HetNets, there is a need for the
subscribers to be connected to the best
network at any given time to get higher
data rates. A major challenge here,
especially for high velocity users, is how
to execute the handover as quickly as
possible. For this to happen, the velocity of
the MU must be known and various radio
access technologies must be compatible

In their paper, [16] proposed a novel
design of handover authentication for
HetNet mobile cloud networks that offers
user anonymity and untraceability. It was
shown to achieve enhanced universality,
strong security and efficacy, hence helped
address handover security and privacy in
Mobile
Cloud
Computing
(MCC)
technology.
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An enhanced vertical handover decision
algorithm based on multiple criteria in the
heterogeneous wireless network has been
proposed by [5]. The algorithm
encompasses three technology interfaces
namely LTE, Worldwide interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). In
addition, this algorithm utilizes three types
of vertical handover decision algorithms
namely equal priority, mobile priority and
network priority. In terms of handover
number and handover failure probabilities,
the simulation results showed that these
three algorithms were superior to the
conventional network decision algorithm.
Amongst themselves, the network priority
handover decision algorithm achieved the
best results compared to the other two.

HetNet VANETs. The results indicated
that this algorithm performed well
compared to the conventional RSS
Threshold algorithm in terms of average
percentage of handover QoS parameters
such as handover latency, delays and
packet losses.

The authors in [17] developed a new
pairing-free
handover
authentication
technique for mobile wireless networks.
This scheme was shown to be advanced in
terms of mutual authentication and
resistant to network threats, and involved
lower computation and communication
costs. On their paper, [18] proposed a
handover authentication scheme named
Pair-Hand, which they stated can was
resistant to various attacks.

In the second technique, a base transceiver
station (BTS) has two or more auxiliary
stations such that when a call arrives at the
BTS, it is initially served by the AuS
provided it has free channels. When free
channels are detected at the BTS, the call
can be shifted from the AuS to the BTS. In
the last scheme, a queue is created for all
handover calls such that upon the detection
of a free channel, it is assigned to the
handover call in the queue in a first in first
out (FIFO) basis.

However,
no
rigorous
security
verifications were provided to support this.
Based on bilinear pairings and identity
(ID)-based signature, [19] designed an
anonymous mobile node handover
authentication (AMNHA) protocol that
employed a pseudo-ID to offer mutual
authentication and privacy protection
among communication entities. It permits
an MU to roam seamlessly over multiple
APs in mobile networks while offering
mutual authentication hence protecting the
privacy of MUs.
A research work by [20] proposed a
vertical handover decision algorithm that
utilized a fuzzy logic algorithm. The goal
of this algorithm was to boost QoS in

As [21] explain, a number of schemes
have been proposed to address the
challenges of handover failures and call
drops. These techniques include guard
channel prioritization schemes, utilizing
auxiliary stations (AuS) and handover
queuing prioritization schemes. In the first
scheme, a given number of channels are
reserved specifically for handovers while
the rest of the channels are shared between
fresh calls and handover calls.

This technique works in BTSes
overlapping regions where an MU is
capable of communicating with more than
one BTS. Queuing handover calls reduces
call dropping resulting from handover
failures. Here, whenever the call’s RSS
reaches a certain set threshold, it is added
to the queue. Unfortunately, if a call is
queued and no free channel is released, the
call is effectively blocked by the BTS.
In their study, [22] suggested an efficient
and secure handover authentication
scheme
based
on
elliptic
curve
cryptography. This scheme was shown to
be resistant against key compromise
attack, attain forward secrecy and
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anonymity, and efficient in terms of
communication and computation costs.
III. CRITIQUE OF CURRENT
HANDOVER AUTHENTICATION
In this section, a critique of the
conventional as well as the proposed
handover authentication algorithms is
provided based on the three goals of
security: confidentiality, integrity, privacy
and availability. Impersonation attacks can
make unsuspecting communication entity
to
reveal
private
information,
compromising confidentiality and privacy
goals while traffic redirections to fake base
stations can lead to modification of data
before forwarding these data to the
receiver, compromising integrity of the
communication process. Massive packet
drops, signaling overhead exchanges, call
blockings and prolonged delays during
handovers can easily lead to denial of
service and therefore compromise
availability goal.
Ideal handovers authentication schemes
and algorithms can ensure a seamless
network access control and as such, a
number of researchers have paid attention
to this area. Unfortunately, a number of the
existing and proposed techniques and
algorithms fall short of expectations in one
aspect or another. For instance, smart-card
based handover authentication scheme
proposed by [18] requires that AP2 contact
an AS to establish the MU’s authenticity.
In this process, when an MU shifts from
AP1 to AP2, four messages are exchanged
among the MU, AP1 and AP2, which result
in
massive
computation
and
communication delay more so when an
AS is remotely located.
To improve on the first scheme, [18]
proposed another privacy preserving
handover authentication technique that
eliminated the need for AP2 to
communicate with AS. However, this still
called for three messages to be exchanged

between an MU and AP2 for key
establishment and mutual authentication.
Later, these authors proposed a Pair-Hand
scheme that eliminated the participation of
AS and only required two handshakes
between an MU and AP2 for key
establishment and mutual authentication.
This scheme was meant to improve
communication efficiency, lessen the load
on AS and protect subscriber’s privacy by
use
of
short-lived
pseudonyms.
Unfortunately, the proposed scheme is
prone to private key compromise attack,
making it feasible for an attacker to
retrieve any MU’s private key.
To strengthen Pair-Hand, [18] replaced the
prime q order bilinear group with a
composite n order bilinear group. As
described by [23], this scheme is still
susceptible to private key compromise
attack. In addition, an attacker can
compute the master key in circumstances
where the prime factors of n are
moderately small, and the authors could
not propose any effective remedy against
these attacks.
In their paper, [22] further showed that
Pair-Hand can never guarantee forward
secrecy and strong anonymity, and is
susceptible to key compromise attack that
enables an intruder to recover the private
key of any MU. To address this problem,
[24] and [25] proposed two handover
authentication techniques derived from the
prime-order bilinear pairings. These
schemes were resistant to private key
compromise attack but could not attain
forward secrecy. Additionally, these
techniques are susceptible to known
session key attacks.
In their paper, [26] proposed a handover
authentication scheme devoid of bilinear
pairings, which [27] showed that it is
prone to access point impersonation
attacks. The authors in [28] investigated a
number of target cell selection criteria
such as RSS and available bandwidth that
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they thought would boost handover
success rates and lessen call blockings and
hence improve the quality of video and
multimedia traffic delivery. These authors
then proposed a handover triggering
technique based on the quality of the
received multimedia information. The
demerit of this technique is the difficulty
encountered in the estimation of the
correct quantity of multimedia data for
triggering a handover.
As pointed out by [29], although a number
of HetNets authentication protocols have
been proposed for the purpose of ensuring
a secure and proficient handover
authentication, these protocols have a
number setbacks. The first issue is the
need for the interaction with an AS during
the mutual authentication process, or the
participation of third parties such as APs
and BTSes. In addition, these schemes are
cumbersome in their design making them
incompatible with each other. They also
have security flaws that expose the
subscribers’ private data, incur high
authentication costs leading to low
efficiency and cannot assure seamless
handovers.
A Universal Subscriber Identity Module
(USIM) based authentication test-bed for
the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
Systems (UMTS)-WLAN handover has
been proposed. Unfortunately, there is no
elaborate description on how fast
authentication and handover authentication
can be achieved. In addition, the
performance of the proposed fast reauthentication does not meet the
requirement of delay-sensitive application.
A pre-authentication based scheme that
generates master session keys when a
subscriber first logs in the network and
sends these keys to the target network
when necessary has been suggested for
Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) and WiMAX
integrated network. This technique
localizes the handover authentication
process hence simplifying it since it

requires only message flows between the
MU and the target BTS or AP without the
involvement of an AS. A similar
authentication scheme based on key reuse
has been proposed to decrease the
processing time for key-regeneration
during handover, and alleviate frequent
handovers between two BTSes. However,
the performance analysis demonstrate that
both of these techniques may encounter
delayed authentication when the master
key misses or the MU moves to a target
AP or BTS that has not received the key.
This leads elongated authentication
latency. A one-pass authentication and key
agreement (AKA) technique that reduces
authentication costs through the usage of
an international mobile subscriber
identity–IP multimedia private identity
pair has been proposed for 3G-WLAN
integrated networks. On the flip side, the
security analysis reveals that the users are
susceptible to spoofing attacks from rogue
third party application vendors.
In [5], the authors discuss that vertical
handover triggered by only one criterion
such as RSS may lead to service
interruption, an unbalanced network load
and an inefficient vertical handover. This
is because RSS fluctuates and hence
unreliable. The root cause of this problem
is that each element in a HetNets has
different thresholds of RSS, resulting into
high packet delay, excessive handovers,
high handover failure probability and this
diminishes overall throughput in the RSSbased algorithm.
The unnecessary handovers and dropped
calls may be prompted by low signal
quality or the long distances between the
MU and the AP or BTS. These challenges
are pronounced in overlapping regions
where users travel quickly back and forth
between one cell and the next cell. Further,
[20] discuss that RSS based handovers
deteriorate handover performance due to
increased handover latency, delay,
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dropped calls, packet loss, and handover
failure probability. These handovers are
only ideal for horizontal handover decision
to ensure QoS and not in vertical handover
decision in advanced technologies since in
next generation networks, vertical
handovers can be initiated based on the
subscriber’s convenience or preference
rather than connectivity reasons.
On their part, fuzzy logic and cost function
algorithms are highly accurate and
efficient but are also very complex to
implement.
Context-aware
based
algorithms have high throughput but
experience long handover delays. On their
part, multiple criteria based algorithms
have low handover failure but have no
support for fuzzy decisions.
According to [17], handover authentication
protocols based on a bilinear pairing
mapping present an exercise that is time
consuming and inefficient, making them
inappropriate for practical circumstances.
On its part, a secure and efficient roaming
AMNHA protocol is cumbersome to
design due to the broadcast nature of
wireless networks, the limited power and
resources of MU’s.
This protocol is also insecure and
susceptible to key compromise attacks. As
[25] explain, AMNHA protocols based on
bilinear pairings and elliptic curve
cryptosystem (ECC) require complex and
time consuming activities, making them
inappropriate for deployment in a mobile
environment because MU’s have limited
power and processing capability. To
alleviate these shortcomings, several
pairing-free
techniques
have
been
suggested that completely do away bilinear
pairing operations.
It is discussed in [27] that one of such

protocol is an identity-based AMNHA
protocol
that
minimizes
message
exchanges while at the same time ensuring
strong security. Unfortunately, this scheme

is susceptible to attacks and hence
insecure. The authors then proposed a
dynamic multi-attribute network selection
algorithm
to
facilitate
user
mutual
authentication and hence ensure enhanced
security and efficiency in vertical handover
procedures over mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs).

However, as [26] point out, this improved
technique
cannot
guarantee
user
untraceability and anonymity since the
actual identity of the MU is sent in plain
text over the wireless networks.
Afterwards, [26] suggested a privacyaware AMNHA protocol that adopted
identity-based cryptography and pseudoID for the MU. This protocol was shown
to be secure under an extended Canetti–
Krawczyk model, had good performance
and attained user anonymity. On the flip
side, [27] and [30] showed that this
protocol is susceptible to fraud attacks and
is unable to offer mutual authentication
between an MU and an AP. This then
enables an adversary to impersonate a
legitimate
AP
and
establish
a
communication with an unsuspecting MU.
To address this problem, [29] presented a
new privacy preserving AMNHA scheme
devoid of pairing operations. The
technique was shown to assure robust
security and efficiency while at the same
time supporting user anonymity and
untraceability.
Nevertheless,
[17]
demonstrated that this scheme is
vulnerable to MU impersonation attack
that can lead to failure of mutual
authentication.
IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
PROPOSED HANDOVER
A review of the existing and proposed
handover authentication algorithms has
shown that they face various challenges in
their operations or implementations that
compromise confidentiality, integrity,
privacy and availability. Based on these
weaknesses, a new timing advance context
aware handover algorithm is proposed. In
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this section, the requirements of the
proposed protocol are provided.
Seamless network connections are only
feasible when the handover decision
algorithm possess enough intelligence to
enable it decide the best candidate network
by taking into consideration multiple
parameters related to the intricacy of
current
network
architectures
and
technological advancements. Since the
choice of an appropriate metric for the
handover process is crucial for the
handover accuracy, a number of criteria
that are both user related and network
related will be utilized, which include
velocity, traffic densities, multi-path
fading, power requirements, in signal-tonoise ratio(SNR), interference, QoS, cost
of service,
user preferences, RSS,
mobility, application and bandwidth.
As such, this handover will be multivariate
in nature so as to provide an alternative
network that is the best target when other
metrics are equal among the candidate
cells. Currently, it is a challenge to
implement this kind of vertical handover
decision algorithm due to the short time
that is available for the handover process.
Velocity criterion will be instrumental for
high speed users to thwart any ping pong
handovers since velocity and frequency of
handovers are strongly correlated. In very
small cells, high velocity users spend very
little time in these cells such that no
enough measurement data is gathered.
Since natural interference, multi-path
fading, and signal-to-noise ratio may lead
to instability in the link quality, hence
affecting the growing subscribers’ demand
for entertainment applications such as
high-speed Voice-over-IP (VoIP) and
Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) services
during traveling, these variables must be
factored in during the handover process.

Security and efficiency are other
requirements that the proposed protocol
should strive to achieve. The proposed
handover should achieve both functional
and informational security. Whereas
functional security is concerned with the
proper operation of the handover
procedures, informational security deals
with data and location confidentiality,
access control and data integrity.
Consequently, functional security is
concerned with handover aspects such as
availability, reliability and maintainability
that protect the handover process from
malfunctions. The handover authentication
process should be designed in such as way
that it becomes fast enough to cope with
time constraints of handover. His can
achieved through next cell prediction
facilitated by MU mobility prediction.
Since MU’s are constrained in terms of
energy supply, bandwidth and processing
capability, the suggested handover should
be as network controlled as possible. All
the information about the signal quality for
all MU’s should be available at a single
repository in the network and the network
should be context-aware such that it
periodically makes measurements to
determine both MU and network status at
various locations within the coverage
areas.
This will ensure regular network paging
that will ultimately reduce the timing
advance, making the handover process and
the authentication process as efficient as
possible in terms of communication and
computation. The reduced timing advance
can then be utilized as a trade-off for the
proposed multivariate handover and its
authentication process, which helps it to
attain informational security objectives of
data and location confidentiality, access
control and data integrity.
Another important necessity of the
proposed handover is that it should permit
the MU to roam seamlessly across the
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HetNets enjoying full connectivity. Since
security policies in various radio access
technologies vary greatly, the suggested
handover algorithm should be capable of
resolving the security contexts a fresh
upon a vertical handover. This is an issue
that diminishes efficiency and induces
security risks in the current handovers. In
addition, the proposed protocol should be
context aware in the sense that it should be
intelligent enough to detect diverse
mobility, QoS and security requirements
of the various radio access technologies.
This is a difficulty exercise in the
conventional handovers that derail the
support for seamless roaming and secure
handovers.
With the advent of real-time cloud
applications
exampled
by
video
conferencing and media streaming that
have strict performance requirements in
terms of end-to-end delay and packet
losses, the proposed protocol should be
efficient enough to prevent DOS that may
be occasioned by long delays and massive
packet losses.
Since strong authentication algorithms are
needed to prevent impersonation and
eavesdropping attacks that may facilitate
data modification hence compromising
confidentiality and integrity, this protocol
should be capable of ensuring that all MUs
are properly and efficiently verified before
being handed over. This will involve
digital certificates exchanged among three
entities namely the MU, BTS1 and BTS2.
In addition, a strong encryption algorithm
should be employed to generate session
keys to be utilized among the
authenticated
entities
to
boost
confidentiality and integrity of the
communication session. Some of the data
that should be protected include MU
location and identities exchanged during
handovers. This is geared towards the
prevention of impersonation attacks that
may be feasible by the leakage of this data.

Conventional roaming protocols have been
shown to expose user identities and
locations during the authentication phase,
hence making it possible for adversaries to
track users.
The
proposed
HetNet
handover
authentication protocol should be reliable,
accurate and able to distribute MUs fairly
among the cells to ensure load balancing.
This is significant to thwart BTS
breakdown that may be occasioned by
heavy traffic loads.
V. ALGORITHM DESIGN
The proposed handover protocol should be
designed in such a way that it achieves the
security goals of confidentiality, integrity,
privacy and availability. By implementing
network based intelligence gathering, MU
mobility prediction and regular paging,
timing advance is reduced and this extra
time obtained can be utilized to realize
strong authentication during handover.
The first design component of the
proposed handover is a buffer to queue the
handover calls as the source BTS and
target BTS exchange MU details and the
target BTS authenticates the MU. This
effectively prevents call drops that that
result when the target BTS has no free
channels. Although call drops can also
occur due to low level system
configuration settings, radio frequency
(RF) call drops and handover failure call
drops are the most predominant. Buffering
reduces call drops and packet losses,
helping the proposed protocol to achieve
functional security goals of availability,
reliability and maintainability of the
handover process.
Radio frequency call drops occur due to
downlink and uplink failures occasioned
by severe interference that make it
impossible for the MU to decode the slow
associated control channel (SACCH).
Since SACCH carry system information
necessary for call establishment, when the
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MU fails to decode it, the radio channel is
connection is released suddenly resulting
in dropped calls. Power failure, hardware
failure, improper radio parameter settings,
intra-network interference and weak radio
signals within the coverage area are other
reasons for RF call drops.
Handover failure call drops crop in when
the MU receives a handover command but
fails to perform this handover to the next
cell, and at the same time it cannot
communicate with the original cell. As
such, the MU is disconnected from the
network and the handover control timer at
the BTS informs the mobile switching
center (MSC) of this failure which then
releases the channel.
The second component is the network
topology sensing unit (NTSU) that is
charged with topology mapping. The
proposed protocol should operate in a
HetNet consisting of LTE, WiMAX and
WLAN networks. Whereas the WiMAX
will cover the largest radius, LTE will
occupy much a smaller radius and WLAN
will cover the least radius of the simulation
area.

LTE

WLAN

The third component is the fuzzy inference
unit (FIU) that will be responsible for
selecting the best target networks that
provides least handover delays and packet
losses.
The fourth component is the context
repository (CR) that will gather and hold
both user and network status of all the
handover parameters. All the networks in
HetNets consisting LTE, WiMAX and
WLAN should contribute variables to act
as inputs to the fuzzy logic unit. The fifth
element is the mobility prediction unit
(MPU) while the sixth component is the
certificate authority (CA) that will be
charged with authenticating the MU, the
source BTS and the target BTS.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The proposed handover shall be
implemented in a VANET HetNet
consisting of LTE, WLAN and WiMAX.
This shall necessitate the partitioning of
the network coverage area such that each
of these access technologies occupies a
certain radius of the total coverage region
as shown in Figure 2.

WLAN

WiMAX

Figure 2: Proposed Vertical Handover in VANET HetNet
As this figure demonstrates, a vehicle
should be meant to move across all the
three radio access technologies, starting at
the WiMAX coverage area and finishing at
the LTE coverage area. Since the APs and
BTS in these radio access technologies

have antennas that radiate radio signals
omni-directionally, these signals get
attenuated as the distance from the access
points increases, handovers become
necessary.
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Apart from the conventional RSS, other
metrics discussed above should be
incorporated in the handover process.
VII.

HANDOVER OPERATION

The handover decision process begins with
the FIU receiving context handover
metrics (CHM) from the CR. It then
evaluates these metrics using the rules in
the fuzzifier to suit the user’s as well as the

network conditions. The third phase was
the fuzzification process where the metrics
should be transformed into membership
functions (MFs). The proposed protocol
will consist of five membership functions
namely weak, average, strong, available
and unavailable as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Values of Membership Functions
Membership Functions

Weak

Average

Strong

Accessible

Inaccessible

Values

1

2

3

4

5

The variables in the context repository
should be scaled and partitioned to yield
the values in Table 1 above. As an
illustration, the traffic densities (TD) can

have a range of between 1 and 10 Erlangs,
and SNR can range from 0.1 to 0.5, which
are then portioned as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Variables of the membership Function
Weak
Average
Strong
TD < 3
3 ≤ TD < 7
TD ≥ 80
TD(Erlangs)
SNR <0.2
0.2 < SNR <0.4
SNR > 0.4
SNR (dB)
Accessible
User service Types Inaccessible

The fourth step involves the membership
function establishing the network links
status (NLS) and passing its results to the
comparator residing in the defuzzification
unit (DU) in the fifth phase. During the
sixth step, the handover execution unit
(HEU) takes as input the outcome of the
DU and hands over the MU to the target
cell with the best membership function.
Figure 2 shows the design of the timing
advance secure context-aware handover
protocol (TASCAHP).
As Figure 2 shows, to achieve functional
security, target cell prediction through MU
mobility prediction, and periodic network
paging (PNP) should be carried out. By
saving time during the handover
preparation phase, timing advance can be
reduced. This should save some time slots
that can be employed to integrate strong
authentication through digital certificates

via certificate authority (CA), which in
turn can help implement tight access
control which thwarts adversaries from
eavesdropping, impersonating MU’s or
redirecting traffic to fake BTSes.
Ultimately, this helps attain informational
security goals of data and location
confidentiality, access control and data
integrity.
Based on the fact that whenever an MU
connects to a network AP it establishes a
security context with a provider, then
during the handover procedures, some or
the whole network elements involved in
the securing the communications may
change. Consequently, the current security
context has to change as well. This means
that the MU and the network have to agree
upon the encryption keys to be used for
communications protection to guarantee
that packets exchanges are still secured.
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NTSU

TASCAHP

PNP
CHM
Handover
Buffer

FIU

CR

Fuzzification
BSC

Wireless Link

Wireless Link

MFs

MPU

NLS
DU

BTS1

BTS2

CA

HEU

Figure 2: Proposed Handover Design
During a group call, the Group Receive
Mode (GRM) specification points out that
the listening MU is in idle mode and as
such, data measurement required for
handover preparation takes a long time.
For instance, an MU may take fifteen
seconds attempting to decode parameters
while the computation of the mean of five
measurement samples spread over three to
five seconds may take at least the three
seconds.
On its part, the BTS identity code can be
decoded in every ten seconds while the
Broadcast channel may be decoded at least
every thirty seconds. Depending on
provider and field strength requirements,
networks with high reliability and
availability requirements and with MUs’
traversing the network at high velocities
result into small cells with a diameter of
two to three kilometers. Consequently, an
MU stays in the same cell for a limited
period of time. In worst cases, no
measurement takes place when an MU
crosses a given cell.

Handovers problems in high velocity users
can be solved by making the handover
procedures as fast as possible. Mobility
prediction that can facilitate the
identification of the next cell the MU is
likely to move to, together with regular
base station controller (BSC) MU paging
can be employed to achieve this. This
requires the knowledge of network
topology, location and direction of the
movement of the MU. High velocity
subscribers tend to form a special
movement pattern, assuming linear
movements along motorways and tracks,
with the shape of the planning area shifting
from area-wide to a line-shaped grid. This
information is crucial and can be
employed to execute a handover with little
or no measurement effort at all.
To put this into context, assume an MU is
moving in a straight line, traversing from
area covered by BTS4 towards BTS1. Let
us make other assumptions that there are
no turnarounds since this MU is moving at
high velocity, and that each BTS has only
two neighbours as shown in Figure 3.
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Then for this MU to reach area covered by
BTS1, it has to leave the areas covered by
BTS2 and BTS3. In this situation, the next
candidate cell can be easily predicted from
the knowledge of the previous locations of
the MU. In regions with many crossings, if
the MU changes direction, then the
velocity would not be so high and the
usual handover procedure can be
implemented.

Cell-1

In overlapping regions, coverage can be
provided by either neighbouring BTSes or
by a special transmitter located in these
regions to prevent handover failures. In
both scenarios, the direction of movement
of the MU has to be predicted. The
distance between an MU and the BTSes
can be obtained from the timing advance
values. For the case of the network
topology
of
Figure
3,
the

Cell-2

Cell-3

Cell-4
BTS1

BTS2

Overlapping-1

BTS4

BTS3

Overlapping-2

Overlapping-3

Figure 3: VANET Network Topology
direction of the MU can be derived from
the knowledge of the last serving cell, and
this information can then be forwarded to
the target new serving cell during the
handover process. Using this information,
the new serving cell can predict the cell for
the subsequent handover straight away.
The above described mobility prediction
fails when there are more target cells for
the MU to handover to. In this case, the
incoming direction intelligence about the
last serving cell is not sufficient and the
MU may be required to provide more
measurement information such as location
reports. The tedious task here is to extract
that exact location of the MU. Considering
the network topology of Figure 4, the
location data can be obtained from timing
advance measurement of three BTSes with
contact to the MU. For the case of lineshaped networks, two BTSes are adequate

to compute location data given the
knowledge of the motion track and this
reduces the measurements for the MU.
In the proposed handover authentication
protocol, the BSC should be charged with
the responsibility of the handover process.
In this case, if the BSC is aware of the
direction and location of the MU within
the network, then it can either force the
MU to perform a handover to the next
candidate cell at a certain point in time,
based on the metrics suggested in this
paper.
Having predicted the next target cell,
another challenge is to decide the time at
which authentication process should be
carried out in the handover process. In
mobile telephony, authentication process
takes place before location updates and
before call setups.
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Timing Advance
measurement

Distance of MU to
BTSes computed
from Timing
Advance
BTS-1

BTS-3

BTS-1

BTS-2

BTS-2

Mobility Track

MU Location

Figure 4: MU Location Determination from Timing Advances
Due to the time restrictions during the
handover process, the same authentication
and key agreement procedures cannot be
implemented in the usual way while the
connection between MU and the target
BTS is established. For instance, the
global system for mobile communications
(GSM) limits the time between the
handover command and the handover
completion or failure message to between
0.5 and 1.5 seconds. Unfortunately, the
generation of a handover authentication
response can take the MU up to 0.5
seconds and as such the connection would

be interrupted
authentication.

by

this

additional

Fortunately, the periodic paging and
mobility prediction this paper can reduce
the signaling messages exchanged between
an MU and the previous BTS and hence
the free time slots so created can be
utilized
to
forward
authentication
messages between the MU, the previous
BTS as well as the new BTS as illustrated
in Figure 5.
As shown in this figure, the BSC should in
charge of generating measurement reports

Legend
RAND - Random Number

New Authentication Messages

ARKs
HO

Previous Measurement Reports

- Authentication Response Keys
- Handover

Authentication challenge,
RAND

Authentication challenge,
RAND

HO Command

Computation of
ARKs

MU
Computation
of
ARKs

Utilized in both Scenarios

Old BTS

New BTS

Authentication Response

Measurement Reports

Measurement Reports

Figure 5: Proposed HetNet Handover Authentication
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while the MU carries out the precomputation of authentication challenge,
encryption and integrity keys before the
actual shift of channel. At the time when
an MU and the new BTS have setup a
connection, an MU transmits the precomputed authentication response and the
new BTS verifies it. Provided that this
authentication response is valid, handover
complete message is transmitted and the
old BTS releases the radio resources,
otherwise a handover failure is transmitted
and the MU falls back to the old channel.
VIII. PROPOSED HANDOVER
PROTOCOL FLOW CHART
The proposed handover protocol will go
through a number of steps before a final
handover decision is made concerning the
selection of the most ideal target network
as shown in Figure 6. The handover
process will start off by having the
protocol initialize the network topology
which shall consist of LTE, WiMAX and
WLAN.
This will be followed by the initialization
of the MUs and mobility pattern that shall
be employed to depict subscriber
movement within the network coverage
area and hence plays a crucial part in
predicting the next cell that the MU will
shift to. The next phase shall be the
measurement and computation of all the
handover metrics envisioned in this paper.
After this, the protocol shall be ready to
create a set of all the networks that the MU
is eligible to be handed over to. In
circumstances where there is a single
network, then the MU will not handover
and hence will be retained in the current
cell. However, if there is more than one
network on sight, the proposed fuzzy logic
and authentication shall apply and the MU
is handed over to the next cell. This flow
chart also includes the conventional RSS
based handover that shall be utilized for
evaluation purposes.

The operation of the strong authentication
process will be facilitated by the usage of
digital certificates that will be exchanged
among the original serving BTS, the
candidate target BTS and the MU to be
handed over.
IX.
PROTOCOL EVALUATION
A number of parameters shall be employed
to evaluate the developed protocol to
gauge its network performance. These
parameters shall include bit error rates
(BER), handover success rates, number of
handovers per unit time, end to end delay,
handover failure probability, handover
latency, jitter, packet loss, handover failure
rates, and bandwidth.
Since RSS based algorithm is cost
efficient, simple and all mobile phones can
measure it, this is the algorithm employed
in most real deployments. As such, to
investigate the effectiveness of the
proposed
handover
protocol,
the
simulations shall be carried out using RSS
as the benchmark. This shall require the
design and implementation of a
conventional handover using RSS in
HetNets. Afterwards, comparisons shall be
carried out using the parameters above to
determine the best option.
In
accessing
mobile
network’s
performance, the number of vertical
handovers during a given call is important
since it affects the signaling load and QoS.
Unnecessary handovers wastes radio
resources, time and hence lead to
inefficiency. On its part, handover failure
probability represents
the
average
incoming handover requests that cannot be
completed due to the lack of free channels.
Handover latency represents the time taken
for a data packet to be transmitted from the
source MU to the receiver MU and hence
may include the processing time at the
MU’s. On the other hand, end-to-end delay
or one way delay is the time taken for a
packet to be sent across a network from
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Figure 6: Proposed Handover Protocol Flow Chart
the source to the destination. Packet loss
refers to the total number of packets that
could not reach their destination during the
handover process.
X.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a number of handover
algorithms and handover authentication
schemes have been reviewed and their
shortcomings pointed out. Thereafter, a

timing advance secure context-aware
handover protocol for vehicular ad-hoc
heterogeneous networks was proposed.
The requirements of this protocol, its
design both logical and experimental, its
handover authentication process, overall
protocol operation, flow chart and
evaluation metrics have also been
discussed. Future work in this area is the
implementation of the proposed protocol
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in a heterogeneous VANET environment.
It will also be important to run the actual
simulations in order to compare the
performance of the proposed protocol with
the conventional RSS based handovers.
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ABSTRACT
Digital Evidence Storage (DES) should have been
established not only using simple authentication
and authorization methods, namely authentication
and authorization processes of username and
password only, but also had to use more complex
authentication and authorization processes by
implementing rule policy as the determiner in
request access. RBAC was an access control that
worked based on user role, while ABAC was an
access control model which its work principles
was based on the attribute. Meanwhile, XACML
is a programming language that specifies RBAC
and ABAC policies using XML format. This
research was aimed to make comparison toward
two access control models which was
acknowledged to be suitable for being
implemented on DES. The implementation of
ABAC is to increase DES security level. The final
result of this research was the creation of a better
access control model on DES system according to
RBAC and ABAC models comparison.
KEYWORDS
Access Control Model, ABAC, RBAC, DES,
XACML, XML

1 BACKGROUND
Digital evidence storage (DES) was a business
model from parts that connected directly with
digital evidence and information storage of digital
evidence [1]. This concept was first introduced by
[2] in his research related to digital evidence
cabinets in which the research explained that
digital evidence storage (DES) was a system
made to a chain of custody (CoC) handling from
every [3] digital evidence that was acquired. This
concept was established on three approaches,
namely:
digital
evidence
management

frameworks, digital evidence bag, and access
control [4].
The access control model that existed in the DES
is currently only a process of authentication and
user authorization only using username and
password. No other parameters are used except
authentication and authorization. This, of course,
will not be following the security aspects that
exist in the DES.
As its principle, the access control was a
mechanism to limit operation or action toward
computer system for legitimate user only [5],
access control on digital evidence or its resource,
so far the issue handling of access control
application on digital evidence was done by [6]
Suggested concept was mechanism application of
partial and full supervision to depict different
rights and functions between investigator who
directly handled digital evidence and other law
enforcement that controlled the evidence use.
Although there was other researcher about
hierarchical access control from [7] however in
that research, the application was toward the
Cloud SAS environment using rule based access
control model (RBAC). So, the continual research
of access control on digital forensic environment
had no other comparison yet. In fact, according to
[8] access control was center of computer
security. In the context of digital evidence
integrity and credibility, a concept of access
control was the most important factor to be
concerned on.
In this research, there would be a comparison of
two access control models which would be used
as a solution on DES access control namely rulebased access control (RBAC) and attribute-based
access control (ABAC). The implementation will
be using Extensible Access Control Mark-Up
Language (XACML) which was the standard of
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OASIS used as a programming language for
specifying RBAC and ABAC policy using XML
format. The question of this research is to
determine which access control that most suitable
and the most proper to be used in digital evidence
storage (DES). This research used functional
testing method toward two access control models

Another research has been done by [15] that
proposes a framework for Internet-based forensic
logs that aims to assist in the investigation process
to reveal DoS attacks. The framework in this
study consists of several steps, among others:
logging into the text file and database as well as
identifying an attack based on the packet header
length.

2. LITERATURE STUDY
Access control on software was security
mechanism that could give every entity has a
status valid permit to do a specific action [9].
RBAC was used to analyze source and determine
the user with permit policy in a software system.
Besides, the research was done by [10] that
analyzed the shortcoming of traditional RBAC
and combined it with SOA characteristics, tried to
solved
authentication
and
authorization
adjustment for a role by team and service as a
turning point to guarantee safety access according
to SOA system.
Research by [11] has discussed how to build data
access control for cloud storage service using
RBAC and attribute-based access control
(ABAC) that was easy to use and manage. This
research illustrates how to provide policies and
facilitate flexible access control for data access
service in cloud storage.
Research by [12] has given a solution to a control
system problem of ABAC cross domain together
with security domain as an attribute with a
subject, object, authority, environment attribute
as basic access to access decision making.
Meanwhile, research which was done by [13]
discussed an attribute real-time-based access
control model that reflected their requirement of
criticism application of two model namely
Central Guard System and Physical Cyber of a
medical system.
The next research was done by [14] that focused
on the re-writing request that accepted
inappropriate response by reducing necessary
resource; they made a new model by utilizing
framework XACML 3.0 to find out the most
proper policy for every response request in four
aspects namely subject, environment, and
resource action for re-writing request.

According to [16] there are four predefined
attributes namely: subject, resource, action, and
environment. However, user attribute type could
also be applied for a specific application.
XACML supported various kinds of data types,
name types and path expressions for attributes,
e.g., string, integer, internet-based names, regular
expression, and XPath. In this attribute use, data
type was more mainly specified than domain.
3 METHODOLOGY
The initial step of this research is identifying
problem research to analyze the access control
problems in DES. The next step is making
literature study to align theories that related to
research and do an implementation of the access
control policy for the DES. The final step is doing
the comparison method by using functional
testing method for testing both types of access
controls.

Figure 1. Research Methodology

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT
4.1 Policy Statement
The policy statement built should be based on the
needs that must exist on the access control design
and the needs of the system that will implement
the access control. Based on the analysis of the
DES system then the following table is a
reference of the policy statement to be applied to
the DES system.
Table 1. Policy Statement
Subject
Resource
Upload
Digital
First
Evidence
Responder
Create
Cabinet

Actions

Environment

Upload

IP Address
Mac Address
Time Access

Create
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Investigator

Officer

Layer

Create
Rack
Create
Bag
Input Data
Case Coc
Download
Digital
Evidence
Complete
The Data
Coc
Delete
Digital
Evidence
Change
Password
User
Validate
Digital
Evidence
Validate
Case
Status
Download
Form Coc
Change
Code
Signature
Validate
Data Coc
Download
Form Coc

Create
Create
Input
Download
Complete
Data

IP Address
Mac Address
Time Access

Delete
Change
Password
Validate
Validate

IP Address
Mac Address
Time Access

The policy statement described in table 1 will be
part of the components that will be included into
the rule and will be a logical expression to satisfy
every request made by the user.
4.2 POLICY RBAC OF DES

Download
Change
Code
Validate
Download

the officer, the subject has access rights on the
resource, delete digital evidence, change user
password, validate digital evidence, validate
status ces, download chain form custody, change
code signature, validate data chain of custody.
Actions are owned by this subject is delete,
change password, validate, download, change
code. Environment attached to this subject is the
IP address, mac address, and time access. The
fourth subject is the lawyer, the subject has only
one resource permission that is downloading the
chain of custody form, and the download action,
and the environment attached is IP address, mac
address and access time.

IP Address
Mac Address
Time Access

Referring to the research undertaken by [17] in
the RBAC process the access permissions are
only related to the roles and users that are
members of the role so that the user obtains the
role permission on the system. Here is an
overview of the LPBD RBAC model.

Table 1 explains that in a policy statement for
DES consists of 4 pieces of subject that is the user
positions are first responder, investigator, officer,
and lawyer. Then consists of 15 types of resources
as objects, 9 types of actions, and 3 types of
environment which is the environmental
conditions when the request is made.
The first subject is the first responder, the subject
has the right to perform the resource operation,
upload digital evidence, create cabinet, create
rack, create bag, and input data case for chain of
custody, as well as upload, create and input
actions. The environment used for this first
subject activity is ip address, mac address, and
access time. The second subject is the
investigator, this subject has only 2 access rights
on the resource that is downloading digital
evidence and complete the data of chain of
custody with the actions of download and
complete data and its environment is IP address,
mac address, and access time. The third subject is

Figure 2. RBAC DES Model

Figure 2 explains that granting permissions on
each user's access is based on the user's role. For
example, user first responder will only be granted
permissions when requesting when username and
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password are input in accordance with the role has
been entered.
The RBAC Policy design for DES was created
using the UMU XACML Editor Version 1.3.2,
tools. Here is the RBAC policy for DES
Figure 4. Output XACML Policy RBAC

The functional test on RBAC LPBD is done using
one sample user first responder along with
component elements of resources, actions, and
environment used to test access control
functionality. Figure 5 shows the results of
functional tests that have been performed.
Figure 3. XACML Policy RBAC DES

Figure 3 explains that the policy that has been
created using the rule based access control has 1
policy and 4 rule with each rule contains every
policy rule given to each user. As has been
explained by [14] that permit terminology is used
in rules that are allowed to access and deny for
rules that are not allowed to access.
In RBAC LPBD design this rule 1 contains
subject: first responder, resource: upload, digital
evidence, create cabinet, create rack, create bag,
input data case of chain of custody, actions:
upload, create, input, environment: IP address,
mac address and time access. Rule 2, contains
subject: investigator, resource: download digital
evidence, complete the data of chain of custody,
actions: download, complete data.
The next is rule 3 with subject is officer, resource:
delete digital evidence, change user password,
validate digital evidence, validate case status,
download chain of custody form, change code
signature, and validate data of chain of custody.
Actions: delete, change password, validate,
download, change code. Environment: IP address,
mac address, and time access. And the last rule 4
with subject is lawyer, resource: download form
coc, action: download, environment: IP address,
mac address, and time access.

Figure 5. RBAC Functional Test

Figure 5 explains that the test results using user
first responder and resource: upload digital
evidence, then actions: upload, and environment
ip address: 192.168.0.107 got permit result. This
result is obtained because the role of subject,
resource, actions and environment are included
components that are in the appropriate rule.
4.3 POLICY ABAC DESC
Referring to research conducted by [19], the basic
idea of ABAC is not to give permission as the
output of a direct relationship between the subject
and the object, but underlying the granting of the
permission through the attribute of both. This is
due to the ABAC system authorization element
defined in the terminology attribute. The attribute
itself is a characteristic of the entity defined
before by those who have authority for it. The
illustration is as shown in the figure 6.
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2.
3.
4.

subject or combination to indicate a unique
identity.
Resource is something of a protected target
such as devices, files, records, tables,
processes, programs, and networks.
Actions are executions of a function when
requesting a subject against a resource.
Environment is a characteristic of operational
or situational such as current time, current
temperature, and IP Address.

Figure 8 is the output of XACML policy design
using UMU XACML Editor Version 1.3.2.
Figure 6. ABAC DES Model

Figure 6 explains that permission granting each
user access is viewed based on the attribute
attached to the user. For example, the user
investigator will only be granted permissions
when making a request if the username and
password entered in accordance with the attribute
has been pinned on the user. The ABAC policy of
DES was created using tools UMU XACML
Editor. Figure 7 shown the captured of ABAC
policy for DES.

Figure 7. XACML Policy ABAC DES

Based on Figure 7, it can be explained that the
policy on ABAC DES consists of 1 policy that
contains the subject and resource attribute and 1
rule that contains the attribute of subject,
resource, actions, and environment. This is in
accordance with the basic concept of ABAC as an
access control model that operates on the basis of
attributes. Furthermore, based on the explanation
of [5] there are 4 aspects of attribute in ABAC
namely:
1.

Subject is a human or non-human user (e.g.
device or software component) that
requesting access. Meanwhile, access
requests can use individual attributes of the

Figure 8. Output XACML Policy ABAC

Figure 8 explains that the Policy Id, named
access_control_policy, uses a rule combining
algorithm first applicable. this policy only uses
single algorithm with 1 policy effect that is
permit. The deny condition will automatically
occur when the access request made cannot meet
the component attribute as a policy rule that has
been created.
Functional tests performed on ABAC LPBD
conducted using a sample user that is the
investigator and other elements that become
attributes of resources, actions, and environment
to test the extent to which access control is
running in accordance with the policy that has
been designed. Figure 9 shows the results of
functional tests that have been performed

Figure 9 ABAC Functional Test
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Figure 9 explains that the result of the test using
subject investigator with resource: download file
digital evidence, actions: download file, and
environment ip address: 192.168.0.108 get permit
result. This result is obtained because the
resources, actions and environment included is an
attribute that is pinned on the subject investigator.
In this case each request will generate permit
when the attribute is an attribute that attached to
the subject.
4.5 Result
Based on the problems presented in the
background of this research, there are problems in
access control for pre-made DES systems that
only implement authentication and authorization
mechanisms of users only, and no other
parameters that support more complex
authentication and authorization processes.
Therefore, the solution offered through this
research is the use of two access control models
namely RBAC and ABAC.
Based on the access control test results described
in Sections 4 that RBAC and ABAC have been
tested using specially testing tools to test access
control performance, the results obtained that
both access control models can run and function
properly.
Table 2. Access Control Testing Result
Subject
First
Responder

Investigator

Resource
Upload
File
Digital
Evidence
Download
File
Digital
Evidence

Actions

Environment

Output

Upload

Ip Address:
192.168.0.107

Permit

Download
File

Ip Address:
192.168.0.108

Permit

Based on the data in the table, the most accessible
access control model used on DES is the ABAC
model, one of which is the more flexible ABAC
characteristic. As mentioned by [20] that ABAC
will be used more in terms of flexibility in terms
of applying attributes to users. While in other
studies conducted by [21] it also mentions that
ABAC has a number of better features than
models in the previous generation, one of the
features is that ABAC allows grant access control
through a combination of a number of attribute
authorization elements such as: subject,

resources, actions, and environments into an
access control decision.
5 RELATED WORKS & DISCUSSION
From the test results, it can be seen that applying
access control to DES will provide more complex
options for managing the relationship between
subject, resource, action and environment. It is
not as simple as implementing authorization and
authentication using a username and password
only.
Research related to the solution of an access
control model and performing a comparison
between the RBAC and ABAC models applied to
certain cases, was previously performed by [11].
The research proposed an RBAC role-based
access control design that is compatible for cloud
storage services and provides an easy-to-use and
manageable ABAC mechanism. RBAC and
ABAC have their own characteristics so for the
needs of cloud storage, then introduced a
combined solution through attribute based
encryption (ABE).
Other related research is done by [22] they
mentioned that the limitations of RBAC are now
shifting towards the ABAC model to increase
flexibility by using attributes outside of roles and
groups. They propose an ABAC extension with
the user attribute of the OpenStack Access
Control (OSAC) model and demonstrate its
implementation with the benefits of a policy
machine (PM).
Medical record, personal health record, health
care system is included in the category of secure
critical system which is then used as research
object by [23]. In his research xx conducted a
series of activities of development and application
of RBAC as one of the access control model it
uses. Although it does not provide a framework as
a solution, [23] argues that access control in the
healthcare system must be dynamic and adaptable
to support unpredictable patient activity. The
same issue on access control issues to electronic
health records is also discussed by [24] through
the RBAC and ABAC approaches. In this case xx
then develops a permission model named tests
confidentiality model (TCM). The model
specifications developed are built and tested using
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the B-Methods tool, a tool to build and test formal
method specifications. Another study on the
control of the use of data in the field of health is
also carried out by [25], in this case a schema
solution called Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based
Sign-cryption (CP-ABSC) has been proposed.
This solution is the use of digital signatures and
encryption to ensure the fulfillment of the nature
of confidentiality, authenticity, unforgeability,
anonymity and collusion resistance from personal
health record usage.
It appears that most of the ABAC implementation
research is in the health field system. This is
because the subject, resource in the health sector
including the very sensitive so that the need
handling access to a fairly complex resource, not
only limited to the application of user
authorization and authentication. Access control
research in the field of health in principle has
similarities with access control to digital
evidence, unfortunately the issue access control
on digital evidence has not been a major study in
the field of digital forensics or digital evidence.
6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
Based on the explanation of the comparison of
RBAC and Attribute Based Access Control
(ABAC) models in the Digital Evidence Storage
(DES) described earlier, it can be concluded that
both access control models of RBAC and ABAC
are applicable for DES. Both access control
model are the solutions of such as limited
authorization and user authentication that has
been applied to the DES system before. The
functional tests that have been carried out using
special tools designed to test RBAC and ABAC
show that the access control model that is suitable
to be applied to DES is ABAC model.
Subsequent research in the development of access
control model on DES can be done by considering
the following factors: the two access control
models are not equipped with XACML design
schema test; therefore, it is necessary to do
research related to existing XACML schema. In
addition to testing the schema it is also necessary
to validate the XACML design that has been
created. The next research can also accommodate
the input from the design of access control in the
health field, whether the various access controls

that have been applied in health field can also be
applied or adapted for the DES environment.
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ABSTRACT

1 INTRODUCTION

Existing methods for promoting credit card
information security have exhibited confidentiality,
privacy and integrity failures. In most cases,
sensitive and classified data or information is
presented in unencrypted formats to remote
machines resulting in unauthorized access and
disclosure. Based on these findings, this paper
presents an RSA encryption and tokenization-based
system for credit card information security. The
proposed system is composed of the merchant and
tokenization modules as well as a token vault. The
merchant and the tokenization modules send credit
card information and generate the transaction
validation token respectively while the token vault
is a database with restricted and controlled access
hosted on a cloud storage engine. The
implementation of the system was carried out on
Pentium IV with 2.0 GHZ Duo Core Processor and 2
GB of RAM on Microsoft Windows 7 Operating
System. APACHE server and HTML (Sublime)
with CSS JavaScript served as the frontend while
MySQL database from WAMP server and PHP
joined as the backend on Mozilla Firefox browser.
Analysis of the results of implementation with
Master, Verve and Visa cards showed that the
system delivered very high usability, adaptability
and favorable experience for users. Analysis also
showed the relative advantages and superiority of
the system in credit card security, key size, mobile
alert and tokenization over some other systems.

Consequent to the rapid growth in Information
Technology (IT) industry in recent years, the
number of Internet users has witnessed
explosive growth. Internet has offered great
opportunity for improved communication and
experience to the global citizens. It has also
provided new drives for credit-card-based
businesses and marketing by financial
institutions towards reaching out to new
markets and creating opportunities for
economic growth. Credit card payment
processing (conceptualized in Figure 1)
involves the submission of relevant information
such as card number, payment fee, expiry date
and so on to the merchant for verification and
submission to the Payment Gateway (PG). The
PG passes the received information to the
processor which then establishes a linkage with
the customer’s bank for a decision on whether
to push or drop the request. Money is not
immediately transferred to the merchant’s bank,
but instead, a token of settlement, which is a
merchant’s electronic payment information for
a certified transaction, is delivered [1]. The
proliferation of Internet-based businesses has
before time been largely attributed to the rising
confidence levels and trust among participants
and the extent to which information
confidentiality can be maintained. However, in
view of the emerging range of fraud, theft,
disruption and denial of service attacks on
online
transactions,
stakeholders
have
expressed great concern, doubt and loss of
confidence on credit card information
transmission, privacy, integrity and security [2].

KEYWORDS
RSA, financial crime, credit card, tokenization,
encryption.
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2 CREDIT CARD PROCESSING

Customer
Conf NBR

Card
Information
Merchant

Conf NBR

Pay Info
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Bank

Card
Information
Payment
Gateway
Transaction
Information

Conf NBR

Customer’s
Bank

Processor
Transaction
Result

Figure 1: Payment process model for Credit Card

Unauthorized access, information theft and
other breaches have exposed the security
weaknesses in the existing and traditional
Internet-based credit card systems with the
attendant effect been loss of several millions of
dollars annually [3-4]. A credit card fraud is
committed when an individual inadvertently
and callously use the information on the card for
deception, misrepresentation and other selfish
and personal reasons. It may be committed
through lost/stolen card, account takeover,
Cardholder-Not-Present (CNP), magnetic stripe
erasure, card counterfeiting and skimming.
Commonly used techniques in Internet credit
card fraud include site cloning, false merchant
sites and unlawful credit card generation.
Merchant related credit card frauds may be in
form of collusion (merchant and/or employees
conspire to commit fraud using customers’
accounts details and/or personal information) or
triangulation (fraudsters use customer’s
personal information and valid credit card
details to place order for goods from a
recognized site). The risks associated with
credit card fraud often imparted jointly on the
merchant and the cardholder, who may be
unaware of the attack. While cardholders are
faced with the daunting challenge of getting a
fraud-related charge reversed, merchants are
confronted with sales lost arising from pay-back
fees as well as threat of account closure or
suspension [5].

A number of methods have been suggested for
securing online-based credit card transactions.
Secure Socket layer (SSL)-based encryption
has been used for the prevention of
eavesdropping during the transmission process.
This method relies on asymmetric key
encryption
for
customer-merchant
communication
and
promotes
digital
certificate-based authentication of the identity
of the merchant [6].
Secure Electronic
Transaction (SET) has been proposed as a
protocol for ensuring secured credit card
payment over the Internet. It operates by
establishing protocols for cardholder and
merchant registration, purchase request,
payment authorization and payment capture [1].
In contrast to SSL, SET prevents illegal use of
credit card number through the enforcement of
exclusive sharing of information on transaction
order and payment information with the
merchant and bank respectively (dual
signature). SET is however noted for its
complexity which often times results in some
incidences of credit card insecurities over the
Internet. Several other algorithms such as
encryption algorithm and cryptography with
significant advantages over SSL and SET had
been formulated for the safety and protection of
credit card information. Encryption algorithm
is used to transfer card or transaction
information into a form that makes it impossible
to read without the appropriate knowledge (a
key). It ensures privacy by keeping information
hidden from intruders and impostors. The
transformation of encrypted data back into an
intelligible format requires decryption. Same
key may be required for encryption and
decryption in some cases while they may differ
in others. Cryptography is classified into secret
key and public key. Secret-key cryptography is
also known as symmetric cryptography and
works with same key for encryption and
decryption (as shown in Figure 2) [7] and the
most popular ones are Data Encryption
Standard (DES), Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES), Triple DES, Blow Fish, Two
Fish, Three Fish among others [8-20].
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These techniques require a priori knowledge of
the message and its key by the sender and
receiver for encryption and decryption
respectively and their main challenge is the
complexity that trails the enforcement of the
exclusive agreement on the secret key between
the sender and receiver. Furthermore, the key
generation, transmission and storage often
require established and complex management
issues [21]. Public-key cryptography is
established for encryption and digital signatures
with each person allotted public and private
keys as shown in Figure 3 [7]. While public key
is published and associated with users in a
trusted (authenticated) manner, the private key
is made secret based on non sharing of
information between the sender and receiver
thereby promoting privacy (encryption) and
authentication (digital signatures) [7, 22-23].
Common public key algorithms include Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) and RSA
algorithms [24-25].

3 RELATED WORKS
A modeling and classification approach for
credit card fraud detection in electronic
payment services is presented in [17]. The
problem of fraud in online payment services
was addressed using a whistle blowing strategy.
A model of the history of legitimate
transactions by entities such as the buyer, seller,
card and cardholder was developed along a
Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based method
for the classification of the transactions as fraud
or legitimate. Though the proposed method is
applicable in detection of credit card frauds
based on historical analysis of financial data, it
offers no real-time support and could not
analyze the behavior of the entities.
Cipher
Text

Plaintext

Sender

Encrypt

Plaintext

Decrypt

Receiver

Different keys are used to encrypt and decrypt message
Cipher
Text

Plaintext

Sender

Encrypt

Plaintext

Decrypt

Receiver

Recipient
public key

Recipient
private key

Figure 3: Public key cryptography

Same key is used to encrypt and decrypt message

Shared secrete key

Figure 2: Private key cryptography

Encryption strength is directly tied to key size
as doubling the key length delivers an
exponential increase in strength, although it
does impair performance. The weaknesses of
the encryption and cryptography algorithms
further include large space requirement,
susceptible to cipher text and cycle attacks,
common modulus, cracking, low exponent and
complexity as well as financial, bandwidth,
power and delay overheads.

The authors in [26] proposed a fuzzy clustering
and neural network–based credit card fraud
detection system. The research analyzed the
spending pattern of credit card users and
classified transactions as fraudulent or genuine
based on deviation from usage patterns. A fraud
detection model is abstractly represented as a
5-tuple {C, P, SC, ɸUth, ɸLth}, where C = {C1,
C2, …, Cn} is the set of cards on which the
detection is performed and P = {P(C1), P(C2),
…, P(Cn)} is the set of card holders profiles.
The profile is a set of patterns on transaction
amount, items purchased, time of transaction
and so on. SC is the suspicion score for
measuring the extent of deviation from normal
profile, ɸUth `is the upper threshold value for 0 ≤
ɸUth ≤ 1 and ɸLth is the lower threshold value for
0 ≤ ɸLth ≤ 1 and ɸLth ≤ ɸUth. The hybridization of
Fuzzy C-Means Clustering and Neural Network
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for credit card fraud detection is presented in
Figure 4 showing a multi-layered approach. The
research established a model for the
investigation of the neurological and behavior
pattern in a credit card transaction but lacks
capability for implementing attributes such as
location of transaction and time gap between
transactions which are very relevant for
improved security rules.
Incoming
Transactions
User Authentication
and Verification of
Card Details

Reject

Behavioural
Analysis
Phase

Learning
Phase

Reject

Reject

Figure 4: Prototype Structure for credit card fraud detection

In [15], a cloud-based system for local data
integrity and privacy protection is presented.
The system uses BlowFish encryption
algorithm to encrypt local clients-domiciled
data so that a perfect data security and privacy
protection mode is established without
infringing on the experience and efficiency of
use. A modified encryption algorithm was
developed for addressing some of the existing
problems of data security, but its application is
limited to local encryption of data. The authors
in [19] developed a voucher/certificate and
bilinear pairing cryptography-based system for
data, information and communication safety.
Bilinear pairing and symmetry key were used
for encryption of the communicated messages
and a problem-free transfer of data on the cloud
respectively. Trusted third party was also used
to establish a security domain on the cloud
while ID based blind signature was adopted for
the attainment of required security level.
Though the system afford users the opportunity
of self established level of security, it does not
support concurrent access control on personal
user’s security activities. In [10], a flask
architecture-based model for personalized
security in cloud-based e-banking is introduced.
The
model
provided
a
role-based
reconfigurable access control strategy that
ensures safe and secured e-payment system

based on user-defined policies. The model
demonstrated ability for personalized security
in
cloud
environment
but
improper
configuration for user policies may constitutes
stumbling blocks to its implementation. A
DES-based system for encryption and
decryption in network data transmission is
presented in [9]. The system is capable of
analyzing data security risk and requirements as
well as deploying security functions and
process through encryption. Cipher Block
Chaining (CBC)-based DES was used to
encrypt information in transition on the network
with each block of Electronic Code Book
(ECB) encrypted cipher text XORed with the
next plain text block for encryption, thus
ensuring dependency between current and
previous blocks. The system promoted data
security in cloud computing environment but
error transmission across blocks is still a
possibility.
In [20], an encryption-based model for secured
cloud storage access and query is presented.
The system focuses on query service, privacy
protection, authentication management, data
storage as well as integrity protection in the
cloud environment. With this model, only cloud
service-oriented storage and query users are
allowed to interact through cloud storage and
the management servers. The server ensures
privacy based on trusted third party user
authentication and information management. It
is also in charge of key management and
distribution, safe registration of data as well as
storage of queries results, cipher text and hash
table of keyword. The strength of the model lies
in its support for data privacy based on
symmetric encryption while its weakness is its
susceptibility to security breach and conflict
arising from key management between the
cloud users. The authors in [14] proposed a data
confidentiality and privacy execution model
which utilizes the public and private clouds for
non-sensitive and sensitive data respectively.
The model supports application level
partitioning and allows integrations of
additional computing or storage resources to the
private cloud from public clouds without
compromising the confidentiality or privacy of
data. The model is suitable for the enhancement
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of data security benefits but its avoidance of
public clouds for sensitive data and
computation is a major concern. In [16], a
token-based model for securing outsourced data
and arbitrary computations with lower latency
on the cloud computing environment is
presented. The model is based on tamper-proof
hardware
token
and
encryption
by
homomorphism and supports a resource
constrained tamperproof hardware token in the
setup pre-processing phase and performs
symmetric cryptographic operations in parallel
in the online phase. The model promotes data
confidentiality, integrity and verifiability but
lacks capabilities to protect data on
transmission in the cloud. In [18], a system that
is based on homomorhpic token with distributed
verification of erasure-coded data as well as
signature generation and matching is developed
for addressing the problem of insecurity in
cloud data storage. The system ensures
redundancy of parity vectors and data
dependability using error-correcting code in file
distribution preparation. The system also
guarantees the integrity of cloud-based data
using two-way handshake and provides a
schematic approach to resisting Byzantine
failure, malicious data modification and server
colluding attack. The weakness of the system is
expressed in its failure to consider the security
of data in transition. In [13], a number-less
credit card Kerberos Cryptographic-based
system is presented as a solution to the rising
cases of credit card frauds. A secured electronic
payment system that conceals credit card
number and makes it exclusive to the holder
was developed. Tokens were generated based
on fee, client and merchant information. The
system uses Kerberos authentication protocol to
exchange tokens between buyers and
merchants. Though the research contributed to
securing credit card transactions, the system
lacks capabilities for implementation in a
distributed environment due to its low
operational speed and complexity. A credit card
security system for e-payment is presented in
[8]. The research was premised on the need to
curtail the rising trend of hacking of credit card
details on the Internet as well as provide a
mechanism
for
different
commercial

institutions to minimize all attendant problems
of credit card transactions. The research
methodology involves a questionnaire-based
survey of banks as well as inferential and
descriptive statistics-based analyses and
interpretations. Though the authors claimed
some success in credit card frauds reduction, the
research only presented theoretical basis with
no evidence of practical process.
In [4], a practical security enhancement scheme
for one-time credit card payment is presented. A
cryptographic hash function-based credit card
number and transaction verification algorithm
was formulated. The hash function was used to
generate a one-time credit card number and a
secret pin, S that is exclusive to the card holder
and issuer. The transaction verification model
considers four transactions T0, T1, T2, T3
ordered on the processing time and for
cryptographic function χ, T1 = χ(T0||S), T2 =
χ(T1||S), T3 = χ(T2||S). T0 is assumed to have
been verified by the card issuer most recently
and for transactions T1, T2 and T3 all in instant
verification scenario, then the transactions
arriving for verification have the same order as
their transaction times and the card issuer is
only required to compute the hash chain and
verify sequentially. A security analysis model
that is based on the probability that an attacker
knows a single verifiable transaction is
presented as follows:
𝑀𝑎𝑥

𝑄 +𝑛
𝑄 +𝑛
,
2𝑠
10 𝑇

(1)

𝑄 , 𝑆 , 𝑇 denote the length of Q, S or T
respectively and the length of Q is constrained
by a queueing policy. The algorithm permits the
verification of at most m transactions
verification and the probability of success is
presented as follows:
𝑀𝑎𝑥

𝑚 𝑄 +𝑛 𝑚 𝑄 +𝑛
,
2𝑠
10 𝑇

(2)

The model was simulated based on the Poisson
distribution process of the exponential
distribution time between two payment
transactions and the delayed verification and its
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effectiveness for one-time credit card number
and transaction verifications was established.
However, since the model is based on hashing
function, it is susceptible to failure in cases of
sophisticated attacks such as replay attacks.
Furthermore, due to transmission error or
network disconnection, a transaction may not
be delivered to its merchant site or card issuer
site and this may result in confirmation failure
4 PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system addresses some of the
limitations of the reviewed and reported works
and is composed of the merchant and
tokenization modules as well as the token vault
as conceptualized in Figure 5.
Merchant
send token

User entered
credit card info

S1 and S2 of the digit of the odd and even
products respectively, are computed as follows:
𝑛−1

𝑆1 =

Cloud Server
Encryption
User Info

Figure 6: Credit Card Number

Merchant
Website

Token/
Cipher -text
DB

Merchant
Database

Token Server
(Decrypt Cipher
with text key)

𝑙𝑘 ;
𝑘=1

𝑙𝑘 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑙𝑘 < 10
𝑙𝑘 = 𝑙𝑘 \10 + 𝑙𝑘 𝑚𝑜𝑑 10 ,

𝑛−1

𝑆2 =

(𝐴𝑘 ),

∀𝑖 = 1 … 𝑛 − 1

Gateway

Figure 5: Architectural design of the proposed system

The merchant module provides the platform for
a customer (a credit or debit card holder) to send
credit card information while the tokenization
module is used to generate transaction
validation token and is controlled by the
payment gateway. The token vault is a database
with restricted and controlled access hosted on a
cloud storage engine. As shown in Figure 6, a
credit card number consists of the bank
identification number (BIN), account number
and the check digit which are used for
identification.
4.1 Card Number Validation
The merchant validates the credit card number
based on Luhn mathematical formula. Given
that S = {A1, A2, …, An-1, An} represents a
sequence of credit card with n digits. The sum,

(4)

𝑘=2𝑖

𝑍 = 𝑆1 + 𝑆2 + 𝐴𝑛

Payment

(3)

𝑖𝑓 𝑙𝑘 ≥ 10

(5)

𝑙𝑘 and 𝐴𝑒 are obtained by doubling the digits
that occupy the kth odd and even positions
respectively. The card number is validated if Z
mod 10 = 0. The credit card number is
encrypted based on a cryptographic scheme
given as follows:
𝐸 𝑀 −→ 𝐶
(6)
𝐷 𝐶 −→ 𝑀

(7)

E, M, C and D represent Encryption, Message
(Plaintext), Ciphertext and Decryption
respectively. Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA)
encryption algorithm which is based on the
combination of prime factorization, Euler’s
totient function, Euler’s totient theorem and
Extended Euclidean Algorithm (EEA) is used to
compute the private key for decryption process.
Prime Factorization is a fundamental theorem
of arithmetic that establishes that any number
greater than 1 can be written exactly one way as
a product of prime numbers. For a prime
number p, Euler’s Totient Function ɸ is
expressed as ɸ(p) = p-1. For primes p and q,
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ɸ(p.q) = (p-1)(q-1). Euler’s Totient Theorem
states that ɸ p. q = p − 1 q − 1 . The RSA
algorithm involves three steps; namely key
generation, encryption and decryption as
presented in Figure 7.
Input two numbers
No
Prime?
Input a random
number, e

Yes
n = p*q
ɸ(n) = (p-1)(q-1)

No
e and ɸ(n)
are co-prime?

Yes
Plaintext

Calculate private
key d using EEA

Ciphertext

Encrypt with PUK (e, n)
Decrypt with PRK (d, n)

Figure 7: Flowchart of RSA Algorithm

The gateway sends the cipher-text to the
tokenization server for decryption using RSA
algorithm with Extended Euclidean Algorithm
(EEA)-based private key. EEA computes a
private key, A based on the matrix iterative
scheme using ɸ(n) and a public key e as
follows:
A=

ɸ(n) ɸ(n)
𝑒
1

(8)

4.2 Tokenization
A token is generated for the credit card number,
and stored alongside the cipher text in the token
vault (Token database). The tokenization
module decrypts the cipher text and generates
tokens from the real card information. During
tokenization, a random number generator is
used to generate a sequence of integers. For
each credit card number starting from the left

position to the 6th digit, the last four digits to the
right is used as a placeholder for the
tokenization of the real card number. Given that
i = 1 to U, where i is a counter for numbers of
transactions and U is the transaction upper
bound, then:
for i = 1 (first transaction to generate a
token)
𝑇1 = 𝑥. 𝐴𝑘 + 𝑦 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝐴𝑘 , ∀ 𝑛, 𝑘
= 1 … 𝑗, ∀ 𝑥, 𝑦 = 0 … 9 (9)
for i = 2; second transaction
If the same credit card number is used, then
generate a new token T2 from token T1, else
generate token T2 from the card number
for i = U; upper-bound transaction
If the same credit card number is used,
token TU is generated from token TU−1 ,
else generate token TU from the card
number
𝐴𝑘 is a credit card number, 𝑇𝑖 , i=1, 2, … U is
the token generated, x and y are any random
single digit number and j is the 6th digit. The
notation mod 𝐴𝑘 indicate that the expression
in parentheses is divided by 𝐴𝑘 , and then
replaced with the remainder. The parameter
𝐴𝑘 and the choice of x and y determine the
characteristics of the random number
generator.
5 IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the RSA encryption and
tokenization-based platform for securing credit
card information was carried out on Microsoft
Windows 7 Operating System environment on
Pentium IV with 2.0 GHZ Duo Core Processor
and 2 GB of RAM. APACHE server and HTML
(Sublime) with CSS, JavaScript served as the
frontend while MySQL database from WAMP
server and PHP were the backend on Mozilla
Firefox browser. The web-based system is
authentication-based and is divided into the user
and the admin sessions. The user session takes
the user through the home, registration, login,
Luhn test, encryption, decryption, tokenization
and confirmation interfaces. The home screen
provides the system information while the
registration interface is used for user’s
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registration and setup. It leads to the login
interface which is used to validate the
authenticity of the user through supply of
pre-registered username and password. The
Luhn Test interface is used to investigate the
validity of a Master, Verve or Visa Card
number and as a first step of the RSA-based
encryption as shown in Figure 8.

mobile phone number for acknowledgement
and confirmation based on request screen
shown in Figure 11. The system keep logs of
users’ information such as date and time of
operation, token generated, token received and
acknowledgement times as well as the new
modulus and public keys generated for RSA
algorithm-based operation on a Master, Verve
or Visa credit card information.

.

Figure 8: Luhn Test

This test is terminated with the display of the
Encryption interface that shows the credit card
number being validated, Luhn time and status as
well as success or failure report as shown in
Figure 9. At a successful completion of the
modal process for encryption, the decryption
page is displayed with the obtained ciphertext
as shown in Figure 10. The credit card number
is not displayed because it is currently
encrypted

Figure 10: Decryption interface

Figure 12 presents the average time taken to
complete
the
encryption,
decryption,
tokenization and the confirmation processes for
3080 randomly selected users from financial
and educational institutions and agencies that
participated in the experimental analysis of the
system. Table 1 presents the computation times
(based on the prescribed algorithms) for Luhn
test, encryption, decryption and tokenization in
microseconds for Master, Verve and Visa cards
supplied by the users. It is revealed that only
72.4%, 21.4% and 6.1% of Master, Visa and
Verve credit cards respectively passed Luhn
test. The higher tokenization time for each card
number is attributed to the SMS delivery delay

Figure 9: The encryption interface

The aftermath of decryption is the display of the
tokenization interface for a 6-digit token to be
generated and sent to the user’s pre-registered

Figure 11: Token Confirmation Page
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‘speed’, ‘effectiveness’, ‘usability’ and
‘adaptability’ while ‘excellent’ rating is
recorded for ‘security’ and ‘user experience’.
These ratings gave a significant approval of the
system by the selected users and also
established their conviction on satisfactory
performance of the system in securing credit
card information during online financial
transactions. Comparative analysis of the
findings from the research with results from
some other existing works is presented in Table
3. It is revealed that the proposed system
showed better performances in securing credit
card information.
Figure 12: Activities average execution times

Figure 12: Activities average execution times
Table 1: Computational times
Card
Master
Visa
Verve

Time/
frequency
104.81/223
30.98/66
7.79/19

Luhn Time
(ms)

0.47
0.46
0.41

Time/
frequency
106.797/218
29.90/65
8.17/19

Encryption
Time (ms)

0.48
0.46
0.43

Time/
frequency
106.82/218
30.55/65
7.98/19

Decryption
Time (ms)
0.49
0.47
0.42

Time/
frequency
111.18/218
31.85/65
8.74/19

Tokenization
Time (ms)
0.51
0.49
0.46

6 CONCLUSION
The decryption time is relatively larger than the
encryption time due to the variation in the
length of the ciphertext generated. The
encryption time for a ciphertext after
performing Luhn test is relatively larger than
the Luhn time and this is explained by the
variation in the length of the credit card number
supplied by the experimental users. The
proposed system implemented 16-digit Master
card, 16 or 13-digit Visa card and 19-digit
Verve card. The Linkert scale-based rating of
the system by users based on the metrics of
reliability, speed, security, effectiveness,
usability, adaptability and experience is also
presented in Table 2. It is revealed that on the
Table 2: Users rating of the system
Index
Reliability
Speed
Security
Effectiveness

Usability
Adaptability
User
Experience

Excellent
(5)
850
530
2270
1000
910
1200
1950

V. Good
(4)
1720
2020
790
1670
1350
1400
890

Good (3)
510
530
20
410
810
460
240

Average
(2)
0
0
0
0
10
0
0

Poor
(1)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean

average, the selected users rated the system a
‘very good’ performance on ‘reliability’,

4
4
5
4
4
4
5

This paper presented the design of an RSA
encryption and tokenization-based system for
combating fraud on online credit card
transactions.
The
system
requires
cloud-computing technology to function and its
main advantages include its ability to ensure
non-repudiation of transaction as well as
secrecy of card transaction data or information.
Results of its implementation buttressed its
effectiveness,
speed
efficiency
and
applicability. It was also revealed that the
system will deliver very high usability,
adaptability and favorable experience for
users. Comparative analysis with related and
relevant systems showed its relative
advantages and superiority in areas such as
credit card security, key size, mobile alert and
tokenization.
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ABSTRACT
Digital forensic investigations must have references
and procedures, and so many digital forensic models
are developed according to different needs and focus.
The average model focuses on the Phases of
investigation, but has not yet explained the
mechanism of the digital forensic process. This
makes the interaction between digital forensic
components cannot be exposed, but these
components are very complex, i.e. actors, evidence,
and processes in digital forensics activities all related
to documentation in accordance with the chain of
custody rules. The solution offered for this problem
is the development of the Digital Forensic Workflow
Model (DFWM) using the Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN) approach as a standard
notation for describing semantic processes with
Design Science Research Methodology. The use of
Design Science Research is appropriate because it
wants to generate a new artifact, which is an
integrated digital forensic workflow model. DFWM
makes the digital forensic investigation process more
structured and exposes the accuracy of actors who
must engage in digital forensic activity in accordance
with systematic workflow sequences. DFWM
performed system validation process and validation
using acceptance questionnaires by law enforcers,
Experts, and Digital Forensics Analysts, so DFWM
can be applied in real digital forensic practice.

KEYWORDS
Digital Forensic, Investigation Model, workflow
model, BPMN, Design Science Research.

1 INTRODUCTION
The general forensic goal proposed by [1] is to gain
an understanding of an incident by finding and
analyzing the facts related to the incident. Forensic
techniques must be adapted to the incidents. As
proposed by [2] in analyzing cerebral ransomware

can use Network Forensic-Behavioral-Based. While,
according to [2] the incompatibility of forensic tools
with device technology (for example, mobile
technology) is one of the challenges in the
investigation. Execute the process of digital forensic
investigation is necessary to observe the incidents
that occurred, the reasons that caused it, how the
incident related to the evidence found, and where
evidence was found [3]. According to [4] in [5] states
that digital forensics is a scientific method to support
the process of identification, preservation, collection,
validation, analysis, interpretation, documentation,
presentation of digital evidence. In completing all
these processes, the model is needed as a reference.
Many researchers have made comparisons of various
digital forensic models. One by [6] conducted a
survey of the digital forensic investigation phase
model by comparing four models, namely Computer
Forensic Investigative Process, DFRWS Investigative
Model, Abstract Digital Forensics Model, and
Integrated Digital Investigation Process.
The digital forensics model has a different focus
and phase with a slightly informal and intuitive
approach [6]. According to [7] states that any
researcher or organization can develop the
appropriate digital forensic model. The business
model becomes one of the approaches that can be
used to develop digital forensic models. The business
model is a conceptual form that can be used to
illustrate the activities that occur and capture the
value in them [8].
The study of centralized digital evidence storage
systems ever performed by [9] is known as Digital
Evidence Cabinets (DEC). The research was
developed into Digital Forensics Business Model by
[7] based on mechanisms that occur between people
and digital evidence, evidence storage and chain of
custody, and frameworks in the form of exploration,
analysis, presentation. The use of this business model
is chosen because it can explain the interactions that
occur between people with various digital forensic
processes that occur, but cannot explain the activities
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that occur because of the interaction between the
components in the business model.
The research in this paper focuses on developing
digital forensic workflows. According to the
Workflow Management Coalition's Dictionary in
[10] states that workflows are the automation of an
existing business process in whole or in part, as long
as documents, information or tasks have been passed
by a participant to other participants for action, based
on a set of rules or procedures. Workflow
perspective, participants can be people, applications,
machines, or other processes or workflow engines.
Digital forensic workflows are complex, therefore
workflow modeling is needed to facilitate
understanding of interactions, phases, and processes
undertaken in digital forensic investigations. Many
models and frameworks have been developed by a
number of researchers over the years but have not
fully translated the processes and interactions that
occur in digital forensic investigations. Existing
models focus more on efforts to provide guiding
steps in conducting forensic activities. Therefore, it is
necessary to have another alternative to understand
the interaction, phases, and various processes
conducted in digital forensic investigation through
workflow model approach using science research
methodology design by [11].

2 RELATED WORKS
Research on the business model for digital
forensics ever performed by [9] offers a chain of
custody handling solution based on the business
model. Chain of custody in the form of procedures to
perform documentation of evidence in accordance
with the timeliness in the settlement of cases. The
developed model is known as Digital Evidence
Cabinets (DEC), which consists of three components,
namely digital evidence management, digital
evidence bags with tags, and access control. This
concept explains that digital evidence is not stored
inside the investigator's computer, but is stored in a
storage system. Digital evidence is inserted in the
"evidence bags" to be kept and maintained by an
officer of the evidences of evidence. The officer has
the right to open and provide access to the
investigator in charge of a case. This is an access
control mechanism to maintain the role of individual
officers. DEC is expected to maintain and enhance
the integrity and credibility of digital evidence.
However, in practice the handling of digital evidence
is more difficult than physical evidence.
Handling of digital evidence must have the same
procedures as handling physical evidence, therefore
the DEC is proposed for handling the chain of
custody digital evidence. [7] developed DEC into the
Digital Forensics Business Model based on the

mechanisms that occurred during the investigation
process. The model consists of three parts, namely
the handling of digital evidence relating to the person
or actor, the storage and documentation (chain of
custody) for access to digital evidence, and parts for
major activities of digital forensics, which are;
exploration, analysis, and presentation of findings.
There is a connection between people, digital
evidence, and the processes that occur. The use of the
business model is due to the diverse interpretation of
digital forensic activities in the field and the activities
of handling digital evidence by considering the
interaction of all the objects involved [7].
Research on the next forensic model is an
Analytical Crime Scene Procedure Model (ASCPM)
by [12]. A proposed analytical procedure for digital
forensic investigation at the crime scene and can be
used as a general guide for practitioners. This model
describes a phase-based procedure for identifying a
crime scene. ASCPM consists of managerial
activities, crime scene examination, system
assurance, evidence search, evidence acquisition,
hypothesis and validation, organization of potential
evidence, physical management of evidence, systemservice restoration, provide chain of custody. From
these phases can be seen the focus of ASCPM in the
form of crime scene procedure in digital evidence
management.
Subsequent research was carried out by [13] who
developed the Integrated Digital Forensic Process
Model (IDFPM) based on the processes and
terminology during forensic investigations generally
accepted by the digital forensics community. This
model was developed to help investigators follow a
uniform approach to digital forensic investigation.
Modeling uses sequential logic notation to identify
similarities and differences in task sequences when
conducting digital forensic investigations. The
IDFPM model consists of five processes, namely
documentation, preparation, incident, incident
response, digital forensic investigation. This model
also explains the chain of custody of incidents that
then the first responder must be able to secure
potential evidence. The final process of this model
consists of data collection, data verification,
examination,
reconstruction
of
incidents,
communicating digital evidence found to interested
parties, testing investigation results, re-examination
or review sub-process, report presentation, incident,
decision, and final is the phase of dissemination or
return of evidence to the rightful owner.
This sequential logic method has also been used to
build the Integrated Digital Forensic Investigation
Framework (IDFIF) by [14]. This model is divided
into four main phases, namely pre-process, proactive,
reactive, and post-process. pre-process is the
beginning phase. Proactive consists of several sub295
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phases. The first phase is the proactive collection
which is a quick action to collect the evidence at the
scene of the case and the second phase is crime scene
investigation followed by proactive preservation,
proactive analysis, preliminary report, securing the
scene, detection of incident. The third phase is
reactive, a traditional phase of investigation
involving six sub-phases; identification, chain of
custody processing, collection and acquisition,
preservation, examination, analysis, presentation. The
fourth phase is the post-process which is the closing
phase of the investigation including; conclusion,
reconstruction, and dissemination.

3 BASIC THEORY
3.1 Business Process Model and Notation
The business model describes the architecture of
value creation, delivery, and the mechanism of work
performed [15]. In the business model also contains
business processes that can be determined with
BPMN. This Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) provides graphical notation that can be used
to define business processes in Business Process
Diagrams. Provides a standard notation easily
understood by business users capable of representing
complex semantic processes [16]. BPMN first release
in 2004 by Business Process Management Institute
(BPMI) with the specification that is able to provide
notation easily understood by business users.
Creating the initial concept of a process as a business
analysis, the application of technology from the
process, to the ease for the person managing and
observing the process [17].
BPMN provides a way to communicate business
processes for management personnel, business
analytics and developers, making it easy to define
and analyze general and personal business processes.
This BPMN helps ensure that XML documents
(extensible markup language) designed for business
process implementation can be visualized with
common notation. The BPMN diagram is assembled
from a small set of core elements, making it easy for
both technical and non-technical observers to
understand the processes involved. There are 3 main
categories of elements of BPMN, namely; flow
objects, connecting objects, swim lanes. Elements of
flow objects are denoted by geometric images
(circles, rectangles, diamonds). Flow objects show
certain incidents and activities. Connecting objects
are used to connect between elements of flow
objects. These connecting objects can be solid lines,
dashed lines, and dashed lines that contain an arrow
to indicate the direction of the process. The next
element is a swim lanes denoted by a straight line
that extends in a rectangle. Swim lanes serves to

regulate flow objects in diverse categories that have
similar functions [18]. BPMN is designed for
modeling business processes and creating end-to-end
business processes.
According to [19] Sub-model BPMN used as a
modeling form there are 3 types, namely:
1. Orchestration, which consists of three types,
namely
Private
non-executable,
Private
executable, and Public Process. The Public
Process Sub-Model is used to describe
interactions to and from participant or processes
that occur which can be modeled separately or in
a collaborative form to indicate the direction of
message flow.
2. Choreography, describes the interaction of a set
of exchanges of messages or more consisting of
two or more participants.
3. Collaboration, describes the interaction between
two or more business entities consisting of two
pools or more representing participants. Pools or
objects in the collaboration are connected to the
message stream to indicate the exchange of
messages that occur. Collaboration may contain a
combination
of
pools,
processes,
or
choreography.
Business Process Model and Notation is not
intended to build a data model, but to show the flow
of messages, data, and associations of activity data
artifacts [17].

3.2 Design Science Research
The Design Science Research paradigm (DSR) is a
dominant paradigm in IS disciplines [20]. One reason
for the dominance of this paradigm is the growing
interest in IS research as design research [11]. Design
as a research involves the idea of undertaking
innovative designs that generate knowledge
contributions. The form of such knowledge is
constructions, models, methods, and instantiations
[21] quoted by [22].
The results of the design research will include
additions or extensions to the original theory and
methods undertaken during the research, new
artifacts; namely product design and process. Design
research should contribute knowledge, not just a
routine design based on the application of the
process. The design study has seven guidelines,
namely; design as artifacts, problem relevance,
evaluation design, research contributions, research
firmness, design as process tracking, and research
communications [22]. DSR was used as a paradigm
in this study because it wanted to produce a digital
forensic workflow model, namely in the form of
Design Science Research Methodology by [11].
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4 METHODOLOGY
An explanation of the Design Science Research
Methodology (DSRM) by [11] shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 1. Phases of DSRM

Explanation of Design Science Research
Methodology consisting of six stages are as follows:
1. Problem identification and motivation. Identify
the problems and reasons to be investigated. This
issue should be elaborated in detail in order to
determine the correct solution.
2. Define the objective for a solution. Determine the
objective to obtain the solution of the problems
that have been described in the first stage.
3. Design and development. The third stage is to
create new artefacts. These artefacts can be
models, methods, or instantiations. Conceptually,
a design research artefact can be either designed
objects and research contributions embedded in
the design. This stage is the determination of the
desired artefact functionality and the architecture
of the artefact.
4. Demonstration. It is the use of artefacts to solve
one or more examples of problems. These stages
may be simulations, case studies, or other
suitable activities requiring effective knowledge
resources in the use of such artefacts.
5. Evaluation. It is the stage of observing and
measuring how well these artefacts can support a
solution to an existing problem. This activity also
compares the solution objectives for actual
observations of demonstrations of the use of
artefacts.
6. Communication. Communicating usability and
novelty, firmness of artefacts, and effectiveness
of artefacts generated on relevant researchers and
imaginaries to be professionally practiced. This
communication can be done with the publication
of the research results.
This research uses BPMN (Business Process Model
and Notation) approach as its business model and
uses Design Science Research Methodology
paradigm as the stages of research activity. BPMN is
designed for business process modeling [17] that can

be tailored to the needs of any agency or
organization. The notation used in BPMN resembles
a flowchart, but both are different. The use of
flowcharts has not been able to explain the
mechanisms that occur between each component
involved in a process. Use of BPMN can be used to
describe the mechanisms and components involved in
the workflow or processes that occur. According to
[8] the use of BPMN in digital forensic modeling
with sub-model orchestration and collaboration can
illustrate the interactions that occur from and to the
digital forensic process and can explain the
relationship of actors with digital forensic activities
performed. Using BPMN can also perform element
validation and process validation.
The process of modeling and validation of the
Digital Forensic Workflow Model with BPMN is
done using Bizagi Modeler. The first stage is to
create a digital forensic workflow model which is
continued by validating the use of notation, data flow
or message, and process flow. The next stage
performs a process validation which is one of a series
of simulations available in Bizagi Modeler. A series
of stages in the Bizagi Modeler simulation, among
others; process validation, time analysis, resource
analysis, calendar analysis. Whereas, in DFWM
testing it only uses a process validation phase that
aims to ensure the accuracy of the process flow that
is modelled. The next test compares DFWM with a
practical digital forensic workflow to know how
much the similarity or difference is. In general, the
limitations and assumptions constructed in this study
is a model of this digital forensics workflow covering
the stage of investigation and investigation of a case
and does not prosecution, judgment, and court.

5 RESULT AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Problem Identification and Motivation
This first stage aims to identify problems in the
form of many digital forensic models and
frameworks that have been developed by various
researchers, but more focused on the guide to carry
out forensic activities but have not explained the
interactions that occur between the interconnected
components, namely; person, evidence obtained,
evidence handling, Investigation phase and forensic
process undertaken. The process here is a forensic
activity undertaken during the investigation phase.
The BPMN approach uses the DSRM to describe the
interaction in a structured and systematic workflow
model.

5.2 Define the Objective for a Solution
The next step is to identify the various related
components, i.e. the personnel or actor, evidence, and
the phase performed in the digital forensics
workflow. The first component identified is the
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actor/personnel/human resources associated with
digital forensics. The corresponding actors or
personnel at each phase of digital forensics is
different. Researchers have different perspectives in
defining actors or personnel involved in digital
forensic processes. The description of the
actor/person/ personnel/who runs this digital forensic
process is done by [1], [7], [12], [23]. The previous
researcher described the identification of the actor to
obtain the equation of the actor type that has direct
interaction with a process of digital forensics.
Representation of the actor to be used to create the
DFMW model showed in Table 1.
Table 1. Results of Identification of
Actors/Personnel in Digital Forensic Activities.
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Actor

Explanation

They are responsible for
protecting, integrating, and
preserving evidence obtained
First
from the scene. This First
Responder
Responder may be law
enforcement, a network
administrator, police officer,
or even an investigator [24];
They are in charge of doing
Investigators, an investigation at the scene,
Digital
Assisting
the
First
Investigator, Responder, analyzing the
Forensic
evidence obtained. Instead,
Investigator
investigators may also act as
first responder or analyst [23]
in [9];
They are in charge of
Police officer managing the storage of
physical, digital evidence;
An organization, private
company, or person who can
perform digital forensic
Professionals activities. Law enforcement
IT
authorities can ask assistance
from this private agency if
they need it. Can also act as
an expert witness.

The next component is evidence. The evidence of
digital forensic process consists of electronic
evidence (physical evidence) and digital evidence.
These two pieces of evidence have different
characteristics. Electronic evidence is easier to
recognize. Whereas, digital evidence cannot be
directly recognized visually. This digital evidence is
the result of imaging [25] or extraction of electronic
evidence, network capture results or network
tracking. In addition, multimedia evidence in the
form of images, sounds and videos are part of the

digital evidence. Digital evidence is very fragile and
can be influenced by many things, one of them is the
person or actor involved for digital evidence. This
digital evidence will be saved and documented
suitable with applicable law and procedure in order to
be used in the court as a crime evidence. Handling of
digital evidence can use the International Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) from [26], [27]. This
SOP contains the basic principles of digital forensics
that must be performed by persons/personnel/actors
who perform digital forensic processes
The process of documenting and maintaining
evidence is the definition of the chain of custody.
This process uses forms in the traditional form, i.e.
using paper for physical evidence. Meanwhile, for
digital evidence using electronic forms. This chain of
custody form contains some of pieces’ information’s
such as a name of the investigator, an explanation of
the evidence obtained, even the hash value of the
evidence [3]. The storage of digital evidence for this
DFWM model applies the concept of Digital
Evidence Cabinets (DEC) by [11] based on evidence
handling the evidence-handling procedure existing in
Indonesian jurisdiction, PERKAP No. 10/2010.
Model Digital Proof Cabinet (DEC) is able to
manage digital evidence using access control.
According to [28] access control in DEC can
implement appropriate rule policies not only not just
applying simple authentication and authorization
methods.
The next component is a phase in the digital
forensic investigation, an explanation of this general
phase of digital forensics was put forward by [2]
which consists of four phases, namely Collection,
Examination, Analysis, Reporting. The purpose of
this digital forensics activity is to transform the
media into evidence that can be used to help to solve
a case or incident.

5.3 Design and Development
This stage begins by extracting the four digital
forensic models developed by [7], [12]–[14] to obtain
the phase and process of digital forensic activity that
suits the needs of DFWM development. The Digital
Forensics Business Model by [6] is the basic model
of DFWM development to identify the interactions of
various components, people, evidence and processes
in digital forensics. Every process of digital forensic
model extracted into suitable phases. That phases
identified in accordance with the interaction as
follow:
1. A↔E, Interaction between person involved in the
investigation, namely Actor (A) with existing
evidence, named with Evidence (E);
2. E↔D, Interaction between evidence obtained,
i.e. Evidence (E) with the handling and recording
of evidence, that is Documentation (D);
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3. A↔P, Interaction between Actor (A) and the
process is done to perform the digital forensic
activity, that is Process (P);
4. E↔P, Interaction between Evidence (E) with
Process (P);

5. N, mean None, which indicates no interaction
between the actor, the evidence, or the process
that occurred.
Design and development results in the form of
Digital Forensic Workflow Model (DFWM) can be
seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Digital Forensic Workflow Model (DFWM).
Explanation Digital forensics activity based on the
workflow modeled in Figure 2 as follows:
1. Conduct a physical investigation of the crime
scene after the preparation process for the
investigation of case and crimes;
2. Collect potential evidence obtained at the scene
and perform a live acquisition if necessary;
3. Categorize evidence obtained into electronic
evidence, multimedia evidence, and evidence of
results from live acquisition (network capture or
volatile data);
4. Imaging for electronic evidence using tools in the
form of hardware or software;
5. Storing electronic evidence to the storage of
physical evidence that its security and access
control is governed by the Physical Evidence
Storage Officer;
6. Obtain digital evidence that is the result of
imaging of electronic evidence, in the form of
multimedia evidence and evidence of the results
of network traffic capture or volatile data;
7. Storing digital evidence into DEC with access
control by DEC Officers;
8. Digital evidence may be downloaded for the
purpose of investigating a case or crime;

9. The actor downloaded digital evidence from
DEC to explore and probe potential evidence
relating to the event being investigated;
10. The actor analyzes the data obtained for
processing into useful information for completion
and verification;
11. Review the information obtained or the results of
the investigation of the formulated hypothesis.
The purpose of this phase is to ensure that the
information obtained is relevant to the case
12. The final phase in a series of digital forensics
workflows is reporting. This report is manifested
in a document containing data, evidence findings,
information obtained from a case/crime, and may
also contain various other supporting documents.
This report document can also be used for future
case resolution references. Delivering the
findings in court is also included at this phase if
necessary;
13. Digital forensic investigation workflow is
completed.
Based on the digital forensic activities described in
Table 2 and Interactions shown by Actor (A),
Evidence (E), and Evidence Storage (S) in Figure 2,
the following six phases of the digital investigation
process are:
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1. Incident/Crime Scene Investigation (W1)
Physical investigation of the crime scene is the first
activity in the digital forensics workflow. The
investigation is carried out after completing all
administrative requirements and preparing the
necessary equipment. The physical investigation
activity begins by securing and documenting the
crime scene and possible evidence. The W1 phase
also conducts a survey of the crime scene and
conducts interviews. This interview activity is
performed by the system administrator, the person at
the crime scene, and possible resources. The next
activity is to conduct a digital crime scene
investigation, for the investigation that cannot be
separated between the physical crime scene and
digital crime scene, then the investigation can be
done simultaneously [12]. In conducting an
investigation of the crime scene, a forensic triage
process can be done to obtain important information
at the scene that can be used to support a digital
forensic investigation as a whole [29]. The next
activity is to determine the appropriate approach to
complete the incident under investigation. The choice
of approach is adapted to the incidents occurring or
the similarity of cases that have been resolved in the
past. Subsequent activities include restrictions on
communication against electronic devices in the
crime scene which aims to maintain the integrity of
evidence and keep evidence in order not to change.
2. Collection and Acquisition (W2)
The W2 phase begins by finding the trigger of the
incident and looking for potential evidence at the
scene of the case. All potential evidence obtained is
identified and collected according to the appropriate
category. These categories include electronic
evidence, multimedia evidence, and volatile
data/network traces from the live acquisition process.
A live acquisition is one method of gathering
evidence when a suspected computer can be used as
electronic evidence cannot be turned off for static
acquisition. This direct acquisition process cannot be
repeated because the data can continuously increase
and change from the operating system factor of the
suspected computer. In making this direct acquisition
data is possible to change because it is not protected
by the write protect [30].
All evidence must be kept authentic by evaluating
and maintaining the integrity of the evidence. The
next activity is to perform reduction and compression
potential to facilitate the examination and analysis
phase. All evidence obtained is recorded, labeled,
documented and included in the evidence bags.
Confiscation of evidence may be made where
necessary. All the evidence obtained was transferred
to the laboratory for examination and analysis. This
activity should be accompanied by a list of inventory

of evidence to ensure completeness of the submitted
evidence. Electronic evidence obtained should be
duplicate or imaging using digital forensic tools to
maintain the authenticity of the evidence. Imaging
results are performed by using the hashing method to
ensure that the imaging result is a representation of
the original evidence [13]. The next process is to
request the right of access to the officer to store
electronic evidence to the place of physical evidence.
Imaging results are also stored in DEC, so
investigators, analysts, IT professionals/Experts can
download digital evidence for review and analysis.
3. Exploration and Examination (W3)
Exploration, examination, and analysis may be
performed by the investigator, analyst, or private
agency appointed to assist in the investigation. The
first process of W3 is to examine the possibility of
applying anti-forensics to the evidence obtained.
Digital evidence is extracted to scan headers and
footers of possible data. The data obtained are then
narrowed, grouped and compared to obtain
information relevant to the incidents investigated.
The last activity of this phase is to prepare the
hypothesis of the results of the investigation.
4. Analysis (W4)
The W4 phase begins by linking the findings with
people and incidents to find the cause. The findings
data were evaluated to confirm the correctness of the
hypotheses. The process is continued by interpreting
the findings data to prove the incident or the crime to
be continued by reconstructing the incident. All
findings data obtained are communicated to
interested parties or related parties.
5. Review (W5)
The W5 phase begins with a review of the
hypotheses and findings data obtained for
improvement and addition of information.
Subsequent activities in the form of reporting phase
based on incidents, data findings, and hypotheses that
have been tested.
6. Reporting (W6)
The W6 phase is to summarize the findings during
the investigation to obtain information useful in case
settlement. The next process is to process a report
document. The report should be accompanied by a
description of the incident, evidence obtained,
findings data, relevant information, and various
supporting documents in the investigation. The report
document is made in triplicate. Two report
documents for the prosecutor's office and one report
document to be archived. Archiving aims as a future
reference source for solving similar cases.
Presentation of the findings in the trial conducted by
the Expert is also included in phase W6.
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5.4 Demonstration
The demonstration stage is done to see how valid
DFWM is generated. This stage consists of two steps,
namely to validate the BPMN elements used to build
DFWM and validate the process to see the
effectiveness of the process in digital forensic
activities. Both ways are done using Bizagi Modeler
tools, the same tools to build DFWM. This BPMN
element validation aims to ensure accuracy in the use
of elements according to BPMN rules. Error using
elements will result in no process validation.
Therefore, it is necessary to change the appropriate
elements. In DFWM this is done validation of
elements that can be known from the notification
system validation element Bizagi Modeler in the
form of "diagrams validated without error, warning
or information messages". Therefore, the next
demonstration step is to validate the DFWM process.
Validation of the DFWM process begins by
determining the number of repetition scenarios for
the process of forensic activity performed. The value
of process repetition suggested by [31] is 30
repetitions. It aims to ensure that the process is
repeated stable. In addition to determining the
number of repetitions, it should also specify the
probability scenario of the existing process flow
branches, namely the "type of evidence" and
"action?" Sections in the resulting DFWM artifact.
Next, run the process validation system from Bizagi
Modeler. The result of demonstration process or
system testing from DFWM is successful, this can be
seen in Figure 2 which shows the value of the
validation process. This is indicated by the “start”
input value and the DFWM "end" output value shows
the same process repetition value, which is 30. This
means that all processes are systematically and
structured. Because if there is an error in the flow of
the process, it will cause one of the processes
performed cannot be resolved or experiencing
recurrence constantly. This will make the output
values and input values unbalanced or equal.
The success of the process validation is also shown
in each activity value that is present in the DFWM.
The first digital forensic investigation activity of
"Incident/Crime Scene Inspection" also shows a
value of 30, corresponding to the input value of the
process repetition. The same values are also shown
for the second activity, "Collect, Acquire Evidence &
Live Acquisition". Meanwhile, in the "Type of
Evidence" experienced a breakdown of values
because there is a branching process performed. The
input value for the process return of Type of
Evidence is 30, then the value is splitting into three
parts according to the specified probability value, i.e.
multimedia evidence of 33%, electronic evidence
34%, and volatile data/evidence, capture Result by
33%. Thus, the value of the process return for

"Multimedia Evidence" is 11, the value for
"Electronic Evidence" is 13, and the value for
"Volatile Data/Evidence, Capture Result" is 6. The
value of these three types of pieces of evidence if
summed will result in the same value of the Type of
Evidence value, 30 (11 + 13 + 6).
The electronic evidence value section will also be
splitting for two different activities, namely "Imaging
Evidence using the Tools" of 8 and the "Store
Electronic Evidence to Physical Evidence Storage"
activity of 5. Both of these values are summed to be
equal to the value of Electronic Evidence of 12 (8 +
5). Furthermore, the value portion of the Imaging
Evidence using the Tools activity, the evidence type
of Multimedia Evidence, and Volatile Data/Evidence,
Capture Result will be passed to the value of input
for "Digital Evidence", which is 25 (8 + 11 + 6). The
value of process return from Digital Evidence and
Store Electronic Evidence to Physical Evidence
Storage activities will be continued as an input value
for "Store Digital Evidence to Digital Evidence
Cabinets" activity, which is 30 (25 + 5). This value
will continue as the value of the process repetition
input for "Pick Up/Download Digital Evidence". The
next digital forensic workflow is a "Exploration and
Examination" activity, followed by "Analysis", then
"Review", to get to the "Reporting" with a process
repetition value of 30. This value of 30 becomes the
input and output value of the process loop for each
activity. Until finally the digital forensics workflow
is finished with a value of 30 as well.
The successful testing of this DFWM process will
be evaluated by submitting questionnaires to law
enforcement and IT/Expert/Digital Forensic Analyst
professionals on DFWM implementation to the
practice of digital forensic activities for cases or
incident that have been completed. List of questions
asked include:
1. Does DFWM comply with the workforce of
digital forensic investigation that is practiced or
according to work experience that has been done
by Respondents?
2. Does DFWM fit into the digital forensic
investigation workflow that should be done to
deal with the real case?
3. Is there a phase in DFWM that is not in actual
digital forensic investigation practice?
4. Is DFWM eligible to be applied for digital
forensic investigation in actual practice?
5. Will the respondents apply DFWM as a reference
for digital forensic investigation?
6. Provide a DFWM conformity rating with a
digital forensic investigation workflow in actual
practice?
Question in form of acceptance questionnaire.
Respondents provide answers in the form of "Agree"
or "Disagree" with the appropriate reasons included.
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5.5 Evaluation
The next step is an evaluation that aims to measure
how well DFWM can support solutions to related
problems, i.e. to translate the processes undertaken in
digital forensic investigations into a more structured
way by considering personnel performing forensic
activities, workflow sequences, and the handling of
evidence and crime scenes. This stage is done by
filing a DFWM acceptance questionnaire to six
respondents consisting of three Police Officers, one
Prosecutor's Office Personnel, and two Professional
IT/Experts/Digital Forensic Analyst. The selection of
respondents is based on expertise and professions
directly related to digital forensic practice. The
purpose of the filing of this admissions questionnaire
is to determine the degree of conformity of DFWM
with digital forensic practice. The six respondents
gave different results. For the results of the
questionnaire is in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The value of the suitability DFWM
The average value of the six respondents'
assessment of DFWM conformity with the practice
of digital forensic workflow in case or incident
inquiry based on the acceptance questionnaire is 7. 2.
This indicates that DFWM is in conformity with the
practice of digital forensic activities and DFWM is
reasonably feasible to apply as a workflow guide.
According to the results of the acceptance
questionnaire, the DFWM compliance level with this
digital forensic practice is influenced by the
condition of the organization or agency, the readiness
of human resources, infrastructure, forensic
equipment, the type of incidents or cases handled,
and the crime scene conditions.

5.6 Communication
This phase of DSRM ends with publication of
research results to the International Journal of CyberSecurity and Digital Forensic (IJCSDF) to be
communicated to readers, professionals in digital
forensics, and researchers to update artefacts, the
Digital Forensic Workflow Model (DFWM).

6 DISCUSSION
Based on the results of the workflow model in
Figure 2 and a brief description of the explanation of
digital forensic activity in Table 2 above the Digital
Forensic Design Workforce Development (DFWM)

uses the Design Research paradigm with the Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) approach. The
Design Science Research paradigm was chosen
because the research was more solution-oriented
rather than problem-oriented [32]. Digital forensic
models developed by many researchers are more
focused on the phases that need to be done in
carrying out forensic activities. However, DFWM
seeks to explain the processes that occur from each
phase of digital forensics and its association with the
various components involved in the forensic activity.
In any digital forensic investigation, it will involve
components in the form of actors/personnel/human
resources performing activities, crime scene
handling, and management of evidence obtained.
Thus, DFWM can be used to explain the
interconnections and interactions that occur between
these components. In addition, Design Science
Research is an appropriate discipline to produce
artifacts, which can be either model, method, or
instantiation [11]. Furthermore, [11] develops Design
Science Research Methodology (DSRM) as a
research framework or procedure based on the
principles of Design Science Research. Therefore,
selected DSRM to produce Digital Forensic
Workflow Model. This DFWM is a model that
explains a structured and systematic forensic digital
workflow with a business model approach. In
addition, DSRM provides emphasis on the creation
and improvement of artifacts, evaluation, and
solutions to a problem [32]. Thus, the creation of
DFWM is not just a concept but can be evaluated and
offer solutions.
The DSRM provides sequential steps to develop
DFWM, so that appropriate extraction of digital
forensic activity can be obtained based on identified
problems and solutions. When forensic activity is
successfully deployed, DSRM provides guidance for
the basic design and development of new artifacts of
the DFWM. In fact, DSRM provides a very flexible
advantage in running the demonstration phase. This
demonstration stage, in addition to simulations, case
studies, and evidence, can also be done with other
customized activities [11]. It is a little difficult to
demonstrate from a workflow model that explains
digital forensics activities. Therefore, demonstration
steps using system testing using Bizagi Modeler
software or tools. Because demonstrations can be
tangible resources of effective knowledge about the
use of artefacts [11]. DSRM also presents an
evaluation phase to measure how well DFWM can be
applied to support the solution of multiple
frameworks or digital forensic forecasting models.
Updates from DFWM are made easier with the
communication offered by DSRM. However, DSRM
may contain unnecessary elements in some design
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contexts in practice or even too general to support the
design of a person [11].
Digital Forensic Workflow Model that is produced
using DSRM is expected to support Standard
Operational Procedure (SOP) of an organization in
conducting an investigation of incidents or cases
related to computer crime, cyber-crime, and
computer related crime. This is because DFWM
provides a structured digital forensic investigation
model that explains the needs of required
personnel/actors/human resources, the various types
of evidence, the handling and recording of evidence,
how to handle crime scenes, and the process of any
forensic activity that must be done systematically.
DFWM can describe the interactions that occur
between each of the related components, so the need
to be met in digital forensic investigation becomes
clearer and easier to understand. The convenience
can make the settlement of a case or an incident more
effective because the links between people, evidence,
and processes become clearer. Thus, DFWM presents
not only the process of forensic activity but also the
critical personnel and management needs of
evidence. Because the evidence must be kept
authenticity, validity, chain of custody [33]. The
evidence must also meet the five main characteristics,
namely Admissible, Authentic, Complete, Reliable,
Believable [34]. Because the evidence must be
maintained for integrity to ensure that the
information contained therein does not change from
the first discovered, to the forensic process, to use in
the court [35]. It is expected that DFWM can serve as
an integrated workflow guide as it explains the
interactions between actors conducting forensic
activities, possible evidences, and digital evidence
cabinets as well as physical evidence by following
the chain of custody and documenting rules.
DFWM can be applied in organizations,
companies, and private agencies as a workflow guide
in conducting digital investigations. This is
evidenced by three respondents out of a total of six
respondents willing to implement DFWM in their
institutions or organizations. Two respondents are
willing to implement DFWM as a guide for digital
forensic investigation workflow that is firstly tailored
to the internal administration and applicable SOPs.
DFWM has successfully accommodated aspects of
digital forensics required. Furthermore, one
respondent is willing to make DFWM as the basic
reference for SOP Digital Forensic Analysis Team
(DFAT) for handling chain of custody. For further
verification should DFWM be applied to solve cases
or incidents directly. Because in Design Science
Research a design and evidence of the usefulness of
the artifact is the main component [11].

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The choice of DSRM is precisely, because it
produces a solution of a problem in the form of a new
artifact, the Digital Forensic Workflow Model
(DFWM) that can explain the complexity of
components present in the forensic digital
investigation phase, in the form of evidence,
evidence storage, chain of custody, and process
forensic activity in a structured and systematic way.
Through DFWM can be known accuracy in the
placement of appropriate personnel/actors in
conducting digital forensic workflow in the order of
processes to be done, thereby increasing the
effectiveness in the settlement of cases or events. The
interaction of these components in digital forensics
can be understood easily because DFWM is
developed using the BPMN approach which is also
tested.
The first test of the system using Bizagi Modeler
which aims to ensure that the flow of processes
operate in accordance with BPMN rules. The second
test uses a model acceptance questionnaire that aims
to determine the degree of conformity of DFWM
with the practice of digital forensic investigation by
private agencies, organizations or agencies. The
results of the questionnaire stated that DFWM as a
whole can be applied in the practice of digital
forensic investigation because it got a pretty good
average score of six respondents. However, in the
application of DFWM is influenced by two main
factors, namely the condition of the organization and
the condition of the case. Organizational conditions
are influenced by the availability of human resources,
laboratory infrastructure, and the availability of
forensic tools. Meanwhile, case condition is
influenced by case specification, crime scene
condition, sequence of investigation process done.
DFWM is expected to be a solution for enhancing the
more structured and integrated forensic investigation
process within the organization by making
adjustments to the internal SOP of the organization.
The contributions of this DFWM can serve as a
guide for activities within the digital inquiry
workflow. The use of BPMN's approach also proves
that the business model can not only explain the
business processes of an enterprise, but can also be
used to explain the process of digital inquiry with
related components. DFWM in future research can be
developed with workflow schemes when law
enforcement agencies or institutions want external
help. Because in DFWM law enforcement agencies,
institutions, and private agencies (external parties)
are assumed to be in the same condition, that is, the
part of the Actor/Personnel. It would be better if the
condition is divided into Internal Actor and External
Actor.
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Abstract— Cloud providers use virtualization technologies
combined with self-service capabilities for computing
resources via network infrastructure. In recent time,
massive growth in big data generated through cloud has
been noticed. This massive growth of data in the cloud has
security issues and challenges. Sensitive data outsourced
into the cloud needs to be encrypted and this makes
searching and retrieval of the data very difficult since we
have voluminous data store in the cloud. In this paper, we
address this difficulty by proposing an Identity-based
technique with ranking for multi-keywords search
(IDERMKS) scheme enabling data users to search for and
retrieve encrypted files that has been outsourced into the
cloud by a data owner. The retrieved encrypted files are
ranked based on their relevance scores and the top-k
relevant files are then returned by the cloud to the data
user. The data user then obtains a decryption key from the
appropriate data owner to decrypt the selected file. The
security requirement of our scheme is provably secure and
the performance of our scheme is also more efficient as
compared to other Public-key Encryption with Keyword
Search (PEKS) schemes.
Keywords— Cloud Computing, Identity-Based Encryption,
Ranked Multi-Keyword Search, Privacy Preserving

1.

INTRODUCTION

As the volume of data keep increasing tremendously, the
challenge is not only on how to store and manage these data
but also on how to effectively and efficiently analyze these
data to gain knowledge in making smart decision [1][2][3] and
also on the security and privacy issues of these data.
Cloud computing has recently emerged as the promising
technology for handling big data. Cloud computing is a
network-based environment that centers on sharing
computations or resources. Today, Cloud computing is one of

the most thrilling technologies due to its ability to decrease
costs relating to computing while increasing flexibility and
scalability for computer processes. It is a revolutionary
technology that has influenced how computer hardware and
software are designed [4]. It provide enormous benefit like on
demand and decreased cost of usage, easy access, quick
deployment, flexibility, resource management etc. These
benefits have accounted for different data owners outsourcing
voluminous data onto the cloud. IT organizations have
articulated concern about critical security issues that exist with
the widespread implementation of cloud computing.
Security in cloud has been one of the most argued-about issues
in the field of cloud computing. The risks of compromised
security and privacy may be lesser when the data were to be
stored on individual machines instead of in cloud. This has
made privacy preserving a very important concern in cloud
computing. Although cloud service providers are able to
deliver highly available storage and massively parallel
computing resources, the security and privacy of data stored
on the cloud is a big challenge since the server might be
curious or might illegally inspect and access user’s sensitive
data and also unauthorized users may be able to intercept
people’s data. Outsourcing data into the cloud is economically
attractive for the cost and complexity of long-term large-scale
data storage, however, it does not offer any guarantee on data
integrity and availability. This problem may impede the
successful deployment of the cloud architecture. Traditional
cryptographic primitives for the purpose of data security
protection cannot be directly adopted on data as users no
longer possess the storage of their data physically. Thus, how
to efficiently verify the correctness of outsourced cloud data
without the local copy of data files becomes a big challenge
for data storage security in Cloud Computing. Therefore, to
fully guarantee the security of the data and save the cloud
users’ computation resources, it is of appropriately importance
to enable public auditability for cloud data storage so that the
users may resort to a Third Party Auditor (TPA), who has the
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expertise and capabilities to audit the outsourced data when
needed[5].
For the outsourced data not to be leaked to external parties,
exploiting data encryption before outsourcing is one way to
alleviate this privacy concern. However, without an
appropriate designed auditing protocol, encryption itself
cannot prevent data from “flowing away” towards external
parties during the auditing process. Encryption of the data
helps in protecting data confidentiality of the user but
searching for data also becomes a challenge. Secure search
over encrypted data was first initiated by Song et al [6] .They
proposed a cryptographic primitive concept called searchable
encryption which enables users to perform a keyword-based
search on an encrypted data, just as on plaintext data.
Wang et al [7] were the first to define secure search over
encrypted cloud data, however, further development has been
made by [8], [9], [10], [11] which incur high storage and
computational cost. These researches and more, seeks to
reduce computation and storage cost and also enrich the
category of search functions such as fuzzy keyword search,
secure ranked multi-keyword search and similarity based
search but they are limited to single-owner model.
In 1984, Shamir [12] designed a public key encryption scheme
in which the public key can be an arbitrary string. Shamir
proposed the idea of identity-based cryptography in such a
scheme there are four algorithms: Setup, Extract, Encrypt and
Decrypt. The notion of identity based cryptosystem is that the
public key can be an arbitrary string. Shamir's original
motivation for identity-based encryption was to simplify
certificate management in e-mail systems. Since the problem
was posed in 1984 there have been several proposals for IBE
schemes [13][14][15][16]. Boneh and Franklin in 2001,
designed the first practical identity-based cryptosystem [17].
Zhang et al [18] defined a multi-owner model for privacy
preserving keyword search over encrypted cloud data,
however, their scheme did not use an identity based
encryption scheme. A similar system was proposed in [19] of
which a cryptographic techniques, query, response
randomization and ranking capability was used. However, IDE
was not used in their system and the approach used in the
scheme formulation is quite different from our scheme.
The literatures reviewed above elaborate various concepts on
cloud computing, security in cloud, auditable cloud data,
searchable encryption, ranked multi-keyword search, privacy
preserving, and identity-based cryptography. However, none
of these literatures considered combining these concepts.
In our work, we propose an Identity-based technique with
ranking for multi-keywords search (IDERMKS) in cloud. The
framework of our scheme and its security requirements are
defined. We prove that our proposed scheme satisfies the

ciphertext and trapdoor indistinguishability in the random
oracle [20][21]. Finally, we demonstrate the advantage of our
IDERMKS scheme by comparing with previous PEKS
schemes.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the
system model, threat model, design goals and the architectural
design, Section III defines the preliminaries, Section IV
outlines the algorithms and the security requirements of our
scheme. We present the proposed IDERMKS scheme and its
security analysis in Section V. Section VI, we briefly outline
the privacy preserving ranking method which we adopted from
[18], Section VII gives the performance analysis of our scheme
and we conclude in section VIII.

2.

SYSTEM AND THREAT MODEL, DESIGN GOALS AND
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

In this section, we describe the system model, threat model,
design goals, and gives the architectural design of our
proposed scheme.
2.1 System Model
In the proposed IDERMKS scheme, we have three entities
namely; data owner, data user and cloud server. The data user
has a collection of files that have to be outsourced to the
cloud. Before outsourcing, these files need to be encrypted in
order to ensure the confidentiality of the files. To enable
efficient and adequate search operation on these files, the data
owner builds a secure searchable index on keywords sets
extracted from the files. The data owner then outsource the
encrypted files together with their indexes to the cloud server.
When a data user wants to search keywords over these
encrypted files, the data user submit the hashed keywords to
the data owner which are then used by the data owner to create
a trapdoor for the data user. Upon receiving the trapdoor, the
data user submit it to the cloud. The cloud server then searches
through the encrypted indexes of each data owner and return
the corresponding set of files for the indexes that matches and
have the same pattern as that of the trapdoor. The cloud then
rank these files based on their relevance score and return the
top-k important files to the data user. The data user can then
obtains a decryption key from the data owner to decrypt the
file.
2.2 Threat Model
In the threat model, we assume that the cloud server is honest
but curious. The server follows our protocol but keen to know
the content of the encrypted files, keywords and the relevance
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scores which is the same as in [18]. The data owner and data
users who are authenticated by PKI are assumed to be trusted.
2.3 Design Goals
In order to ensure the privacy preserving of the ranked multikeyword search, the proposed IDERMKS scheme should
satisfy some of the security and performance goals in [18].
The proposed IDERMKS should;
a) Enable multi-keyword search over encrypted files
from different data owners.
b) Not hinder new data owners from entering the
system, thus, providing data user scalability.
c) Ensure that authenticated data users perform correct
and appropriate search

3.

This section gives brief review of the various concepts of
bilinear pairing, identity-based encryption and other related
mathematical problems used in this paper.
3.1 Bilinear Pairing
Let (G1, ) and (G 2, ) be cyclic groups of prime order q . Let

g1 and g 2 be the generator of G1 and G 2 respectively. Let e
be a bilinear map defined as e : G1  G1  G2 which satisfies
the following conditions:
a)

Bilinearity: If

P, Q  G1

and

a, b  Zq* , then

e(aP, bQ)  e( P, Q)ab
b) Non-degenerate: e( P, Q)  1
c)

2.4 Architectural Design
Our proposed scheme enables a data user to perform a search
over encrypted cloud data by making a multi-keyword search
query which protect the system-wide privacy in cloud
computing. The use of keyword relevance is an intermediate
similarity semantic that has been selected among numerous
semantics, in which a number of keywords from the search
query is used. The appearance of keywords in the file will be
used to measure the relevance of that file to the query. The
ranking system used in our scheme proves to be very effective
and efficient in implementing and returning the highly
relevant files to terms submitted in the search query. Ranked
based search can appropriately eliminate unnecessary network
traffics by returning only the top relevant files which are of
user’s interest. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed
IDERMKS that outlines the various processes and entities of
the scheme.

PRELIMINARIES

Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to
compute e( P, Q) , P, Q  G1

3.2 Identity-Based Encryption
An identity-based scheme has four algorithms: Setup, Extract,
Encrypt and Decrypt.
a)

Setup: It takes a security parameter k and returns
system parameters ( params ) and a master-key. The

system parameters include a description of finite
message space M and a description of a finite cipher
text space C . Ideally, the system parameters will be
publicly known, while the master-key will be known
only to the Private Key Generator (PKG).
b) Extract: It take as input params , master-key and an
arbitrary string ID which will be used as the public
key ID {1,0}* and d is the corresponding private

c)

decryption key. The extract algorithm extract a
private key from the given public key.
Encrypt: It take param, ID and M  M as input and

returns C  C .
d) Decrypt: It takes as input

and private key d

and

param, C  C

returns

and

M  M .These

algorithm must satisfy the standard constraint such
that if d is the private key generated by the Extract
algorithm when given the public key ID ,then
M  M : Encrypt(param, ID, M) = C and

Decrypt(param, C, d ) = M
3.3 Other mathematically related problems and assumptions.
Here, we give two mathematical hard problems and also
define their corresponding assumptions
a) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem: The BDH
problem in e, G1, G 2 is defined as follows: Given
Figure 1: Architecture of IDERMKS
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P, aP, bP, cP  G1 for some a, b, c  Zq* , compute

e( P, P)abc  G 2 .
b) Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem: The
CDH problem in e, G1, G 2 is defined as follows:
Given P, aP, bP  G1 for some a, b  Zq* , the CDH
problem is to compute abP  G1
Definition 1: Given  P, aP, bP, cP  G1 for some

a, b, c  Zq* , the BDH assumption is that, there is no
probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A with a nonnegligible probability that can compute e( P, P)abc  G 2 . The
adversary A is said to have an advantage

AdvBDH(t )  Pr[ A( P, aP, bP, cP)  e( P, P) abc ]   within a
running time t .
Definition 2: Given  P, aP, bP  G1 for some a, b  Zq* , the
CDH assumption is that, there is no probabilistic polynomialtime adversary A with a non-negligible probability that can
compute abP  G1 . The adversary A is said to have an
advantage AdvCDH(t )  Pr[ A( P, aP, bP)  abP]   within a
running time t .

4.

ALGORITHMS AND SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS

We define the algorithms and security requirements for the
proposed IDERMKS by modifying the ones in [8] [17] [22].
4.1 Algorithms
An IDERMKS scheme consist of seven (7) algorithms,
outlined as follows:
a) Setup algorithm: This is a probabilistic algorithm
which takes as input, a security parameter l . It then
output a master secret key and a master public key
Ppub .
b) Key extract algorithm: This is a deterministic
algorithm which takes a user’s identity, a master
secret key and system parameters as input and the
output a user Secret key skID .
c) IDERMKS algorithm: This is a probabilistic
algorithm which takes a public key of the data owner,
a set of keywords in a document and system
parameters as input and then output IDERMKS
ciphertext which is the searchable index I . The data
owner encrypts each document with Symmetric-Key
Encryption method using different keys for each
document. The data owner then encrypts the

symmetric keys with a Public Key Encryption which
has blinding capabilities and in our case an IdentityBased Encryption method will be used.
d) Trapdoor generation algorithm: This is a
probabilistic algorithm which takes as input a
multiple keywords, data user’s secret key and system
parameters and then generate the trapdoor Tw .
e) Test algorithm: This is a deterministic algorithm
which takes as input the IDERMKS ciphertext I ,
trapdoor Tw and system parameters. Upon receiving
a query request Tw from the user, the cloud server
match the queried keywords from all keywords stored
on it against the query request. It then extract all files
that contain the query request to obtain a candidate
file set.
f) Ranking algorithm: The cloud ranks the files in the
candidate file set obtained after running the testing
algorithm and find the top-k relevant file. An order
and privacy preserving encoding scheme which
encodes the relevance score to obtain the top-k search
result will be adopted into our IDERMKS scheme.
g) Retrieval algorithm: This algorithm takes a blinded
encrypted symmetric key as input and output a
blinded symmetric key which was used to encrypt a
document.
4.2 Security Requirements
An IDERMKS scheme must meet the following security
requirements: (1) ciphertext indistinguishability and
(2) trapdoor indistinquishability.
4.2.1
Ciphertext indistinguishability
We define a security for Indistinguishability of Ciphertext
from Ciphertext of Chosen Keyword Attack (IND-CC-CKA)
of the IDERMKS scheme. The Game interaction between an
adversary A and a challenger C below defines the security of
our scheme.
Game 1 a) Setup: The Challenger C runs the setup algorithm to
generate the master private key and a master public
key Ppub . C generate A’s private key skIDA by running
the key extract algorithm with the corresponding
public key for the identity IDA . The C’s master public
key Ppub and the system parameters are given to the
adversary A. The challenger then keeps the master
private key msk and gives A’s private key skIDA to
him.
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b) Phase 1: The adversary A may make series of
different queries to challenger C in an adaptive
manner as follows:
 Key generation queries: The adversary gives
an identity IDA to the Challenger. The
challenger returns skIDA to A by running the
key extract algorithm.
 Trapdoor queries: A makes this queries for
keywords W , the challenger C returns the
trapdoor Tw for keyword W to A by running
the Trapdoor Generation algorithm.
c)

Challenge: The adversary A sends ( IDC* ,W 0*W 1* ) to
the Challenger C where W 0* and W 1* are two
challenged keywords. C chooses a random value
b {0,1} and uses Wb* to generate IDERMKS

ciphertext I * by running the IDERMKS algorithm
then send the result ciphertext to the adversary A.
d) Phase 2: Adversary A continues to make the key
extract queries for any identity IDi and the trapdoor
query for any keyword Wi to the challenger C subject
to the restriction that IDi  IDc* and

Wi  {W 0* or W 1*} .
e)

c)

Challenge:
*

The
*

adversary

A

sends

*

( IDC ,W 0 W 1 ) to the Challenger C where
W 0* and W 1* are two challenged keywords. C
*
chooses a random value b {0,1} and uses Wb to
compute a trapdoor Twb

*

by running the trapdoor

algorithm. The restrictions are that IDi  IDc

*

and Wi  {W 0

*

or W 1*} . The Challenger then sends
*

the trapdoor Twb to A
d) Phase 2: This phase is same as one defined in Game
1.
e) Guess: Finally, the adversary A output a guess of a
value

b' {0,1} . A wins the game if b'  b .

From the game 2 above, we define the advantage of the
adversary A in breaking the trapdoor indistinguishability as
the probability that the adversary A wins.
Definition 4: An IDERMKS scheme is said to have satisfied
trapdoor indistinquishability against adaptive chosen plaintext
attack if no adversary have a non-negligible advantage in
Game 2.

Guess: Finally, the adversary A output a guess of a
value b'  {0,1} . A wins the game if b'  b

From the game above, we define the advantage of the
adversary A in breaking the ciphertext indistinguishability as
the probability that the adversary A wins.

Definition 3: An IDERMKS scheme is said to have satisfied
ciphertext indistinquishability against adaptive chosen
plaintext attack if no adversary have a non-negligible
advantage in Game 1.
4.2.2
Trapdoor indistinguishability
This means that an adversary is unable to distinguish the
trapdoor for two challenged keywords chosen by him. A
Game between a probabilistic polynomial time adversary A
and a challenger C has been defined in Game 2 to represent
the trapdoor indistinguishability.

5.

THE PROPOSED IDERMKS
SECURITY ANALYSIS

SCHEME

AND

ITS

5.1 The Proposed IDERMKS Scheme
The proposed scheme consist of seven algorithms: System
Setup, Key Extract, IDERMKS, Trapdoor Generation, Test,
Ranking and Retrieval. Details of scheme is outlined below:
a) Setup: Given l as a security parameter, a trusted
Private Key Generator (PKG) runs the setup
algorithm as follows in order to generate a master
private key and a master public key. Let G1 be an
additive cyclic group generated by P with a prime
order of q and Let G2 be a multiplicative cyclic
group with same prime order q . The PKG generate a
bilinear map e : G1  G1  G2 . The PKG randomly
chooses a master secret key x  Zq* and compute the
system public key Ppub as Ppub  x.P . Let H 1 , H 2

Game 2 –
a) Setup: This phase is same as defined in Game 1.
b) Phase 1: In this phase, the Adversary A makes a
number of dissimilar of queries to the Challenger C
in an adaptive manner. This phase is also same as one
defined in Game1.

and H 3 be three cryptographic hash function such
that H 1 :{0,1}*  G1* , H 2 :{0,1}*  G1*
and H 3 : G 2  {0,1}n where n is a fixed length
depending on l . The algorithm then publishes the
system’s parameters
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{G1, G2, e, H 1, H 2, H 3, P, Ppub, n, params} and the

master secret keys x is kept secret.
b) Key Extract: Given a user’s identity IDi {0,1}* , the
PKG computes user’s private key as skIDi  xQIDi
where QIDi  H 1( IDi ) .
c)

IDERMKS: The data owner chooses a random value

a  Zq* and compute the searchable index on a set of
keywords for a document as I  (U ,V ) where
U  aQID and V  H 3(k ) and k is computed as
k  e(U , Ppub)e( H 2(wi), P) .

d) Trapdoor Generation: Let W be the set of keywords
that the data user want to search for. The data user
compute t  H 2(W ) and sends it to the data owner.

e)

5.2.1
Ciphertext Indistinguishability
We demonstrate that the proposed IDERMKS scheme satisfies
ciphertext indistinguishability under an adaptive chosen
plaintext attack. For the security of our scheme to be
simplified, we prove a lemma in which the adversary is
assumed to be an outside attacker.

The data owner then generate the trapdoor
Tw  askID  t and sends it to the data user.
Test: Given the IDERMKS ciphertext index I and
the trapdoor Tw , the cloud server runs the test
algorithm to check if H 3(e(Tw, P)  V then it will

return file and it ID.
Ranking: We adopt a privacy preserving ranked
search scheme implement in [18] into our IDERMKS
scheme to facilitate the ranking of the candidate file
to determine which file is more relevant to a certain
keyword according to the encoded relevance scores.
In this ranking scheme, the cloud server makes a
comparison of the encoded relevant scores of the files
without knowing the actual contents of the files.
g) Retrieval: Given the Identity Based Encryption of the
symmetric key C  (C1, C 2) where C1  rP and
f)

C 2  sk.(e( Ppub, QID)r ) where r  Zq* used to encrypt
the document. The data user blind C by computing

C '  (C )  (C1 , C 2 ) and sends it to the data
owner. The data owner returns

sk   C 2 .e(r Ppub, QID)1 to the data user. The secret
key can be deduced thereafter and be used to decrypt
the encrypted document [23].

5.2 Security Analysis of the Proposed IDERMKS Scheme
We prove our IDERMKS system is a non-interactive
searchable encryption scheme that is semantically secure in a
random oracle model [20][21][22]. The proof of security relies
on the difficulty of the BDH and CDH problem.

Lemma 5.2.1 We assume that is an adversary A with a nonnegligible probability  1 can break the ciphertext
indistinguishability of the proposed IDERMKS scheme in the
random oracle under an adaptive chosen plaintext attack, then
there exist a challenger C with a non-negligible probability
2 1
who can solve the BDH problem where qR

e(qR  1).qH 3
and qH 3 represents the maximum numbers of making key
extract and H 3 queries respectively.

Proof: The Challenger C is given an input of the Bilinear
Diffie Hellman (BDH) parameters as {q, G1, G 2, e} produce by

G and a random instances (P, aP, bP, cP) = (P, P1, P2, P3) of
the BDH problem for these parameters, that is P is random in
G1* and a, b, c  Zq* where q is the order of G1 and G 2 . Let

D  e( P, P)abc  G 2 be the solution to the BDH problem. The
Challenger C find D by interacting with the adversary A as
follows:
a) Setup: The challenger C runs the setup algorithm to
generate the public parameters
{q, G1, G2, e, P, Ppub, H 1, H 2, H 3} by setting QID  P2
and Ppub  P3 . H 1 , H 2 and H 3 are random oracles
controlled by C. The challenger C gives the public
parameters to A. The challenger C generate A’s
private key skIDA by running the Key Extract
algorithm with the public key begin IDA as
skIDA  aQID  abP . The challenger keeps the secret
key msk and A’s private key skIDA is given to him.
b) H1 queries: The adversary A can query the random
oracle H 1 at any time in an adaptive manner. To
respond to these queries, the Challenger C make a list
of tuples  IDi, Qi, bi, coini  , called the H 1LIST . Until
the adversary A makes queries to the oracle, H 1LIST is
initially empty. When the adversary A queries the
oracle with IDi the Challenger C responds as follows:
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i.

H 3 LIST and responds to the adversary A with
H 3(mi )  ni .

If query IDi already exist on the H 1LIST in
the tuple  IDi, Qi, bi, coini  then C
responds with H 1( IDi )  Qi  G1*

ii.

iii.

Otherwise C generates a random
coini {0,1} so that Pr[coini  0]= for

e)

some  that will be determined later.
The challenger C picks a random value

Phase 1: Let IDi be a private key extraction query
issued by A. The Challenger C responds as follows:
i.
C runs the algorithm for responding to H1Queries to obtain a Qi  G1* such that

bi  Zq* . If coini  0 , compute

H 1( IDi )  Qi and let  IDi, Qi, bi, coini  be

Qi  biP  G1* . If coini  1 , compute

the corresponding tuple on the H 1LIST . If
coini  1 , then C reports failure and abort.
The attack on IDERMKS failed.
If coini  0 , C gets Qi  biP and Define

Qi  biQID  G1*
iv.

The challenger C adds the tuple

ii.

 IDi, Qi, bi, coini  to H 1LIST and respond

skIDi  biPpub  G1* .

to A with H 1( IDi )  Qi . Note that Qi is

H2 queries: At any time, the adversary A can query
the random oracle H 2 . To respond to the queries, the
Challenger C maintains a list of tuple
 IDi, wi, Qwi, xi 

called the H 2 LIST . The list is

initially empty until the adversary A makes a query.
When the adversary A queries the oracle H 2 for
 IDi, wi  ,The challenger C respond as follows:
i.

If  IDi, wi  appears in the list H 2 LIST , C
respond with H 2( IDi, wi)  Qwi

ii.

Otherwise, the challenger C randomly select
a

value

xi  Zq* and

compute

Qwi  H 2( IDi, wi)  xi.P . Finally, C adds

the tuple  IDi, wi, Qwi, xi 

in the list

H 2 LIST and respond to the adversary A with
H 2( IDi, wi)  Qwi

that

skIDi  cQi and therefore skIDi is the private

uniform in G1* and is independent of A’s
current view as required.
c)

Observe

key associated to public key IDi . The
Challenger then sends skIDi to A.
f)

Trapdoor queries: When the adversary A issues a
query for the trapdoor for keyword  IDi, wi  , the
Challenger C then access the corresponding
tuples  IDi, Qi, bi, coini  and  IDi, wi, Qwi, xi  in
the H 1LIST and H 2 LIST respectively and computes

Twi  xiskIDi  t where xi  Zq* and t  H 2(wi ) and
returns Twi to the adversary A.
g) Challenge: The adversary A sends ( IDC* ,W 0*W 1* ) to
the challenger C where
challenged
keywords.

W 0* and W 1* are two
Upon
receiving

( IDC* ,W 0*W 1* ) from A, the challenger C chooses a
random value b {0,1} and access the corresponding
tuple  IDc* ,Wb* , Qwb* , x*  in H 2 LIST to generate an
IDERMKS ciphertext I *  (U * ,V * )  (U * , R) , where

d) H3 queries: The adversary A can query the random
oracle H 3 at any time. To respond to the query, the
challenger C maintains a list of tuple  mi , ni  called
H 3 LIST as described as follows: Until the adversary A
LIST

queries the oracle H 3 for mi , the list H 3
is
initially empty. When the adversary queries the
oracle H 3 , the challenger C responds as follows:

R {0,1}n is a random value. The restrictions are
that the adversary A did not make any private key
extraction for IDc* and A did not also make a
trapdoor query for W 0* and W 1* .

h) Phase 2: A can continue to make the key extract
queries adaptively for any identity IDC and the
trapdoor query for any keyword W to the challenger

i.

If mi appear in the list H 3 LIST , the
challenger C responds with H 3(mi )  ni

ii.

Otherwise, the challenger C randomly select

C subject to the restriction that

a value ni {0,1}

and w  {W 0* or W 1*} .

n

and set H 3(mi )  ni .

Finally, the

challenger C sends I * to the adversary A.

IDc  IDc*

Finally, C add the pair  mi, ni  to the
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i)

Guess: Finally, the adversary A output a guess of a
value b  {0,1} . A wins the game if b  b .
'

'

By the assumption, A with a non-negligible probability  1 can
distinguish the IDERMKS ciphertext I * under an adaptive
chosen plaintext attack. Now, the challenger C picks a tuple

 m* , n*  in the H 3 LIST and outputs v*  m* / e( H 2(wb), P)
as the solution for the BDH instance (P, aP, bP, cP) for

a, b, c  Zq* . In the following, we demonstrate that the output
m* / e( H 2(wb), P) is equal to e( P, P)abc where U  aQID and
m*  (e(U , Ppub)e( H 2(wb), P)) . The challenger C accesses the

Theorem 5.2.1: The proposed IDERMKS scheme satisfies the
ciphertext indistinquishability against an adaptive chosen
plaintext attack under the BDH assumption in the random
oracle.
5.2.2
Trapdoor Indistinguishability
Lemma 5.2.2 In the random oracle model, we assume that if
there is an adversary A with a non-negligible advantage that
can break the trapdoor indistinguishability of the proposed
IDERMKS scheme under the adaptive chosen keyword attack,
then there exist a challenger C with a non-negligible
advantage who can solve the computational CBH problem.

corresponding tuple  IDc* ,Wb* , Qwb* , x*  in the list H 3 LIST
Proof: We assume that the challenger C receives a CDH

and computes

mi* / e( H 3( wb), P)  e(U , Ppub).e( H 3( wb), P) / e( H 3( wb), P)
 (e(aQID, Ppub).e( H 3( wb), P) / e( H 3( wb), P)
 (e(aQID, cP)  e(abP, cP)  e( P, P) abc
By adopting the similar technique used in [22][24], we
compute the probability of our IDERMKS scheme by
discussing the probability that the challenger C does not abort
during the simulation. Suppose the adversary A makes qR
queries to the key extract query. In such an instance, the
probability that the challenger C does not abort in phase 1 or 2
qR
is ( ) and the probability that the challenger C does not
abort during the challenged step is (1   ) . Therefore, the
probability that the challenger C does not abort during the
qR
qR
simulation is ( )  (1   ) . This value can be maximize at

 abt  1 

1
. By using
qR  1

 abt ,

the probability that the

challenger C does not abort is at least

1
. We note that
e(qR  1)

the probability analysis uses the same techniques as Coron’s
analysis of the Full Domain Hash in [25]. The Challenger C
2 1
outputs the correct D with the probability at least
[25]
qH 3
where qH 3 denotes the total number of making H 3 queries.
Therefore, the Challenger C with a probability
2 1

can solve the BDH problem. This contradict
e(qR  1).qH 3

instance of (P, aP, bP) for a, b  Zq* where q is the order of
G1 and G 2 . By interacting with the adversary A, the

challenger C will return the CDH solution abP in Game 2.
a)

Setup: The Challenger C runs the setup algorithm to
generate
public
parameters
where
{q, G1, G2, e, P, Ppub, H 1, H 2, H 3}

QID  bP Ppub  aP . H 1 , H 2 and H 3 are
random oracles controlled by C. The challenger C
gives the public parameters to A. The Challenger C
generate A’s private key skIDA by running the Key
Extract algorithm with the public key begin IDA as
skIDA  xQID . The challenger C keeps the secret key

msk and A’s private key skIDA is given to him.
b) H1 queries: The adversary A can query the random
oracle H 1 at any time in an adaptive manner. To
respond to these queries, the Challenger C make a list
of tuples  IDi, Qi, bi, coini  , called the

H 1LIST .

Until the adversary A makes queries to the oracle,

H 1LIST is initially empty. When the adversary A
queries the oracle with IDi the Challenger C
responds as follows:
i.

LIST

If query IDi already exist on the H 1
in
the tuple  IDi, Qi, bi, coini  then C
responds with

H 1( IDi )  Qi  G1*

ii.

Otherwise

iii.

for some  that will be determined later.
The challenger C picks a random value

to the BDH assumption.
By Lemma 6.1, we obtain the following theorem.

C
generates
a random
coini {0,1} so that Pr[coini  0]=

bi  Zq* .

If

coini  0 ,

compute
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Qi  biP  G1* . If coini  1, compute

i.

C runs the algorithm above for responding
to H1-Queries to obtain a

Qi  biQID  G1*
iv.

The

challenger

C

adds

the

and
let
H 1( IDi )  Qi
 IDi, Qi, bi, coini  be the corresponding

that

tuple

H 1 and
 IDi, Qi, bi, coini  to
respond to A with H 1( IDi )  Qi . Note that
LIST

tuple on the H 1
. If coini  1 , then C
reports failure and abort. The attack on
IDERMKS failed.
LIST

Qi is uniform in G1* and is independent of
A’s current view as required.
ii.
c)

If

 IDi, wi, Qwi, xi  called the H 2 LIST . The list is

i.
ii.

If  IDi, wi  appears in the list

H 2 LIST , C
respond with H 2( IDi, wi )  Qwi
Otherwise, the challenger C randomly select

xi  Zq* and
compute Qwi  H 2( IDi, wi )  xi.P .
a

value

Finally,

C

adds

the

tuple

 IDi, wi, Qwi, xi  in the list H 2
respond

to

the

adversary

LIST

A

with

H3

LIST

H 3 for mi , the list

is initially empty. When the adversary

queries the oracle
follows:

H 3 , the challenger C responds as
LIST

i.

If mi appear in the list H 3
, the
challenger C responds with H 3(mi )  ni

ii.

Otherwise, the challenger C randomly select

ni {0,1}n and set H 3(mi)  ni .
Finally, C add the pair  mi, ni  to the
a value

H 3 LIST and responds to the adversary A
with H 3(mi )  ni .
e)

Challenger C then access the corresponding tuples
 IDi, Qi, bi, coini  and  IDi, wi, Qwi, xi  in

H 1LIST and H 2 LIST respectively and computes
xi  Zq*
Twi  xiskIDi  t
where
and
t  H 2(wi) and returns Twi to the adversary A.

the

g) Challenge:

The
*

adversary

A

sends

*

( IDC ,W 0 W 1 ) to the challenger C where where

as described as follows: Until the

adversary A queries the oracle

Trapdoor queries: When the adversary A issues a
query for the trapdoor for keyword  IDi, wi  , the

*

d) H3 queries: The adversary A can query the random
oracle H 3 at any time. To respond to the query, the
challenger C maintains a list of tuple  mi , ni 
LIST

f)

and

H 2( IDi, wi)  Qwi

called H 3

coini  0 , C gets Qi  biP and Define

skIDi  biPpub  G1* .
Observe
that
skIDi  cQi and therefore skIDi is the
private key associated to public key IDi .
The Challenger then sends skIDi to A.

H2 queries: At any time, the adversary A can query
the random oracle H 2 . To respond to the queries,
the Challenger C maintains a list of tuple
initially empty until the adversary A makes a query.
When the adversary A queries the oracle H 2 for
 IDi, wi  , The Challenger C respond as follows:

Qi  G1* such

W 0* and W 1* are two challenged keywords with the
restrictions
that
IDi  IDc*
*
*
and Wi  {W 0 or W 1 } . The Challenger C then
access

the

corresponding
tuples
 IDi, Qi, bi, coini  and  IDi, wi, Qwi, xi  in

H 1LIST and H 2 LIST respectively and computes
xi  Zq*
Twb*  xiskIDi  t
where
and

the

t  H 2(wi) and finally C sends the trapdoor Twb* to
the adversary A.
h) Phase 2: A can continue to make the key extract
queries adaptively for any identity

IDC and the

W to the challenger
*
C subject to the restriction that IDc  IDc
*
*
and w  {W 0 or W 1 } .
trapdoor query for any keyword

Phase 1: Let IDi be a private key extraction query
issued by A. The Challenger C responds as follows:
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i)

Guess: Finally, the adversary A output a guess of a
value b

'

{0,1} .

illustration an additive order preserving and privacy
preserving encoding scheme. It then uses the encoded
relevance score to obtain the top-k search result.

By assumption, the adversary A with a non-negligible
advantage can distinguish the trapdoor Twb* under the adaptive
chosen keyword attack. Meaning the trapdoor
equation e(Twb , P)  V
*

'

Twb* satisfy the

where V  e(U , Ppub).e( H 2(wb), P)
'

and let U  xQID . We can then obtain:

e(Twb* , P)  e(U , Ppub).e( H 2( wb), P)
e(Twb* , P)  e( xQID, aP).e( H 2( wb), P)
e(Twb* , P)  e(abP, P) x .e( H 2( wb), P)
e(Twb* , P) / e( H 2( wb), P)  e(abP, P) x
1

e(Twb*  H 2( wb), P) x  e(abP, P)
1

Which implies that e(abP, P)  e(Twb*  H 2(wb), P) x . Hence
the Challenger can obtain abP  x1 (Twb*  H 2(wb)) , which

7 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed
IDERMKS scheme. Comparison will be made between the
IDERMKS scheme and previously proposed PEKS schemes.
In order to make it convenient in evaluating the computational
cost of our IDERMKS scheme, our concentration will be on
some time-consuming operations and by adopting similar
strategy used in [22] and we define the time consuming
operation as follows:
 TGe : The execution time of a bilinear map operation
e : G1  G1  G2
 TGmul : The execution time for scalar multiplication
operation in G1
 TGH : The execution time for map-to-point hash

contradicts the CDH assumption.

function, thus H 1, H 2, H 3 :{0,1}*  G1


Theorem 5.2.2 The proposed IDERMKS scheme satisfies the
trapdoor indistinquishability against an adaptive chosen
plaintext attack under the CDH assumption in the random
oracle.

6 PRIVACY PRESERVING RANKED SEARCH
Our scheme adopts the privacy preserving ranked search used
in [25] . It is important to note that, after the retrieval of all the
candidate files, the cloud server cannot return all the
undifferential files to the data user due to (1) acquisition of
excessive communication cost and overhead for the system if
the cloud server decides to return all the candidate files.(2) the
data users may only be concerned with the top-k relevant files
that correspond to their queries. The scheme in [25]

Tinv : The execution time of a modular inverse
operation in Zq

The most time consuming operation is the time for executing a
bilinear map operation TGe as compared to the other
operations stated above. In [26][27], the performance
simulation results show that TGe  2.5TGmul . We therefore
analyze the performance for our IDERMKS scheme for each
phase. In the IDERMKS ciphertext generation phase, it
required 2TGe  TGmul  (n  1)TGH to generate an IDERMKS
ciphertext, where n represents the total number of keywords.
In the trapdoor generation phase, TGmul  TGH is required to
generate a trapdoor Tw .
Table 1 list the comparison between our IDERMKS scheme
and the previously proposed dPEKS schemes [22][28][29][30]
in terms of public key setting and performance. From the table

TABLE 1: Comparison between our IDERMKS and previously proposed dPEKS schemes
Scheme of
Hwang and
Lee [29]
Pairing-based

Scheme of
Rhee et al.
[30]
Pairing-based

Scheme of
Hu and Liu
[28]
Pairing-based

Scheme of Wu
et al.
[22]
ID-based

Our
IDERMKS

Required

Required

Required

Not Required

Not Required

(2n  2)TGmul
2nTGH

(2n  2)TGmul
2nTGH

(2n  2)TGmul
2nTGH

Computational cost for ciphertext
generation (1 keywords)

3TGmul
2TGH

TGe  2TGmul
TGH

TGe  2TGmul
TGH

TGe  3TGmul
3TGH

2TGe  TGmul
2TGH

Computational cost for trapdoor
generation

3TGmul  2TGH
Tinv

3TGmul  2TGH
Tinv

3TGmul  2TGH
Tinv

2TGmul  TGH

TGmul  TGH

Computational cost for test

3TGe

TGe  2TGmul
TGH

TGe  2TGmul
TGH

2TGe  TGmul
Tinv

TGe  2TGmul
314
Tinv

Public Key Setting
Certificate Management
Computational cost for ciphertext
generation (conjunctive n keywords)

TGe  (n  2)TGmul
(n  2)TGH

ID-based

2TGe  TGmul
(n  1)TGH
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in [22], it is easy to realize that the two schemes in [28][30] do
not support conjunctive keywords since they require
nTGe  (n  1)TGmul  nTGH in the generation of their
ciphertexts. We categorically state that our scheme is more
efficient in the ciphertext generation when n is sufficiently
large. Furthermore, our scheme is more efficient in the
trapdoor generation phase as compared to other dPEKS
schemes. Also, our scheme is based on ID-system which
eliminates the load of certificate management associated with
the other schemes which are based on pairing-based public
key system. The scheme in [22] is also based on ID-system
but our IDERMKS is more efficient in terms of ciphertext and
trapdoor generation.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed an IDERMKS scheme which
supports conjunctive keywords. We defined the framework
and the security requirements for our IDERMKS scheme and
when we compared our scheme to previous dPEKS scheme,
the performance of our scheme is more efficient in both the
ciphertext and trapdoor generation phase. Our ID-based
system also has an advantage of eliminating certificate
management associated with PKI. We also demonstrated that
our IDERMKS scheme possesses the ciphertext
indistinquishability and trapdoor indistinguishability under
BDH and CDH assumptions respectively. Our future work
will seek to implement our IDERMKS scheme in a hybrid
cloud and also to investigate our IDERMKS scheme without
random oracle with a pairing free algorithm to determine how
feasible it will be in cloud.
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ABSTRACT
The development of telecommunications has
increased very rapidly since instant internet-based
instant messaging services to Indonesia. However, on
the other hand, many people abuse WhatsApp for
digital crimes such as fraud, pornography, or drug
networks. In some of the more common civil cases,
start using evidence in the form of conversations,
pictures, videos, and more from the WhatsApp. The
applied Forensic NIST mobile method can get
picture, video, or text data contained in WhatsApp.
So that text messages can be analyzed and provide
information about the indications associated with the
intervention of others using text mining methods.
Subjects in this research is to build web system using
Python programming language to be able to identify
text messages sent between the two actors. The
method used in identifying messages is to calculate
the weighted value of each word on documents sent
using the Tf-Idf and Cosine Similarity methods,
which prior to the text-mining method application
must identify the first perpetrator's message with the
NIST Forensics method application to obtain text
message conversations. The result of this study is a
web system that can identify text messages from the
perpetrator's conversation whether there is any
indication of interference by others or not.
Keywords:
Android
Forensics,
Textmining, WhatsApp messenger

Evidence,

1 INTRODUCTION
The development of telecommunications has
increased very rapidly since the internet-based
instant messaging service is fast moving to
Indonesia. More than 1 billion people in over 180
countries use WhatsApp (WA) to stay connected
with friends and family. WA offers the ability to
send messages and make calls that are simple,
secure, and reliable, available for phones around

the world [1].WA is the most popular instant
messaging application compared to other instant
messaging services, according to statistics
website users as of January 2017 as much as 1, 2
billion people are actively using this app [2]. WA
is a cross-platform application with versions
available for the Android operating system,
BlackBerry, iPhone, and Symbian.WA allows
sending text messages, send messages, videos,
and audio media messager [3].
However, on the other hand, many people who
abuse WA for committing digital crimes such as
fraud, pornography, or drug networks. In some of
the more prevalent civil cases, start using evidence
in the form of conversations, pictures, videos and
more from WA applications. If in case of a crime
proved to be a smartphone, then the smartphone
will be analyzed and if it is installed WA
application, then, WA forensic analysis is done to
obtain digital artifacts in the form of the history of
conversations and contact numbers, and the other
related to WA applications [4].

So from the problem in this research, the digital
forensic procedure will be developed using text
mining method that focuses on the message text
of the offender to be able to cluster. It can also
automatically classify the text automatically
according to the weighting, so it can help
investigate messages in exploring or processing
the evidence.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Mobile Forensic
Ikhsani & Hidayanto conducted a study
on Forensic Analysis of Whatsapp and LINE
Messenger on Android Smartphone as a
reference in providing a strong and valid
evidence in Indonesia that explain the data
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that can be taken is the main data and data
supporting the application. The main data
consists of a database containing contacts
and conversations and artifacts of the
compilers file of the application. The
supporting data applications contain such as
database backup and associated media files
such as pictures, video, and sound. Once the
data is obtained, it will be analyzed using
the application and supporting literature to
achieve the objectives of the research. [5]the
research focuses only on images, videos, and
sounds. tap does not analyze the text data
sent.
In research Implementation of procedures
forensic applications WA on a mobile
android which is done by Kunang et al
describes that the approach extraction
database WA applied successfully extract
the chat conversations that are stored in the
internal memory or external use key WA
extractor and decryptor to convert the
database backup into the database text which
can be seen in the SQLite database browser
[4].
2.2 Text Mining
While, in Zahrotun Comparative Jaccard
similarity, Cosine Similarity, and Second
Clustering Data Using The Nearest Shared
Neighbor Method resulted that the cosine
similarity method has the highest value
compared to Jaccard Similarity [6].
Research conducted by Ade Chain et al.
Detection of Similarities in Text Documents
Using a Combination of Enhanced Confix
Stripping and Winnowing Algorithm
algorithms produce a system that can detect
text documents in pdf format. In the
Indonesian language text, there is a foreign
language in a document then the text is not
done stemming process and with the
detection of one-to-many grooves [7].
3 RESEARCH METHOD
3.1 Mobile Forensic
Mobile Forensics according to Guntur et al

is a way to recover digital evidence from a
cellular device with acceptable forensic and
methodologies [8]. In the forensic
investigative WA process, the forensic
mobile investigation process can refer to the
created milk by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) [9] which
has several stages Figure 1.

Figure 1. Mobile Forensics Implementation Phase

3.2 Text Mining
Text mining, in general, is the theory of
processing a large collection of documents
by using some analysis, the purpose of text
processing is to know and extract useful
information from data sources with the
identification and exploration of interesting
patterns in a case, the data source used is
collection or collection the document is
unstructured and requires a grouping of
known similar information [10] with various
stages such as:
1. Tokenization
2. Weighing Term Frequency and Inverse
Document Frequency (Tf-Idf)
3. Measurement or Percentage of Cosine
Similarity
Where from both methods can be done an
implementation to identify or obtain the results
of crime perpetrators based on forensic text
mining literalists as Figure 2.

Figure 2. Forensic evidence analysis of text mining
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a. Evidence
Digital evidence is information stored or
transmitted in binary form that may be relied
on in court. Digital evidence is commonly
associated with digital or electronic crime,
such as pornography, prostitution, identity
theft, phishing, or credit card fraud [11].
b. Preservation
At the stage of preservation is an early
stage in mobile forensic methods, where the
stage includes several processes. Among
others are searching, collecting and
documenting evidence.
c. Acquistion
At the acquisition, the stage is the process
of imaging or cloning of mobile devices.
d. Examination and Analysis
This examination and analysis stage aims
to reveal and analyze the results of the
acquisition stage to obtain data. From this
stage, it is then broken back to find out the
frequency of a word in the document by
calculating the weight of each word using
the text mining method tf- idf and cosine
similarity.
e. Reporting
The process of preparing a summary in
detail, and concluding the results of the
investigation to be presented in detail of all
artifacts pertaining to WA applications that
have been previously obtained to reveal
cases [4].
f. Tokenization
Tokenization is to take all the words
contained in each document, collected and
broken down by each word that compiled it
and removed its reading symbols that are
considered as symbols [12] as well as
converting capital letters into lowercase
letters in order to calculate matching or
weighting by one-to-many.
g. Weighting of Tf-Idf

The Tf-Idf method is a way to give the

weight of a word in relation to a document.
This method combines two concepts for
weight calculation, the frequency of
occurrence of a word in a particular
document and the inverse frequency of the
document containing the words using the
equations (1), and (2).
Wij = tf x idf

(1)
N

Wij = tfij x log n (2)

Information:
Wij=the word weight or the term tj
against document in di
tfij=the number of occurrences of the
word or term tj in di
N = the number of all documents in the
database
n= the number of documents containing
the word or term tj (at least one word
is term tj)
Based on the above formula, regardless
of the value of tfij, if N = n it will get 0
(zero) for Idf calculation. For that, we can
add a value of 1 on the side of Idf, so that
the calculation like equation (3) [13].
N

Wij = tfij x log n + 1

(3)

h. Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity is a method used to
calculate a similarity or similarity between
two objects. For clustering purposes in a
document, a good function used is the cosine
similarity function [14]. The formula of
measurement or percentage similarity is
given in equation (4).
Sim Xa , Xb = cos θ =

X a .X b
Xa

Xb

=

d
i
i
i =1 x a × x b
d (x i )2 ×
i =1 a

d (x i )2
i=1 b

(4)

Information:
Xa,b = document a,b
∑
= the amount
So from these results, to obtain an
indication that there is interference or
other people cannot be categorized from
the percentage obtained as Table 1.
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Table 1. Similarity Category between Documents [7]
Category
Null

Percentage
0%

Information
Both of the documents are not
indicated in common because
they are completely different
from both the content and the
sentence as a whole.

A little
Similarity

<15%

Category of two documents
have little in common.

Medium
Similarity

15-50%

Both documents indicate a
similar degree of similarity.

Closer to
Equal

>50%

Test results show more than
50%, it can be said that the
document tested close to the
level of similarity.

Equal

100%

The test document can be
ascertained same because
from the beginning to the end
of the contents of the
document is the same.

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Mobile Forensic Stages
a. Preservation
Preservation is an early stage in mobile
forensic method, the thing that must be
done by the investigator is to search,
collect and also documenting the data
evidence. For the sample of evidence in the
analysis that is in the form of two
smartphones are discarded as evidence in
cases of crimes perpetrated by the
perpetrator. From one of the smartphone,
the offender is in a state in the root with
the condition of the active screen security
feature. Documentation done related to the
smartphone of the perpetrator. The
following is the result of documentation
and specification of evidence as in Table 2.

b. Acquisition
At the acquisition stage, investigators
perform imaging on the internal memory of
the actors’ two cell phone to perform the
process of retrieving and acquiring data
evidence. There are several ways of
performing data retrieval on Android
smartphones, such as using TWRP tools,
FTK Imager. Some of these tools have
advantages and disadvantages it is influenced
by the condition of the smartphone itself,
such as root privileges of the smartphone,
USB Debugging, screen security, vendor
type, android version and transfer protocol
supported by the perpetrator smartphone to
commit a crime.
1) Smartphone Detection
Smartphone detection is done to acquire
the original data obtained where the data
will be in if back in the stages of
examination and analysis to find crime
cases. So when analyzing, needs to do
backup data or imaging, in order to maintain
the originality of initial data obtained from
the acquisition of the evidence Table 3.
Table 3 Acquisition Smartphone detection With
FTKUsing USB
Evidence

Condition

Protocol
transfer

Eksternal
memory

Internal
memory

Smartphone 1

Not rooted

MTP

Not
detected

Not
detected

Smartphone2

Rooted

MTP

Detected

Detected

The 1st perpetrators’ Smartphone
The 1st perpetrators Smartphone in the
Imager FTK cannot detected, therefore the
investigator backing up or acquiring the
data evidence is done using the TWRP
tools as in Figure 3.

Table 2. Evidence Specification Table
Evidence
Smartphone
actors 1
Smartphone
actors 2

Brand

Series

Xiaomi

171aadd7cf40

Evercroz

SANZDWKB6
RG7TTGSOV8

Model
Redmi
4X
A28A

OS
Verse
Nougat
(7.1.2)
Kitkat
(4.4.4)

Figure 3. Backup data process using TWRP
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The 2nd perpetrators’ Smartphone
Be acquired that the initial detection
result by using FTK Imager is done on the
second proprietary smart phone that the
external and internal memory of the
performer has been detected where the
smart phone is done imaging to secure the
data first before the examination and
analysis of data related to the evidence as
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Imaging SD Card Smatphone

c. Examination and Analysis
This stage aims to uncover and analyzed
the data on the outcome of the acquisition
phase to obtain data relating to the WA
application of the offender. Where in the
process using some tools used to analyze the
imaging results that have been done before,
that can be done again by using the Access
Data FTK Imager, WA Viewer, and ES File
Explorer. The results of the examination and
analysis are as in Figure 5.

processed to the next stage. Data can be seen
in Table 4.
Table 4. First Week Perpetrators' Conversations
perpetrators1, perpetrators2
Open BO guns ka ?, How dare?
How much money do you need ?, It takes a lot. 2M
1 million only. How ?, whichever the money. Hahaha
does have money?
Got it. This is 1 million, Haha period
But it can be baseball if I ask .., But I'm a lot. What are
you asking for ?
1 million only, Hmm .. bit really
1 million wrote first, Hmm .. what was it for?
Ask to the hotel or to the top of guns ?, Do not go to the
top of the distance Hotel only I ga can be long outside
the problem
If to the hotel how many hours ?, Can until half past 6
only me
Okay, why do you want to give me the money 1 million
and want Ml? Later see only directly at the hotel
Yes I want Ml. I'm lg to go to Bandung.
Alright want in which hotel ?, Hotel sentosa
Where is that ?, Bekasi east near the blue plaza
Alright. Later let me go first and boking his hotel, Ok ...
Send photos no room and transfer the money first
Okay, okay

b. Tokenization
Tokenization process is cutting the input
string based on each word that arranges and
disposes of symbols and changes into
lowercase. To break the conversation into
each word as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The Result of Tokenization
Figure 5. Perpetrators Chat message

4.2 Stages of Text Mining Data
Analysis a. Load Data
Conversation messages that have been
obtained are collected and loaded into the
program so that conversations can be

c. Word Weighting of Tf-Idf
In the process of text mining can be
obtained a value comparison of the
conversation between the two actors to be
analyzed and recommend the authenticity of
the message, whether there are indications of
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interference of others or not. The
measurement of the word can be calculated
by the Tf-idf method as in the following (2)
equation.

d. Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity is a method used to
calculate the similarity between two objects.
Where in this case compare the conversation
of perpetrator message 1 as in equation (4) and
Table 6.

N 2
=
n 1
N
=2
n

Sim Xa , Xb =

After getting the result from N / n then to
get the result Idf is the log result of N / n +
1 as in equation (3) with the following
calculation.

Sim Xa , Xb =
Sim Xa , Xb =

N
+1
n
Idf = Log 2 + 1
Idf = 0,301 + 1
Idf = 1,301

Idf = Log

Sim Xa , Xb =
Sim Xa , Xb

To get the weight W = tf x idf where
the term weight in a document of the
multiplication of the result tf with the result
idf as in equation (1) and Table 5.

W =TfxIdf

D1

D2

1 1

4

0 1

1,301 5,204

2 2

0

1 1

1,301

3 be

1

0 1

1,301 1,301

4 just

3 0 1

5 i

3 0 1

5,2042 + 02 +. . 1,3012 . 02 + 1,3012 +. . 02
0 + 0 + ...0
27,083 + 0+. . .1,693 . 0 + 1,693+. . .0
20

235,200. 103,019
20
20
=
=
= 0,1285
155,660
24230,093

1. First
perpetrators’
message
2. Second
perpetrators’
message

Length of vector
D1²

D1
X
D2

D2²

0

27,083

0

0

0 1,301

0

1,693

0

0

1,693

0

0

1,301 3,903

0

15,234

0

0

1,301 3,903

0

15,234

0

0

Until the data as much as the word document to ... n to
obtain the lengthof the document vector
62 me

1

0 1

1,301 1,301

0

1,693

0

0

63 awhile

1

0 1

1,301 1,301

0

1,693

0

0

64 but

1

0 1

1,301 1,301

0

1,693

0

0

65 tf

0

1 1

1,301

0 1,301

0

1,693

0

66 tp

0

1 1

1,301

0 1,301

0

1,693

0

67 money

0

1 1

1,301

0 1,301

0

1,693

0

68 themony 0

1 1

1,301

0 1,301

0

1,693

0

69 yes

2

0 1

1,301 2,602

0

6,771

0

0

70 alright

1

0 1

1,301 1,301

0

1,693

0

0

235,200 103,019

20

Document vector length one

5,204 . 0 + 0 . 1,301+. .1,301. 0

Conversation
No
Document

Table 5. Table of Tf-Idf

Term D1 D2 Df Idf

Xa12 + Xa22 +. . . X a..n 2 . Xb12 + Xb22 + … Xb..n 2

Table 6. The result of Cosine Similarity

W = tf x idf
W = 4 x 1,301
W = 5,204

NO

Xa1 . Xb1 + Xa2 . Xb2 +. . . . Xa..n . Xb…n

Value of
Similarity

Value
(Value of
Similarity
x 100)

0,1285

12,85 %

A little
similarity

0,5419

54, 19 %

Medium
similarity

Result

So with the acquisition of cosine
similarity, the results can be categorized of
the similarity from each word sent by the
perpetrator and then implemented into the
system to assist investigators in the
investigation of a case of conversation,
especially on text messages.
4.3 Implementation
Implementation of this program using
Python programming language which is
combined by using Framework Flask to
generate web-based text mining applications
with the following implementations.
a. Start page
Implementation of the initial page of
the system functioned to provide
information to the investigator of research
to be processed, for the system view as in
Figure 7.
.
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Figure 7. Start page Interface

b. Load Data
Implementation of the system load
data page is divided into 2 as in Figure 8.
Interface page load case data and Figure
9. Vocabulary text interface.

Figure 8. Load Data Interface

4.4 System Testing
a. Usability Testing
SUS is an effective and reliable
usability testing package for use on a
variety of products and applications. SUS
consists of 10 questions using the likert
scale 1 through 5. The odd number
question (1, 3, 5, 7, 9) is a positive
question. While the even numbered
questions (2, 4, 6, 8, 10). Each question is
weighted between 0-4. In the odd
(positive) question, the score of each
question is calculated by the weight of
each question (xi) minus 1, so is the even
(negative) question, the score is calculated
by way 5 minus the weight of each
question (xi).
From the questionnaires data obtained
then counted on the assessment based on
three categories namely Not Acceptable
with a score range SUS 0-50.9, Marginal
51-70.9, and Acceptable 71-100 as in
Figure 10 [15].

Figure 10. Rating and Conversion Scale Test Utility
Figure 9. Vocabulary Text Interface

c. The Result of Case Analysis
Implementation of the case analysis
result page is to display the results of the
overall analysis that has been done as in
Figure 10.

So based on testing of 10 users generated
with the conclusion that the value of SUS is
84.75 with Grade Acceptable.

b. Accuracy Testing
At the test in this stage is done 2 stages
of testing, namely the stage of training data
and testing phase. In the training stage, the
data used has been known the number of
similarity values and categories. Training
phase is used to see the accuracy of case
category with cosine similarity algorithm,
at this stage the data used are 5 cases with
5 categories.

Figure 10. Analysis Case result Interface
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Accuracy testing between the data
validation training and testing of the
system, namely:
1. Number of cases of accuracy
tests as many as 5 cases.
2. The result of training and testing
data on the system is similarity
value of the perpetrator case.
3. The output of the manual
training category in accordance
with the testing system is 5.
4. There has been no error between
the training and testing results
from the 5 cases above.
Then Based on the results of
validity testing system and manual,
the value of accuracy can be
calculated by using equation formula
(5) [16].
Value Accuracy =

Appropriate amount
x 100%
Number of case

Value Accuracy =

5
x 100%
5

Value Accuracy = 1 x 100% = 100%(similar)

5 CONCLUSION
Digital evidence is obtained using
forensic analysis procedures, this research
has been able to obtain evidence artifacts
in the form of chat conversation sessions
whatsapp text messages and can also get
other media files encrypted by crypt12.
Digital analysis of text message messages
is analyzed by processing digital evidence
data obtained using the Python
programming language which is able to
analyze the data of the perpetrator's
message to be matched based on the
similarity of the message document that
was previously screened with the
Tokenization Stages, Tf-Idf Weighting,
and Cosine similarity cases 1 with a
percentage of 12.85% of perpetrators 1
can be categorized as indications of

interference from other people and 54.19%
of perpetrators 2 indicated that there was
no interference from others. Tests carried
out using Usability Testing obtained
results already good or in the Acceptance
category with grade B values and priority
improvements to the interface design
system directed to aspects that include the
features section is too inconvenient, the
system is difficult to use, users do not
understand the use of the system, and the
user is not too good at using the system.
Accuracy Testing for comparison of
manual traning data using Excel, the
system gets the same accuracy from the 5
cases tested, so the system is suitable for
use.
After testing there are deficiencies in
repetitive word weighting in each
document so that it affects the calculation
of similarity. Then the need for
development associated with repeating
words for the acquisition of value
similarity more effective.
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ABSTRACT
In the legal world, a evidence of video recording has
a high level of confidence and is often the evidence.
This raises the issue of ensuring an original video or
engineering result in digital evidence in the form of
forensic video on storage data. One form of
engineering that can be done on the video is
tampering. The technique used is zooming, Laplacian
sharpening, contrast brightness, optical deblurring,
turbulence deblurring, exposure, temperature tint,
Wiener filter, bilateral filter, unsharp masking and
homomorphic filter. The result shows that the
accuracy of the assessment in case of CCTV video
case analysis (CCTV) about car bumping and car tire
fitting according to DI Yogyakarta Police
investigators who identified in the field of INAFIS
said that 70% of identification of CCTV video
footage and face of the perpetrator or suspect or
attacker already can be processed investigation of
evidence.
Keywords: Video, Forensic, Tampering, Storage,
Data

1 INTRODUCTION
Technological and industrial progress is the
result of the human culture in addition to bringing and
having positive and negative impacts. On the
positives impact that is on the developing human.
While the negative impact is to make people act evil
in the form of other things in technology. One of the
crimes in techonological information related to the
system the crime that makes IT systems and facilities
(e.g. computer hardware) within the police force is
video manipulation when identifying the perpetrator.
During the year 2017, criminal cases in the
jurisdiction of Yogyakarta Regional Police of the
Republic of Indonesia decreased compared to the
previous year. Similarly, the number of cases that
have been resolved, increased compared to the year
2016. That the total cases handled by police officers
DIY reached 4795 criminal acts. The number
decreased by 23.79% compared to last year which
reached 6292 criminal cases. As for the number of

cases completed this year amounted to 2632 criminal
acts, the number of settlement cases increased from
last year. In 2016, out of 6292 criminal cases
successfully completed 3066 cases, if presented
48.73% complete. For this year's clearance rate
increased, from 4795 cases we successfully
completed 2632 cases and if the percentage of
successful completion reached 54.89% this year.
So, compared to last year increased 6.06% for
cases that were resolved. Of the thousands of cases
handled by DIY Police officers this year, some cases
have increased or decreased. As the case of narcotics
has decreased compared to last year, from 496 to 371
cases. Similarly, the case of theft with the weight
(curat) also decreased from 721 to 577 cases. For
cases of domestic violence also decreased 13.86
percent, of which last year there were to solve the
problem, the method associated with the forensic
video is by the Tampering method. Many ways are
made to detect whether a content can be manipulated
or not. Forensic multimedia research develops in
many cases of image and video files.[1] Whereas the
level of public confidence in the video is higher than
the picture.
In the legal world, for example, a evidence of
video recording has a high level of confidence and is
often a key evidence to reveal the case because the
process of data manipulation such as video recording
is considered more difficult than the process of image
manipulation. But now the process of video
manipulation facilitated by the availability of video
editing applications, both open source or paid. These
applications make it easy for someone to manipulate
the video and the manipulations can look so real that
they can be trusted. Although in time, the process of
video manipulation takes longer than the process of
manipulating images.
So, thereby demanding the existence of an
authenticated or original video. This needs to be
proved by research that focuses on finding solutions
on how to detect them.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Related Works
Figure 1 shows the workflow to relate the
works in the research. The process in the works has
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three important things such as research sources,
methodology and the results of the research.

tools in a series of tools that reside in a computer.
[7][8][9].

2.4 Tampering Method
It can be seen in Figure 4 there are two types of
tampering manipulation.

Figure 1. Related Works

According to the earlier inspected other
researcher by [1] and [2], forensic video analysis is
using tampering data as the methods to manifest the
video to be an evidence. The result showed by [1] and
[2] to compare the tampering video and original video
to check on the texture and sharpness of the video
display.

2.2 Digital Forensics
Handling of case related to the use of
information technology often requires forensics.
Forensic is an activity to conduct investigations and
establish facts relating to criminal events and other
legal issues. Digital forensics is part of forensic
science
encompassing
the
discovery
and
investigation of the material (data) could be seen
figure 2.[3][4]

Figure 2. Application of Digital Forensics

2.3 Storage Data
The data stored on a storage device is mostly
confidential or private, so the data must be secured
from a third party shown in Figure 3.[5][6]

Figure 4. Tampering Video Illustration

The first picture to the left is a tampering
process by inserting images into several frames in the
video. In the second picture to the right is a tampering
process by inserting multiple frame pieces from one
video to several different frames in the same video.
Many methods have been built to detect tampering
with the video. Research conducted on [10] can even
detect with two types of tampering. The first way is
to detect the presence of spatial copy move or it can
be duplicated to a similar object in the same scene or
scene using Histogram of Gradients (HOG) matching
or lumped. The second way is to detect the existence
of temporal copy-move or can by inserting an object
from frame to frame by using exploitation.
Research conducted by [11] that detects the
presence of tampering on video using noise
characteristics. The characteristic of noise possessed
by the original frame with the inserted frame pieces
has a difference and is very sensitive to the
compression process. In the research [12] developed
an algorithm to detect the tampering video
manipulation, is inserting pieces of certain frames on
a number of other frames. The algorithm developed
works by forming 3D block on the video and crosscorrelation process is done on the 3D block with all
parts of the video is non-overlapped.

2.5 Video
Movies or moving images are digital data
consisting of multiple images. The term video usually
refers to some mobile image storage format. Divided
into two, namely analog video, for example, VHS and
Betamax, and digital video, for example, DVD,
QuickTime, and MPEG-4. Videos can be recorded
and transmitted in various physical media in Figure
5.[13][12]

Figure 3. Storage Data

Data Storage in Figure 3 is anything that can be
stored in memory according to a certain format.
Basically, can be interpreted as Storage is a place to
store program instructions and data usage with the
computer. Data Storage is one of the most important

Figure 5. Case Video
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3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Development Stage
It is the stage of doing case simulations to try
to implement VideoCleaner in detecting such video
footage being manipulated or not. The case
simulation aims to perform testing with VideoCleaner
in detecting the video recording that will be changed
or manipulated the data, so the video recording looks
original. Stages of research can be seen in Figure
6.[14]
Detects (inserts
Detection (duplicate the
an object from a
same object in the same
frame to another
scene
frame

3.3 Flowchart Video Tampering Detection
Stages of the flowchart for detecting Video
Tampering there are 9 stages. Here's the detecting
step with Video Tampering in Figure 8. [16]

Figure 6. Research Stages

Tampering video that changes from its original
form is a picture and video. Such changes may be
classified as intentional or unintentional acts.
Accidental Tampering has a malicious purpose by
modifying content or removing the copyright. In
addition, accidental tampering is a consequence of
digital operational processes, such as improving
brightness, formatting changes, size reduction, etc. In
video signals, tampering techniques can be classified
as spatial and temporal changes. Spatial tampering
techniques are tailored to changes made based on
pixels on the frame [15].

3.2 Video Simulation Process
The simulation stage starts with preparing the
video as a medium for tampering analysis. The
Attacker can eliminate evidence by manipulating
video it aims to eliminate evidence of Figure 7.[16]

Figure 8. Flowchart Video Tampering Detection

Figure 8 is a process or analytical step for video
authenticity detection. The first process is to find a
video on the Close-Circuit Television (CCTV)
camera for example. Then from the video is done
checking the value on the frame. After that from the
results of checking, if there is a difference in value
then the video is tampering. If the component values
are the same, then the video is the original video. The
results of the analysis will be known where the
differences in frames that have experienced
tampering. The similarities of the basic theory were
tampering method and differences of the other
researchers to prove this study uses of the techniques.
Some techniques are used for zooming, Laplacian
sharpening, contrast brightness, optical deblurring,
turbulence deblurring, exposure, temperature tint,
Wiener filter, bilateral filter, unsharp masking and
homomorphic filter.

Figure 7. Video Simulation Process

Figure 7 is a tampering video simulation
process using attack cropping, zooming, rotation, and
grayscale. In the original video made the attack into a
video tampering by cropping, zooming, rotation, and
grayscale. After the video tampering, it will be
analyzed by local tampering method between the
original video and video tampering. [15]

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Scenario of Research Plan
The simulation process of finding evidence
from CCTV recordings is an early stage done by
Yogyakarta Regional Police of the Republic of
Indonesia, IT Police investigators in the field of
INAFIS
(Indonesia
Automatic
Fingerprint
Identification System) to test the CCTV video
recording is original or engineering. The simulation
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begins with the way when a suspect/attacker or an
attacker looks like he did when the incident started
through the CCTV camera at the scene of the crime
scene. Figure 9 shows the experimental scenario of
analyzing CCTV recording data residing in hardware
in the form of DVR Decoder (Digital Video
Recorder) where the device is neatly mounted on the
right side of the scene.
The results of a crime scene, Yogyakarta
Regional Police of the Republic of Indonesia police
investigators then brought the CCTV video
recordings to the lab INAFIS Yogyakarta Regional
Police of the Republic of Indonesia workspace to be
followed up and identified with Tensor PLC
computer in Regional Police of the Republic of
Indonesia. Then DIY Police investigators analyzed
the video with AMPED FIVE Ultimate 9010
application for analysis. After that investigator,
Yogyakarta Regional Police of the Republic of
Indonesia will do face matching or face matching. If
the video recording is less obvious it will be fixed
again in analyzing the video recording with AMPED
FIVE Ultimate 9010 application until visible.
If indeed the identification results of the video
recording cannot be obtained, it will be forwarded by
other DIY Police investigators to be taken to the
Police Headquarters conducted investigation of
pieces of evidence process. [8][17][18]

Yogyakarta Regional Police of the Republic of
Indonesia investigators conducted data acquisition or
CCTV video record taking via DVR. The CCTV
video clip file is copied to the Tensor Investigator's
hard disk computer to be compared to the copied
video residing on the DVR. Files result of the
acquisition of video recording CCTV DIY Police
investigator is the master file.
So, when the investigator Regional Police of
the Republic of Indonesia wants to analyze it, must be
on the acquisition of the CCTV video recording. The
use of digital forensic science itself in Regional
Police of the Republic of Indonesia is very important
and very effective, even with technology owned by
Regional Police of the Republic of Indonesia
(computer Tensor Investigator) using digital
forensics itself has revealed as many as 4 cases that
have been successfully removed by Yogyakarta
Regional Police of the Republic of Indonesia
investigators from 7 cases since 2017.
The very authentic CCTV video recordings are
captured directly through the DVR located at the
scene of the crime scene (TKP) or around the scene.
Regional Police of the Republic of Indonesia itself in
analyzing the case of the case by making edits using
Video Investigator application owned by Yogyakarta
Regional Police of the Republic of Indonesia and
coupled with Amped FIVE Ultimate Build 9010
software to be able to clear the level of accuracy 70%
and DI Yogyakarta Police investigators said if the
CCTV video recording is genuine.[2]

4.2 Flowchart in video analysis
Figure 10 shows the workflow in verifying
CCTV video recording and during the video editing
process. The process proves the CCTV video
recording to need several processes.
Figure 9. A scenario of Research Plan

Computer Investigator Tensor with IP address
43.249.141.51 serves as a tool to identify the incident
of CCTV video recordings in Yogyakarta Regional
Police of the Republic of Indonesia. First of all,
CCTV video recordings are inserted into the DIY
computer Investigator Tensor to be identified for
clarity. In Yogyakarta Regional Police of the
Republic of Indonesia itself uses digital forensic
science to be used as data tensor. The tensor data
function itself is to take a picture of CCTV and to
clarify the image. The CCTV video footage is from a
crime scene (TKP) via DVR (Digital Video Record)
on the CCTV camera itself.

Figure 10. A flowchart in Video Analysis
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The stage to prove the video consists of several
processes in Figure 10, namely:
1. Evidence of CCTV video recordings from the
operator/owner of the DVR CCTV is requested to be
directly recorded, then inserted into the Tensor
Investigator computer.
2. Police investigators Special DIY INAFIS DIYFIS
directly identify the video and search for information
contained there in.
3. Yogyakarta Regional Police of the Republic of
Indonesia Investigators began to break the CCTV
video recordings into frames.
4. After solving the frame, the DIY Police
investigator started editing the CCTV video
recording.
5. Then the Yogyakarta Regional Police of the
Republic of Indonesia investigator proved the result
through a video split and Collection of Evidence
Remarks at the scene.

4.3 Simulation of CCTV Video Analysis
The process of simulating CCTV video record
analysis using video editing with Amped FIVE
Ultimate Build 9010 application for clarity and image
quality improvement on CCTV video recording
found by DIY Police investigators. The simulation
begins with the way the CCTV video footage is
inserted into the Tensor Investigator computer to be
further processed so as to find a bright spot when
uncovering the CCTV case.[18]
In table 1 shows that the frame detection
scenario on the CCTV video recording in the case of
car bundling can be used as evidence for the editing
process using the tampering method to the perpetrator
who did the car trucking located on Jl. Karel Sasuit
Tubun No. 43, Ngampilan, Yogyakarta. In the action
1 (one) person acts to monitor the state of the back of
the car (big man wearing a gray shirt, white shorts,
black hem no yellow writing behind the hem and
white hat), 1 (one) while wearing a black hat, sweater
suit, jeans, wearing a wristwatch, wearing a mask
(face cover) and shoes), 1 (one) peer as car razor and
watching the situation (wearing a gray sweater , a
cream-colored trousers, swallow slippers and shorthaired crosswords), 1 (one) suspect doing
surveillance (wearing a T-shirt (on the back read
"REPRESENT YOGYA PARTNER SULTAN"),
wearing black shorts and wearing a black hat) and 1 )
another suspect waited for the other four friends who
were stunting the car (wearing a yellow black hem
behind the hem, blue shorts, and black hat). [19] [20]

Figure 11. Wheel blocking and car bundling

Figure 11 CCTV video recording shows that
the incident of car bleaching started last Sunday on
the 11th of March 2018. It is clear from the CCTV
video footage showed at 13:06:42 than 2 (two) actors
doing the incident (1 (one) fellow suspect carboy and
tire car seal from the left side of the car (wearing a
black hat, sweater suit, jeans, wearing a wristwatch,
wearing masks and shoes), 1 (one) peer as car razor
and watched the situation (wearing a gray sweater,
beige trousers, swallow slippers and crew-cut hair)
began to car the left-handed car wheel and car
trucking.[21]
Table 1 Frame detection on video

Analysis
Attack

Original Video

Video Tampering

Cropping

Frame 40
Frame 40
Conclusion: Zooming and Cropping occurs in frame
40
Figure 12 is the front-end AMPED FIVE
Ultimate 9010 application used to identify and
analyze CCTV video case. Tools that exist in the filter
in this application include sharpening menu, denoise,
deblurring etc. In the sharpen menu itself there are 2
(two) features namely Laplacian sharpening and
unsharp masking. Then on the menu denoise, there
are 6 (six) features namely Averaging, Filter,
Gaussian Filter, Wiener Filter, Bilateral Filter,
Median Filter and Deblocking. In the deblurring
menu, there are 5 (five) features of Motion
Deblurring,
Optical
Deblurring,
Nonlinear
Deblurring, Blind Deconvolution and Turbulence
Deblurring.[19] It shows the main attacker to be can
appear in CCTV.
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3rd month of March and the 11th appeared the
beginning of the incident case in the case of
plundering and tire car seal in front of the shop on Jl.
Karel Sasuit Tubun No. 43 in Ngampilan area,
Yogyakarta. At the time of the incident started seen
on the CCTV record of the DVR, can be shown in
Figure 13. [5][22]
Figure 12. After the Tempering Method is done by
Zooming and Cropping or Cutting on the Frame
Perpetrators
Table 2 Frame detection on video

Attack

Analysis
Original Video

Video Tampering

Figure 13. Laplacian Sharpening

Laplacian
Sharpening

Table 3 Frame detection on video
Analysis

Attack

Original Video

Video Tampering

Frame 1

Frame 1

Unsharp

Frame 1

Frame 1

Conclusion: A Sharpening Laplacian occurs in frame 1
Table 2 shows that the frame detection scenario
on the CCTV video recording in the case of car
bundling uses the Laplacian Sharpening to process to
sharpen the image of deblurring results. In the case of
car wrecking and tire car seizure, clearly visible
CCTV video footage shows that the car is right beside
the shop (shop house). In frame 1 of the table is
Original video in case of car bundling and tire car tire
on Laplacian Sharpening feature. In the Tampering
Video table shown on the CCTV record evidence, the
picture is clarified using the tampering method to
provide an incident in the case shown in frame 1 of
the Sharpening Laplacian feature. By doing the
tampering method, Yogyakarta Regional Police of the
Republic of Indonesia investigators can identify the
scene or crime scene clearly.
Process the stages of the method are done by
sharpening the image or image location of the
incident with the image of the results of purification
with AMPED FIVE Ultimate 9010 tools with
techniques to sharpen the image or image.
By setting the image using AMPED FIVE
software it is known from the position sought or the
invention of the frame image to -0 at the second (00:
00: 00: 000) [P] seconds. [P] indicates the position of
frame taking and time (00: 00: 00: 000) indicating the
time 2018-03-11 13:06:00. Figures 2018 indicate the
incident in 2018, month 03 shows the incidence in the

Masking

Conclusion: Unsharp Masking occurs on frame 1

Table 3 shows that the frame detection scenario
on the CCTV video recording in the case of car
bundling. It uses the Unsharp Masking to detect the
location when occurs tampering.
Table 4 Frame detection on video

Attack

Original Video

Analysis
Video Tampering

Contrast
Brightness

Frame 40
Frame 40
Conclusion: Unsharp Masking occurs on frame Zooming
and Contrast Brightness occurred on frame 40

Table 4 shows that the frame detection scenario
on the CCTV video recording in the case of car
bundling. Contrast Brightness is the process of
improving the opaque contrast of images or images.
In the case of car wrecking and tire car seizure, it is
clear that CCTV video footage shows that the main
perpetrator is beside the left side of the car and the
location of the car is on the right side of the shop
(shop house). At frame 40 on the table is Original
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video in case of car drag and tire car tire on Contrast
rightness feature.[15]
Table 5 Frame detection on video
Attack

Analysis
Original Video

Video Tampering

4.4 Validation of Evidences
Table 8 Validates the Results of the Investigation by
Yogyakarta Regional Police of the Republic of Indonesia
Analysis
Attack
Original Video
Video Tampering
Turbulence

Zooming

Deblurring

Frame 40

Frame 40

Conclusion: There was zooming on frame 40

Table 5 shows that the frame detection scenario
on the CCTV video recording in the case of car
bundling. Zooming is the process of increasing the
view images sharper.
Table 6 Frame detection on video
Analysis
Attack
Original Video
Video Tampering

Frame 72

Frame 72

Conclusion: There was a Turbulence Deblurring on frame 72

Table 8 shows that the frame detection scenario
on the CCTV video recording in the case of car
bundling. Turbulence Deblurring affects the imaging
system at a long distance, which causes time-varying
blur when using the tampering methods.
Table 9 Validation Video Evidence
Original Video
Videos of Tampering results

Optical
Deblurring
Frame 1

Frame 1

Conclusion: Optical Deblurring occurs in frame 1

Table 6 shows that the frame detection scenario
on the CCTV video recording in the case of car
bundling. Optical Deblurring is the ultimate blend of
form and function when using the tampering
methods.
Table 7 Frame detection on video
Analysis
Attack
Original Video
Video Tampering
Exposure

Frame 1
Conclusion: Exposure occurs on frame 1

Frame 1

Table 7 shows that the frame detection scenario
on the CCTV video recording in the case of car
bundling. Exposure is much the receive the light in
camera sensor to take a picture when using the
tampering methods.

Frame target 40 dan
timeline 13:06:30
Position seek 765
Frame 765
(00:00:30:598)

Frame target 40 dan timeline
13:06:30
Position seek 765
Frame 765 (00:00:30:598)

Table 10 Validation Video Evidence
Original Video

Frame target 54 and
timeline 13:06:42
Position seek 1077
Frame 1077
(00:00:43:078)

Videos of Tampering results

Frame target 54 and timeline
13:06:42
Position seek 1077
Frame 1077 (00:00:43:078)

Table 9 and table 10 the analytical simulations
obtained in Table 4.2 above, during the identification
process of the suspect or the offender or the attacker,
it was found that the video recording to reveal the
truth in the case of car bickering and tire car
discharges are exactly the same and the incident does
exist. The evidence found by the Yogyakarta
Regional Police of the Republic of Indonesia
investigator proved to be valid. The level of accuracy
of the assessment in case of CCTV video case
analysis of car bombing cases and car tire fitting
according to DI Yogyakarta Police investigators who
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identified in the field of INAFIS said that 70% of the
identification of CCTV video footage and face of the
perpetrator or suspect or attacker can already be
processed and submitted to Police Headquarter in
Jakarta for the LIDIK process.[17][23]

4.5 Test Conclusion
Based on the examination in Yogyakarta
Regional Police of the Republic of Indonesia that the
original video and tampering video was given by
Yogyakarta Regional Police of the Republic of
Indonesia investigators in proving the truth is the
same. CCTV video recording has been through
various tests including Optical Deblurring,
Turbulence Deblurring, Contrast Brightness,
Exposure, Laplacian Sharpening, Unsharp Masking,
Wiener Filter, Bilateral Filter, Homomorphic Filter
and Temperature Tint with AMPED FIVE Ultimate
9010 application, proving that CCTV video recording
on case of carbide and tire car seal at the location.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The results reveal the truth in the case of car
plundering and tire fitting car completely - exactly the
same and the incident does exist. The evidence found
by the DI Yogyakarta Police investigator proved to be
valid. The accuracy of the assessment in case of
CCTV about car bumping and car tire fitting
according to DI Yogyakarta Police investigators who
identified in the field of INAFIS said that 70% of
identification of CCTV video footage and face of the
perpetrator or suspect or attacker already can be
processed investigation of evidence.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the number of Android
smartphone users has been increased rapidly.
Cybercrime is also increasing since internet was
established. Instant messenger is one of internetbased application that become a new media for
cybercrime. Attempts to against cybercrime can be
seen from the number of forensic tools. The problem
is forensic tools for mobile device available today are
not completely forensically sound. Examination of
digital evidence on the forensic tool is one thing
offered by many vendors. However, the forensic
tools have various ways of examination. This paper
performed research on the examination ability of two
mobile forensic tools that commonly used, Oxygen
and MOBILedit, in an examination of digital
evidence from LINE messenger application. Both
forensic tools have its ability to examine digital
evidence and can be used based on the examiner’s
needs. In this experiment, both forensic tools were
assessed qualitatively based on a case study.

In September 2008, the very first Android
smartphone was announced to the public
although in 2007 the beta version of Android
was launched internally in form of handset codenamed "Sooner" [1]. Android smartphone is
being popular during the last decade. The
number of Android smartphones sold increased
from about 220 million units in 2011 to around
1.2 billion in 2015 [2]. In 2018, Android has 13
names of version that always named by candy or
dessert name.
The more Android versions the more various
applications come up. One of them is instant
messaging (IM) application. LINE messenger is
one of IM that popular in Asian. LINE is ranked
among the ten most successful mobile messenger
applications in the world [2]. At the same time,
LINE is the second most successful on the Asian
market. Figure 1 shows the amount of monthly
active LINE users worldwide in 2016. There are
around 202.11 million average of LINE’s active
users in 4th quarter 2016.

KEYWORDS
Android, forensic, digital, evidence, smartphone

Figure 1. Number of monthly active LINE users worldwide in 2016
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The widespread use of Android device makes it
an inevitable source for forensic analysis both
from the criminal and non-criminal point of view
[3]. The widespread use of social networking
applications also can increase the risk of
cybercrime. One of cybercrime is being lively
nowadays is cyberbullying [4]. Cyberbullying is
an aggressive behavior which refers to bullying
behavior by a person through social media such
as web, messaging, social networking, chat
rooms, etc. [5]. The crime scene in an Android
device is able to solve by the mobile device
forensics techniques.

artifacts inside a virtual machine. The author
showed that this apps on volatile memory has
proved that critical application data is present in
the RAM and it can be extracted for further
examination and analysis. The non-volatile
memory analysis has shown that LINE
messenger activities remain some artifacts in
different locations.
Riadi, et. al. [9] studied about the technique of a
forensic tools in identifying artifact in LINE
messenger. The authors were able to show
differences in two techniques of MOBILedit to
identifying LINE’s digital evidence on Android
platform.
Based on the studies above and some
background issues, the researchers have a reason
to conduct the experiment about the ability of
forensic tools in LINE’s digital evidence
examination. This article was focused on the
analysis of MOBILedit and Oxygen forensic
ability in examination process.
2. BASIC THEORY
2.1 Digital Evidence

Figure 2. Branches of Digital Forensics

As seen as Figure 2, digital forensics has at least
five branches of study fields. One of them is
mobile device forensics. Mobile device forensics
is a branch of digital forensic used for recovery
of digital evidence from a mobile device.
The problem in the forensic field are many
forensic tools that are not 100% as expected in
their use. For this reason, NIST suggested a
forensic tools testing on smartphones [6]. This
also becomes a concern for the researchers.
There are several research on this issue. Iqbal et.
al. [7] studied the artifacts left by LINE
messenger. The analysis was conducted on an
iPhone running iOS6 and a HTC One Android
v5. In this investigation, the text messages were
successfully retrieved, but messages sent during
a private messaging session were not retrieved in
all scenarios. The authors use SQlite DB
Browser to find database inside the mobile
device.
Chang et. al [8] studied the identification of
LINE’s artifact. The authors focus on both the
volatile memory and non-volatile memory

Nowadays, mobile phones do not only transfer
voice and text message, they have become a
multipurpose device that can transfer multimedia
files, perform video streaming, internet browsing
and other operation that relates to data transfer
[10]. The data transferring between electronic
gadget to server leaving the digital trace, or it
could be a digital evidence. Digital evidence is
information stored or transmitted in the binary
form that may be relied on in court [11]. It can
be found in hard drive, flash drive, phones,
mobile devices, routers, tablets, and instruments
such as GPS [12]. Digital evidence is fragile,
volatile and vulnerable if it is not handled
properly [13]. Digital evidence is commonly
associated with digital or electronic crime, such
as pornography, prostitution, identity theft,
phishing, or credit card fraud [14]. However,
digital evidence is now used to prosecute all
types of crimes, not just digital crimes.
2.2 Mobile Device Forensics
Mobile device forensics is a branch of digital
forensics and refers to the preservation, data
acquisition, examination, and analysis of mobile
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devices such as cell phones, smartphones, music
players, tablets, Global Positioning Systems
(GPS), and other types of mobile devices [15].
Basically, it used to recover any data in the
mobile device that recognized to be a digital
evidence by Law. This is very useful in crimeproving in the court.

as contacts, text messages, and picture.
MOBILedit supports extraction and viewing data
from different sources such as; Contact book,
call history, text and multimedia messages, files,
calendars, notes, reminders, raw application data,
IMEI, operating systems, firmware including
SIM details (IMSI), ICCID and location area
information [3].

2.3 Cybercrime
3
According to United Nations's comprehensive
study, Cybercrime is a limited number of acts
against the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability (CIA) of computer data or systems
[16]. Cybercrime can be happened in any
electronic devices, like Android smartphone.
Based on this understanding, cybercrime is
formulated as an act against the law that is done
by using a network of electronic devices as a tool
or electronic device as an object, whether to gain
profit or not, and there are elements harmful to
others [17].

TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY

The main objective of this study is to evaluate
the performance of some existing mobile
forensics tools in acquiring data, from LINE
messenger application, such as text, picture,
audio, and video. In this section, we discuss the
materials used and methods adopted for
evaluation.
3.1 Tools Requirements
The materials, hardware, and software, used to
achieve the objective of the study include:

2.4 LINE Messenger
Table 1. Tools requirements

LINE is an instant messenger application
launched in Japan since June 2011 [18]. LINE
messenger is one of IM provides their users by
phone number registration. There are many
features in LINE messenger, such as private
chat, group chat, stickers, etc. Despite the
advantages imparted by LINE, it is vulnerable to
threats. LINE IM application sends messages
unencrypted over the internet [19].
2.5 Oxygen Forensic

Tools
Asus Zenfone C
LINE messenger
Workstation
USB Cable
Oxygen Forensics

This tool has several features which can be
selected in a criminal case. Oxygen Forensic has
the ability to perform logical acquisition and
physical acquisition [20]. Oxygen Forensic Suite
also has the capability to provide general
information about the smartphone and the
network that the device was connected to [14].
2.6 MOBILedit Forensic
MOBILedit is a forensic tool that has the ability
to perform logical acquisition and physical
acquisition like Oxygen Forensic. This software
is good enough to be used to obtain phone
system information and other information such

MOBILedit

Specification
Android 4.4.2 (KitKat),
Internal 8 GB, Removable
GSM/HSPA Network, Dual
SIM, Rooted
Ver. 6.60
ASUS Intel Core i3
processor, RAM 4 GB,
HDD 500GB, OS: Win 10
Ver. 2.0
Oxygen Forensics
Ver. 6.4
MOBILedit! Forensic
version 9.0

This study was focused on data that could be
acquired from a smartphone. The technique of
extracting data is the physical acquisition. It
means the smartphone must be rooted already in
gaining data easier. LINE messenger is unable to
extract nicely with the logical acquisition.
3.2 Research methodology
The research used the steps as in Figure 3. The
steps of the research are divided into four: device
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acquisition, LINE messenger examination, data
analysis, and conclusion.

4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Oxygen Forensic

Figure 3. Research Methodology

Figure 4. The Brief process of acquisition








Device acquisition: Figure 4 shows the
brief process of acquisition performed.
The data from gadget was recovered and
sorted in a list of each category.
LINE Messenger examination: The
researchers will perform forensic analysis
on smartphone devices using the Oxygen
forensics, and MOBILedit forensic. The
forensic analysis will be conducted under
closed conditions in the sense that
smartphone devices will be converted
into Airplane Mode to maintain data
integrity.
Data Analysis: The performance of each
forensic tool will be analyzed using a
comparison table.
Conclusion: classifying the ability of
each forensic tool.

Oxygen Forensic has the ability to perform
logical acquisition and physical acquisition.
Oxygen
Forensic
successfully
obtains
smartphone device information. Figure 5 shows
LINE messenger chat text artifacts obtained
using Oxygen forensic. Text message artifact
from LINE messenger can be generated only
from the physical acquisition. Oxygen forensic
also able to perform timeline analysis that can be
used by the expert to explain the conversation
history from all calls, messages, calendar events,
geo-data, and applications activities in a
chronological way, as seen as in Figure 6. This
feature is very useful for doing timeframe
analysis that defined by U.S. Department of
Justice (DOJ) as determining when events
occurred on the system by reviewing any logs
and time stamps in the file system [6].

Figure 5. Chat text result from Oxygen acquisition

Figure 6. Timeline analysis feature in Oxygen Forensic

4.2 MOBILedit Forensic
Just like oxygen forensic, MOBILedit forensic
also has the ability to perform the logical and
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physical acquisition. MOBILedit Forensic
successfully
obtains
smartphone
device
information. MOBILedit was able to identify the
IMEI number of both mobile phones, IMSI and
ICCID of the registered SIM cards.
MOBILedit was succeeded to gain contact
information, text message, and picture from
LINE messenger while video artifact was unable
to perform in MOBILedit acquisition. The
picture artifact as in Figure 7 has a brief
information about the path of the file, size of the
file, created and modified the file. The picture
file can be a clue to investigate the production of
this file.

Figure 9. Deleted contact data

Figure 8 is a piece of text conversation in LINE
messenger. The text conversation also shows an
incoming picture and outgoing picture that occur
in this section of chat. But in this text
conversation, there is a problem in sorting the
chronological timeline.
MOBILedit was also success to gain deleted
contact data as seen as in Figure 9. This
particular data can be a clue to accuse the
suspect statements about the deleted contact.
Table 2. The comparison result of the forensic tools
No.
1
2
3
4

Figure 7. Image Artifact from LINE messenger

5
6
7
8

Type of file
Text messages
Picture/photo
Video
Audio
Contact
Information
Document
Call logs
Deleted data

Oxygen
Forensics
√
X
X
X

MOBILedit
Forensic
√
√
Х
Х

√

√

Х
Х
Х

Х
Х
√

As in Table 2, we can see the difference result
from both forensic tools ability in digital
evidence examination. Both of them were
successful to recover text messages and contact
information from LINE messenger. MOBILedit
forensic seems more has advantage than Oxygen
forensics in the amount of file examined.
Nevertheless, Oxygen has the advantage in data
analysis features, those are timeline and social
graph.
Figure 8. Text conversation in LINE Messenger

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Based on the forensic tool experiment in digital
evidence from Android-based LINE messenger
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examination that has been discussed, it can be
concluded:
Oxygen forensics was good to perform timeline
analysis. This is useful for the examiner in an
investigation. Oxygen forensic success to gain
text messages, but it failed to gain any picture or
video files from LINE messenger acquisition.
MOBILedit was able to gain text messages,
pictures, and also deleted contact data. In the
examination process, MOBILedit was failed to
sorting the chronological conversation on LINE
messenger. However, it still good considering
there is a timestamp section in each text
message.
There are a lot of forensic tools that have not
been tested in a specific case as same as in LINE
messenger. A future research perspective should
include the analysis of different instant
messaging applications by a group of different
forensic tools. This analysis also needs to
conduct on different mobile platforms because it
can affect the result.
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